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PREFACE

The text is intended to be a guide in one-semester graduate

courses emphasizing the macro-aspects of fracture and addressing

design. It is the outgrowth of lecture notes of the "Fracture"

course given at Bogazici University for more than a decade.
Special thanks are due to Prof.I.Finnie of University of

California at Berkeley who inspired in me the joy of fracture. The

early chapters—which are establishing the foundations of fracture-
are inevitably heavily influenced by his class notes of 1972.

Fracture is a very rapidly expanding fielcj. Emphasis is placed

in this work on recent developments rather than the "by now traditional"
aspects of fracture. Elastic plastic fracture mechanics and variable

amplitude fatigue crack propagation takes the major portion of the

book.
Problems and answers to these problems are provided at the end

of each chapter to promote the understanding. References are kept

minimum on well developed topics and abundant on developing ones.

Istanbul, May 1988 Oktem VARDAR
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the classical sense failure is predicted when stress reaches the

relevant strength value. As far as fracture is concerned this relevant

strength is the breaking strength. Its theoretical value, that is the

cohesive strength in an ideally perfect crystal, may be estimated if

the interatomic forces are known in detail. But a crude estimate is ob-
tained by considering an isolated pair of atoms as Orowan did. Assuming

that there is no interaction between neighboring atoms, the force neces-
sary to displace atoms may be represented by a sine-function (Fig.1.1).

27T (1.1)CT = St sin~x

where a denotes the force per unit area, St the theoretical breaking

strength, x the displacement around the equilibrium point and A/2 the

range of the interatomic forces. For small displacements, linear elas-
tic behavior is observed. Thus

i.

2TT= E — (1.2)a = E.e = S — x
Abo

where E is the elastic modulus, e the strain, bQ the interatomic dis-
tance at equilibrium. The energy necessary to break the sdlid may be

assumed to be equal to the surface energy for creating two fresh surfaces:

A/2
/ a dx r 2Y
0

where y represents the surface energy(tension) per unit area, usually

considered as a thermodynamic property of the material. Using equation 1.1

it becomes

A/2 2ir (1.3)sin —7" x dx r 2 y
Ast /

0
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b
Os b,distance

of separationw

f
F/b2o

A/2
x-b-bo'

o

In b
o

(a) (b)

Fig.1.1-(a)Interatomic energy and force variation and
(b)its idealization

Combining equations 1.1 and 1.2 to eliminate the unknown A and substi-
tuting it into equation 1.3 leads to

S = / Ev /bt ' o (1.4)

Crude approximation of A/2 =sbo results in = E/TT . More accurate pre-
dictions M lead to the conclusion

S = / Ev /b ist o E/10 (1.5)

which implies that the theoretical breaking strength is almost two orders
of magnitude higher than the observed breaking strength of real engineering
materials.
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The discrepancy between the theoretical and observed strength can be

explained by hypothesizing that real materials contain flaws which locally

increase the stress.This is not unrealistic since defects such as pores,

slag particles, inclusions, brittle particles, scratches of all sorts

due to manufacturing and intensionally introduced discontinuities such as

fillets* holes, groves are very common. These stress concentration sites

not only raise the local stresses but they also induce multiaxial loading.
A simple model would be that of figure 1.2 which indicates that high

tensile stresses exist in the link AB but also in AC and BB, which in the

absence of the notch would not exist. This effect of inducing transverse

t
O t t to

oo
o O o—o

Io. o I
O o— oo

oo.
o Q — Oo

1 J-
O — 0
o— o

I'D I I
o— o—O

B or ia o
o o— oo

oO'
o -— o °o Io to

\
o
I

Fig.1.2- A simple sketch of the notch effect at the atomic level.

stresses-biaxiality or triaxiality-has important consequences on yielding.
Since dislocation motion leading to plastic deformation is governed by

shear stresses, i.e. by the difference of normal stresses, as triaxiality

increases yielding -is prevented and the tendency towards brittle behavior

increases.
The idea that stress concentrators are responsible for the observed

low strength of engineering materials is supported by the fact that
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extremely thin-fibers of materials are exeptionally strong since they

can hardly contain any defects. The observed strength of such whiskers
reach almost the theoretical strength(Table 1.1). Having established
the major role of'notches" it is worthwhile to consider the stress states

in the neighborhood of some practical notched geometries.

Table 1.1- Tensile strength of whiskers at room temperature[l]

Material Elastic Modulus(GPa) Strength(GPa)

Graphite 675 19.3

A1„0 524 15.22 3
524 6.9large crystal

12.4

13.8

20.7

193Iron

Si„N

Si C

3803 4
690

Si 180 6.9

Si large crystal 3.6180

References

1- Kelly, A, "Strong Solids" Clarendon Press, Oxford 1966
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2. SOLUTIONS THAT ARE USEFUL IN

FRACTURE PREDICTIONS

2.1 STRESSES AROUND A CIRCULAR HOLE

The most common stress concentration type is that of a circular

cavity and luckily the solution is quite simple. Thus, it will be pre-
sented here as a typical case.

Consider an infinite plate with a hole, subject to a uniform tensile

stress a in the y-direction(Fig.2.1). The solution is obtained through

Airy stress function[l]. If there is no hole in the plate, the state

;

a =oy

i

M i l
a =ay

Fig. 2.1- The geometry in the circular hole problem

of stress will be given by:
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a a—y
*i

(2.1)o = 0x

T = 0xy

This state of stress can be derived from the stress function

. 1 2
<P= - <7 x

2

or through polar coordinates

(JJ= — r^(l+cos20) (2.2)
4

and the corresponding stress components are

= — o(l-cos20)r 2 -
a

1o„ = — a(l+cos20)w 2
(2.3)

— a sin20Tr0 = — 2

Now if a hole of radius a is introduced at the origin 0, the stress

state will be disturbed. The new stress state must satisfy the boundary
conditions

= 0at r = a °r = Tr@
coincide (2.4)and

with eq.(2.3)
at r -* K>

°r’°0 Tr0

4and will be derived from a stress function $ which must satisfy V cf> in
polar coordinates

[if. + I;1_
+ I_ ii-|[i!iUr2 f Si r2 SG? J ^ Sr2

1_ S2$
r Sr rJ S3z

S^j
rv, 2.1

1 S$ = 0 (2.5)- + +
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If it is assumed that the stress function, with hole present, is of the

same form as the stress function given by eq.(2.2), i.e., composed of a

function f^ Cr
) plus another function f2(r) multiplied by cos 20 ,

$(r,0) = f1(r)
+ f2(r) cos 20

then the compatibility equation, eq.(2.5), yields

L dr2 r drJ L dr2 r dr

+ r d l + l d_ _ 4_1 f I Z l +II f l - f!l|
*- dr2 r dr r2 * ^ dr2 r dr r2 ^ cos20 =0

or

2

* * dr2 r dr
£l + IfL
dr2 r dr

-11*—r2 dr2

] -1
(2.6)

df2 4f2
f i i + i i L -
^ dr2 r dr

= 0

These equations reduce to linear differential equations with constant

coefficients through the substitution r = eX, and give the general solu-
tion

f^
(r) = CjP-2logr+C2r2+ C3 log r + C4

C?
f2(r) = C5r2+ C6r-+ — + C8

r2

and the stress function <I>(r,0) is

+ C2r2+ G3 log r + C4j+|c5r2+ C6r4+ — + C8j= [V*$ log r cos20

which corresponds to the following system of stresses:

r 6c7 4CS -1
2C5 +

L r4 r2 J
C3

Cr = C1(l+21og r) +2C2 + — cos20
r2
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6C?1

r 4 J2C 5 + 12C 6r 2+Og = (3+2.1og r) +2 C2 -

= |hc 5 +6C 6r
2 -

cos20

6C ?

r
sin20Tr0 4r

C 5, c 6, C 7 and C 8 are seven constants to be determined.
and Tr0 must be finite, it follows from the

where C
^
, C 2 9 C

Since, for r-»- 00

3 >

’ ar’ae »

above equations that = C6 = 0. The remaining five constants are de-
termined from the five boundary conditions given by Eqs.(2.4).

C

rrm
0.5a 3o-0.5a 0

D

on section
CD:

°yjt 2a
1

!

!:
\ Vi/

,

a /1

i !c
on section

AB
i
!

AA'
B

Fig.2.2: Variation of stresses in the neighborhood of the circular
hole.
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Thus, the stress components are obtained as:

4a2 ;
2 1

cos20a 2r r22 ! rr

3a 1* '
1 + — cos20i «11.£G (2.7)a0 = ‘

r4r2 22 •

1
_ 3a^ + 2aia sin 20

4 r2r

There are several''features worth noting. These are sketched in Fig.2.2
and summarized below.

i, Due to the presence of the hole one has at the two points A

and A' a stress concentration of three,

ii, The elevation of stress at these stress concentrationisites

is very localized. At one hole diameter away from the stress

concentration point the stress is only about 7% higher than

the nominal value.
iii, For applied tensile stresses, compressive ones are induced

at point C and C * and vice versa.
iv, The same stress distribution is obtained for both plane stress

and plane strain conditions.

2.2 STRESSES AROUND AN ELLIPTICAL CRACK

Consider an elliptical hole in an infinite plate loaded by biaxial

tensile stresses a(Fig.2.3). Elliptical coordinates £ and r) are par-
ticularly well suited for this geometry. These are defined through

x = c cosh £ cos n
y = c sinh £ sin r\ I (2.8)

£ ss constant curves are ellipses given byThus,

+ -Jil
c2cosh2£ c2sinh2£

x2 1

i
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and r|= constant curves are hyperbolas expressed by

x 2 ii = 1
c 2cos 2n c2sin2p

a

I t t
& ;

?0&
$

\/

Ns \

li 1-l \o X a//
/ /\

v
0Tvn

°Ku
i 1 1

a

Fig. 2.3- The geometry of the elliptical hole problem.

Inglis obtained the stress field in 1913[2]:

psinh2g (cosh2g -cosh2 g 0)
(cosh2g - cos2n)2

1
osinh2g(cosh2g +cosh2go -2cos2ri) (2.9)0nn (cosh2g -cos2ri)2

asin2 n(cosh2£ -cosh2gri)
(cosh2g - cos2n)'

T- =£n

The boundary of the crack is expressed by gQ while n,= 0,71 represent
the ends of the major axis. The focii of the ellipse are x= +c aû
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the semi-major and semi-minor axes are given by

c cosh £Qa =

b = c sinh £o

the ellipse becomes a circle, while as £ 0 the ellipse

becomes a sharp crack of length 2a = 2c.
If we examine the stresses along the x-axis, we find sin 2ri = 0,

cos 2rj = 1 , T£ri= an<^

As £Q -* CO

;
CTsinh 2£(cosh2£ -cosh2£rl)ax = =
(cosh2£ -l)2

(2.10)

_ asinh2£(cosh2£ +• cosh2£Q -2)
(cosh2£ - l)2

a = anny

In particular, at the ends of the major axis, i.e. at £ = £Q , ri= 0,TT

I

a
_ g(sinh2£„)(2)

cosh2£0 - 1

where p r root radius = b2/a . Letting

obtain a very slender ellipse which in the limit is a sharp crack

2a=a —y b

in eq.(2.10)we£Q 0

gsi.nh2£
cosh2£-l

(2.11)g -ay yy

Since c->-a as £q-> 0, we have x = a cosh£
eq(2.11) can be rearranged to read

along the x-axis and g

^
in

g(x/a)g2sinh£ cosh£ gcosh£a = = 3
y /(x/a)2-ly/'cosh2£ -12^ sinh2£

Making a coordinate transformation a + r = x, i.e. moving the coordinate

axes to the crack tip yields

1+r/a (2.12)
/l+r/2a
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Thus, for points very close to the tip, i.e r/a «1

a fnaa - ay (2.13)1/2(27rr)

This is an interesting result, showing that stresses go to infinity as
the tip is approached, for a mathematically sharp crack.

Similarly,
crack using eq.(2.10).

Cx stress along the x-axis can be obtained for a sharp

„ sinh 21—(T 2

cosh 2£ -1
a * arrx

Hence, for sharp cracks ~ 0

x-axis for the line crack and- the ellipse differ greatly if we consider

at the tip. The solutions for along

sharp ellipses other than the extreme case = 0. For ellipses with
0, we see in Fig.2.4 that = 0 at the tip and rises to a value

stress at a small distance a^head of theless than that of the peak oy
crack tip.

If uniaxial loading of the elliptical hole is considered, the solu-
tion '-'becomes too lengthy" as Inglis states, Stress concentration at the
tip of the ellipse turns out to be

o - - a (1+ — ) = a (1+2 )y Pb

as opposed to o(2a/b)in biaxial loading, which is very close for elon-
gated ellipses. For sharp cracks parallel stressing does not have any
effect.

2.3 STRESSES AT A SHARP CRACK (WESTERGAARD'S SOLUTION)

There is no reason why Airy's stress function cannot be a complex
function of two variables x and y. In fact, Westergpard presented a simple
solution of cracked geometries using complex functions^], which is
reproduced here as an examplary solution to sharp crack problems.

If f(z) is an analytic function (i.e it is single-valued and has a
derivative at every point in the region of interest) then z = x+iy implies
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a

t t t
\

n25a

l
b=l ""s. r
+a=10
^
y'*l -3»x

l
\

200

t i t150 T

V>»
\VD

w
0
X

\'\\w
a' 10a \ \'a<c
CO sharp crack\ \a;

» ellipse(]0/1)

5a
.a -

0
(a/100) 2(a/100) 3(a/100) 4(a/100)

Distance from root, r
0

Fig.2.4- Stress distribution for an elliptical cavity.
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f’(z) = 3f/8x r

(2.14)
i f'(z)= 8f/8y

In general, the complex function will have its real and imaginary parts

f(z)= a(x,y)+ i 3(x,y)

which yields through equations 2.14

8f
_
8a +i86 = f’

8x 8x 8x

8f 2“ + i -M
_

i £» , .—— zz

8y8y 8y

Thus

8ai(— + i M.) = + i M)
8x 8x 8y 8y

yielding

8a SB
3x 8y

(2.15)

SB8a

8y 8x

which are known as Cauchy-Riemann conditions. Taking the derivatives
of the first Chanchy-Riemann condition with respect to x and of the
second with respect to y(and vice versa) and combining them leads to

( IL.+ 1L
8x2 8y2

)a = 0
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and

(— —)3 = o
9y23x2

Thus, both the real and the imaginary parts of any analytic function

are candidates for Airy's stress function since a harmonic function is

is a harmonic function, it is easy to

are all bi-harmonic. For example :
also bi-harmonic. In fact, if ip

show that x ip, y ip or (x2+ y2)\p

3x 3x

3( — xip) =
3y 3y3y23x2

3_ (x M + *) + 3_(x ii ) = x ( J!i + 1)^2^3y 3y 3x2 3y2 3x3x 3x

<L_
(_il

3x 3x2 «\
_ _2V4(xif/)=(-^- + (0+2^) = 0=• 2

3x2 3y2 3x 3y

2.3.1. Mode I loading: The opening mode of a cracked panel is charac-
terized by displacements in which the crack surfaces move directly

apart(Fig.2.5). The boundary conditions for this loading are:

for|x|< a , y = 0a = 0y

x|> a + e , y = 0foroy > a

as x,y ooa a (2.16)y

= o along y = 0Lxy

V at 0 along y = 0, x > a

where a is the half of the crack length and e is a small number.

M.
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Fig.2.5- Mode I loading discussed by Westergaard

Consider

$ r Re<ji + y Im tp (2.17)

where tp and are the second and first integrals of ip , respectively.
If (j> is analytic,(p is analytic and all the further derivatives <j)', </>", etc. are
analytic. Thus, Re <f> and Im <)> are harmonic and eq.2.17 is biharmonic.
Then

324> = —(—(Retp + y .Im <p))y
3x2 3x 3>:

a =

- (Re<j> + y Im <j>)
3x

(2.18)= Re<j) + y Im ((>'

32$ —( —(Re cj) )+ y ——(ImtJj)+Im <j> )
3y 3y

o =x 3y2 3y
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33«" '

. 3 _ _ _
= — ( ( Iracji ) + y — (Retj) ) +Imij> )

3x3x3y

3
= — (-Itr^ +yRe<f> +Imcj> )

3y

3
= y ( ImJ))+Re<f>

3x

(2.19)Retfi - ylm!) '

32$ 3 3 „ _
(—; (Re 4> )+ y — (Im$)+Ini<j) )

3x 3y

3
T = -} ** 3x3y 3y

3
= (-Inuj) +y Re<j> + Imcfi )

3x

(2.20)= - y Re (Jj

The simplest function <j> satisfying the boundary conditions 2.16 would

be

CT
(2.21)<t> ( z ) =

J 1-a2 / z 2

Along the x-axis, y = 0 and 0 = 0 / /l-a2 /x2 , in, complete agreement

with the boundary conditions. If the coordinate system is changed to one
. . . . ig

originating at the crack tip, z-a = r t = r e

)

, eq.2.21 becomes

q (r|+a ) ca l+n /a_
friTn+2a3 / 2an \f l+pT2a

|j a |" l+(r /a)e2Q

^ 2rei0 *- /l+(r / 2a) ei0

4> (n ) . = (2.22)

]= a

For points close to the crack, tip, r /a « 1 and
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4>(n) a a|^a/2n , <t>'(n) ~ - — \Ja/2n 3 (2.23)

Thus, using eq.2,18,

(CT|/a/2r e10/2)+ r -i36/2sin0 Im(- —•|/a/2r3 e
2

a = Re )y

— + — fa / 2r sir.6 sin —2 2 2
=Q ja/2r cos

360(1+sin sin —) (2.24)
2 2

Similarly, using eq.2.19,

= Re(a|/a/2r e 3,0^2) -i30/2- r sin0 Im(- — ^a/2r3 e
2

ax )

6 6 30(1- sin — sin — ) (2.25)cos
2 2 2

And using eq.2.20,

e-i30/2)sin© Re(- — Ja/2r3

2
Txy - -r

0 S i n ® 30 (2.26)cos cosr
2 2 2

Note that equations 2.24'through 2.26 are just the first terms in a
series expansion the higher terms of which are neglected since we only
consider points close to the crack tip-and use eq. 2.23 instead of eq.2.22
in obtaining the stress field. The singular behavior predicted by eq.2.13
is rediscovered here.

)

To obtain the displacement field in plane strain, the stress-strain
relationship is used

2GEX = Ox ” v(ax+Oy)=(l-2v)Re;p - y Im^’
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i

the Poisson's ratio.
u becomes

where G = E/2(l+ vi) is the shear modulus and V

Integrating the strain expression, x-directional displacement

2Gu = (l-2v) Re cp - y Im + g(y)

where g(y) is an arbitrary function of y. Similarly,

= (l-2v) Re<j> + y Im<J>2Gt;

leads to y-directional displacement v

2Cv t (2-2\i) Im <J) - y RecJ1 + f(x)

where f(x) is an arbitrary function of x. Using the shear stress-shear

strain relationship and the displacement expressions above

= -2y Retj>' r 2G — + 2G —2G y xy Ox3y

= -2y Re(j)' + g' +f'

Thus

+f' = 0g

which leads to

g = Ay + D

f = -Ax + C

with A, C and D being just constants. Since the boundary condition dic-
tates that v be zero for |x|> a along the symmetry axis A = 0. The constants

C and D just give rigid body displacements, hence may be omitted. Thus,

2Gu = (l-2v) Reijj - y Im4>

2Gv = (2-2v) Itd^ - y Re,j)
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/

Through the use of <p (n)= a j2ar\ , d> (n)

2Gu =(l-2v)0 flax

= 0 ya/2t)

+ 0 rsin 6|fa/2r sin —
one obtains

£cos
2 2

..V

u = 0m e_ (l-2\) +sin2 — ) (2.27)cos
G 2 2

and

62Gv =(2-2v)o j2ar sin — -
yira

v = o1—
sin 6/a/2r0 r cos

2 2

-FG 1 2TT

esin —(2—2v— cos2 — ) (2.28)
2 2

To obtain the displacements in plane stress, it is sufficient to replace
V by v/l+V .

The shape of the open crack can be obtained if (j>(z)= az/ /a2- z2

is used without any simplification. In this case

'a2- x2 ’2Gv(x,o) = 2(1-v) Im<f) = 2(l-v)o (2.29)

which shows that the line crack opens up to form an ellipse.

2.3.2 Mode II loading: The forward sliding mode is characterized by dis-
placements in which the crack surfaces slide over one another normal to

the crack front. This in-plane shear loading is depicted in figure 2.6.
The boundary conditions are:

for |x|< a, y =0 = 0, xy xy = 0

along x-axiso = 0y
(2.30)

as x,y co* TTxy

for|x|> a.E , y = 0> TTxy

for y = 0 and |xu = 0 > a
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:

I

i

:
Fig.2.6- Mode IX loading discussed by Westergaard .

Consider

(2.31)
$ = - y Re <j)

Similar to mode I analysis.

32$ (2.32)- y Re<|>'°y = ~

3x2

a2$ (2.33)+ y Rec()'O - = 2 Im(|)
X o3y2

-32$ = Re<J> - y Imt()' (2.34)
T —Xy 3x3y

The simplest function satisfying the boundary conditions 2.30 is

<J>(z) = ——- (2.35)
2''/1-a2/z

which for points close to the tip becomes
i

$ (n) ~ TI[ (2.36)
2n

Thus, using this simplified expression in eq.2.32 through 2.34 yields

o = J-iE« Sini
y

306 (2.37)cos cos
2 2 2
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e ev ,QQsin —(2+cos — cos —-)a (2.38)x ^7 2 2 2

T = (2TTF
0 e 36cos —(1-sin — sin — ) (2.39)xy
2 2 2

The displacements(for plane strain)are obtained as follows:

2Gex = 2(1-v)Im<f) + y Re<J)1

2Gu = 2(1-v)Im<J) + y Re<j)

frfa esin —(2-2V+ cos2—) (2.40)U = T —G 2 2

2Gv =(-l+2v)Re<j> — y Im4>

fifa 6 e—(-l+2v + sin2—) (2.41)V = T cos
2G 2

2,3.3, Mode III loading: In the parallel shear (or anti-plane shear)mode
the crack surfaces slide with respect to one another parallel to the
crack front(Fig.2.7). This is the type of loading experienced in cir-
cumferentially notched rods subject to torsion. The boundary conditions
are:

T = 0 for x < ayz
1

(2.42)as y o°T + Tyz

for y = 0 and |x|> aw = 0
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!

;

!
I

i
;

o o o
T

Fig.2.7- Mode III loading discussed by Westergaard

Since u = v - 0 for this case, the equilibrium equation in terms of the

displacement w simply reduces to
r

(2.43)V2w = 0

Choosing

i Im (j) (2.44)w - G

yields

(2.45)- Im (j)Txz

(2.46)= Re <j>Tyz

Again, a simple function will be

T
<t> ( z ) = (2.47)

||1- a2/z2

which for r/a« 1 leads to

T = sin —jflnr
(2.48)xz 2
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_ rfria
(livr

A (2.49)cosTyz
2

and

eT y 7Ta
sin — (2.50)

w =
G 2 f

Westergaard solutions reveal that all stresses have a l / f r singu-larity. Stresses tend to infinity as the crack tip is approached. Given
the loading mode(i.e Mode I, II or III)the stress expressions have
the same form for all geometry and loadings except the numerator of
the singular term. This term, the numerator of the singular term, indi-
cates the strength or the intensity of singularity, that is,how fast
stresses go to infinity. Hence it is called the stress intensity factor
and is shown by or for modes 1,2 or 3, respectively. For plane
strain conditions K

^
, and K

to signify the important consequences of plane strain condition in frac-
ture. These K expressions for different loading and geometry are listed
in handbooks.

the

III* t^ie roman numerals are used,
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Problems:

1- For mode I loading, obtain expressions for the two principal stresses
in the x,y plane. What value of 0 gives the maximum value of principal stress?
What is the direction of this principal stress relative to the x,y axes

Answer: ±60°; coincident with x and y axes.
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2- For the infinite plate subjected to uniform stress o and containing

along the x-axis both from
a crack of length 2a, calculate the stress

Westergaard's solution and from Inglis' solution. By comparing these, deter-
mine the distance ahead of the crack at which Westergaard's solution is

in error by 10%.
Answer: r/a = 15%

3- Knowing the solutions for the stress concentrations at cylindrical

and spherical holes, sketch the "failure envelope" for materials containing

these type of flaws.
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3. LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS
'i.

Chapter One presented the dilemma between the theoretical and ob-
served strength. Engineering materials are not as strong as they should

be. As a possible explanation to this, it is shown in Chapter Two that

stresses increase appreciably at a discontinuity-in fact stresses go to

infinity at a mathematically sharp crack, which implies zero strength.
Engineering materials are not as weak, however, even if they contain
sharp cracks. The balance is realized considering either the energy
requirements at the crack tip or the applied stresses at the tip in con-
junction with cohesive forces acting at the tip.

'4
3.1 THE ENERGY APPROACH

3,1.1 Griffiths Idea: Griffith ]
only occur if the solid can pass from the unbroken to broken condition
by a process involving a continuous decrease in energy.

He considered an infinite plate of unit thickness containing a crack

of length 2a(Fig.3.1). The loading is taken as equi-biaxial to simplify

the strain energy calculations. As Griffith pointed out the loading pa-
rallel to the sharp crack does not change the strain, energy value since

introduced the idea that fracture could

-xx x+AxJL Ax

Fig.3.1: Center cracked panel subject to dead ioad
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only changes in energy are of importance as the solid passes from the

unbroken to broken condition.

change in potential

energy of the weight = A P.E. = - WAx

change in strain

energy of the plate = 4 0 = 1 - W A x+ — W(x+Ax)- — Wx =
2 22

Thus,

A P.E. = -2AU
Griffith found from Inglis' solution that the strain energy of the crac-
ked plate exceeded that of the uncracked plate by ira2a2/E for plane

7r(l-v2)a2o2/E for plane strain. Including the energy

dissipation by the newly created surface, total energy change becomes
stress and by

TTa2o2Tra2q2 + ira2a2
+ 4 ay+ 4 ay = ~A energy = -2 EE E

y is the surface energy per unit fresh area.'where

4aY

metastable
equilibrium

oo
B
G
W
<3 crack length

Fig.3.2- Variation of various energy components with crack length.

The maximum in the energy curve represents the metastable equilibrium
(Fig.3.2).
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9 Tra
2g 2

+ 4ay) = 0
9a E

Leading to

2yEa r —1—cr 2
TTCJ

(3.1)

or

in plane stress (3.2a)c =

2y E in plane strain (3.2b)a =
T T a ( l-v 2 )

This implies that fracture is imminent the moment you introduce a crack
of size larger than critical(a ).

Tests on glass show that y is 10-times the thermodynamic value;
even for Al^O^, at~193°C, y is 15-times higher than the thermodynamic
value. Usually y from fracture and y from thermodynamics differ by one
or more orders of magnitude. Thus, Orowan proposed to include an addi-
tional dissipation term to account for plastic deformation.

1/2|2(y+yp) E {

Irwin [2]extended the formulation by replacing 2v by which is left
as a material property to be determined from a fracture test.

a =

1/2<GC E/ira) (3.3)a =

There is no a priori reason to accept as a material property. It was
Irwin’s insight to postulate it as such initially which later turned out
to be correct within certain limitations and formed the basis of linear
elastic fracture mechanics(LEFM).

3.1.2 The Energy Balance: In the most general case, the thermodynamic
equilibrium of the body requires that[31 '
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(3.4)W + Q = u. + K + r=

= g/ t^tuds with

the portion
W = rate of work done by the external loads

t^,tu ,ST being the traction, displacement vectors and

of the boundary where tractions are specified, respectively.

where

- 'q.n.ds+' /OhdV
s 1 1 V

Q.= total rate of heat supply =

being the heat conduction vector per unit time per unit area andwith

h being the heat source per unit time per unit mass.
qi

U = rate of the recoverable stored energy = — / pEdV
dt V

with E being the internal energy density.

— (- /pu.u.dV)
dt 2 V

K = the kinetic - energy rate =

P = rate of all the irreversible energies =Gc(Ba)

with Gc being the fracture energy per unit crack area, in agreement with

the definition in the previous section.
In the quasi-static case, excluding the heat, supply, the work done

by external agents(AW) increases the energy level. Some of this increase

goes to strain energy elevation(A )• The remaining energy is there for

fracture process to occur, and just balances Gc Aa B under equilibrium

conditions

AW - Ah = Gc Aa B

which in the limit, for fixed load point displacement (A “ constant, PE =
PE(a)), gives

1 d (W-U)* G , (3.5)cB da

The term W-U is by definition negative of the potential energy(P.E) of
the system, and represents the energy available for release. Thus, calling

FRK_MONSTER
Typewriter
U
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— —(P.E)= G = energy release rate
B da

(3.6)

the equilibrium condition at fracture becomes

G - G (3.7)c

where G
^

assumes the name critical energy release rate, or simply,
fracture toughness. Energy release rate is commonly thought of as a
"crack driving force" due to units of force/length or energy/area. Energy
release rate is a "stress-like" quantity, governed by geometry and loading
whereas its critical value is a "strength-like" quantity, depending very
much on the material.

The stability of fracture propagation may be determined from

> 0 unstable fracture

stable fracture

neutral equilibrium

•—(G - Gc> < 0 3.8)
da = 0

3.1,3 Compliance Calibration: In general the total displacement is spe-
cified during loading (Fig.3.3). Thus, it is more appropriate

A^
,, total displacement

P JJ
CM

A, load
point displacement

P
+ J

C

Fig.3.3- Cracked body under compliant conditions.
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to write the potential energy as a function of the total displacement

and the crack length.
f

da
) _!+ ( 3P- E )
a

3P.Ed P.E
'l dt3a3 A T dtat

which yields from the energy balance equation 3.4 for quasistatic, athermal

systems[4]
'i.- .

- ± ( 3P.E (3.9)}
ATG =

: 3aB

The compliance of the testing machine (C^
) determines conditions varying

from fixed grips(CM = 0) to fixed load (CM = no). Consider the general

situation, 0 <C„< “ , depicted in figure 3.3.

P.E =
1 Ai + i .(AI.-A).

2

2 JC 2 CM

Vif APE (3A.
t 3A AaAT 3C

At- A

3PE ^3
C1C =
3aB

A2 dC
'

/

2C2 da '
1 3A(- - )(

da T
G

B < C CM
% since C = C(a) only. Both A/C and (Aq.~A)/C^

are equal to P, yielding

1_ Ai dC

2B C2 da

2
P dC (3.10)G =
2B da

Thus, the energy release rate does not depend on the nature of the load-
ing system. This result is also arrived at through the graphical inter-
pretation of G. The shaded area in figure 3.4 corresponds to the energy

available for fracture, i.e. G da B. The trapezoidal area ABCD corresponds

to the work done as crack grows by da and the difference in the triangular

areas OBD and OAC gives the change in strain energy. Thus, the triangular
region OAB is nothing but -dP.E. If different loading conditions are
pared (Fig.3.5) it is observed that

com-

A"

V:

FRK_MONSTER
Typewriter
+
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- dP dACG da B) =(G da B)fixed grips*

^
fixed load

which in the limit as da+0 tends to

G
_
Gfixed load ” fixed grips

P
A

GdaB
"s B

a

a*da

0 C D A

Fig.3.4- Graphical interpretation of the energy release rate

negligible as da-»0
P fixed load (0 =̂»)

GdaB £

a fixed grips(CM=0)
a+da

A

Fig.3.5- Schematic of different loading conditions

This indicates that the rate at which energy is released - is the same at

the moment of crack growth. However, as the crack grows, mô r e energy will
be released for fixed load than for fixed grips.

The expression 3.10 opens up the possibility of estimating G by
experiment. For a given specimen, the crack length may be increased by
carefully sawing, and the compliance recorded at each step by simply load-
ing to a low value of load not to get fracture. The method, called the
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compliance calibration, is applicable to any shape. Once dC/da is obtained

for one material, it can be applied to other materials by adjusting for

the different elastic moduli E.
In displacement controlled testing (usually with side grooving to

control the direction of crack propagation)crack arrest may occur which

yields several dC/da values as depicted in figure 3.6.

P i

Fig.3.6- Possible crack arrest phenomena in fixed grip conditions

Compliance information about simple geometry and loadingscan be

obtained through a strength of materials approach. The so called double

(cantilever) beam specimen (Fig.3.7) subject to concentrated end loads

may be analyzed as simple beams built-in at the crack tip. Ignoring shear

deflections

A ? Pa3

A = 2
3EI

—— B h3I =
12

LC = A/P = 2a3/3EI

B El

Using Castigliano's theorem and

including the shear deflections
Pa 3

+ 12
3EI

Fig.3.7: Double(Cantilever) Beam,
DB(T)

PaA = 2 , A r, h.B
3 C,A
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JL- (a3+ liilvl a h2)C = 3EI 5

G = — (1-.itv *L i y
B El a25

In practice the beams of length a are not really clamped to have zero
slope where they meet. An empirical correction for the rotation at the
built-in end is given as[5]

— — d+ 1.2i
B El

h2+ 0.69 — )G *»

a2a

for beams with heights from 100 mm to 10 mm and Poisson’s ratio of 1/3.
A detailed analytical solution of the problem yields \_6

~\
P2a2(1 1.35- + 0.45 — + 0.075 — + 0.051 — 0.0014 h*—)G =

a3a2 a6a43 El a

3.2 THE STRESS-INTENSITY FACTOR APPROACH

Since the stresses go to infinity at the crack tip one cannot com-
pare these with the theoretical strength to predict failure. Hence,
Griffith looked in a small neighborhood rather than the tip. On the

considered the cohesive forces to overcomeMother hand, Barenblatt

this difficulty. The inte'nse cohesive forces are assumed to act on
the smoothly closing crack end (Fig.3.8) leading to infinitely large
compressive stresses at the tip just as the external loads are causing
infinitely large tensile stresses.

Fig.3.8- Smoothly closing crack of Barenblatt resembling a zipper
with the intense cohesive forces around the tip
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Since

K f,•(0)°ij = ijyr2irr
total stress is obtained by superposing both effects

a^.
(total) =0^

(due to applied loads)+o^j
(due to cohesive forces).

+ KKapplied cohesive f..(0)ij
|f2irr

Not to end up with infinite stresses, the only possibility for metastable

equilibrium is

(3.11)= 0+ Kâpplied cohesive

Now, to develop the concept further, two additional simplifying assumptions

are made:

(i)The region of cohesive forces is much smaller than the crack length

(ii)The shape of the crack near the edges, thus the local distribution

of cohesive forces, does not depend on the shape of the part or applied

loads; that is, the same profile translates in the direction of crack

growth.
The first assumption means that K

ing the crack as a semi-infinite cut

body loaded by stresses g(t), for 0<t<d. For such a case,

can be calculated by treat-
in an infinite

cohesive

'^dt-f f,lr 0

(3.12)K =
assuming that the crack faces cannot touch each other to transmit compression.
The second assumption means that the above integral(eq.3.12)will have

a constant value whatever the shape of the part and magnitude of the loads

are. Thus, eq.3.11 reduces to

K .. j = -K ,
applied cohesive (3.13)= constant

This constant is denoted by and is considered to be a material property.
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It cannot be obtained from bond strengths but determined as the critical
value of the applied stress intensity factor. Hence the failure criterion
becomes

K = K (3.14)

Having established a new failure criterion in terms of K it is worthwhile
to consider available stress intensity factors for several geometry and
loadings.

3.2.1 Some Useful and Common Cases: Simplest situations are combined in
figure 3.9 most of which involve infinite plates.

Extensive compilations of stress intensity factors are available-
in literature [8,9,lo]

Superposition is a simple technique in use for obtaining stress
intensity factors. Complex configurations are considered to be a com-
bination of a number of separate simpler configurations with separata

boundary conditions and which have known stress intensity factors. As a
generalization of this technique, the stress intensity factor for a
crack in a loaded body may be determined by considering the crack to be
in an unloaded body with applied tractions on the crack surface only
(Fig.3.10). These surface tractions are equal in magnitude but opposite
in sign to those evaluated along the line of the crack site in the un-
cracked configuration. Thus, for the pressurized fluid entering the
crack, for example, the stress intensity factor is

. Some interesting cases are reproduced here.

Kj = p fWa

where p denotes the pressure.
To calculate the stress intensity factors for cracks in residual

stress fields, GreenTs functions are utilized. If the stresses along the
crack site in the uncracked body are 0

^
(x) Fig.(3.11a)

°y(x)7=H dx
V a -x

a
i / (3.15)Kj = 2 I “
TT 0

for symmetrical loadings at either crack tips, and
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TT0

1 ® ® ©r: n a s o b t a i n e d2a
b y
W e s t e r g a a r d
s o l u t i o n s

V

KI =KI I I = °
Kj. |/rra

K I=a i f f f a

KI I =KI I I =°

s m a l l (”)w

£ -H0.55 (£)
2-21.71(£)

3
+30.38 (^)

4

W W W w

K]
.= 1.12al Tffa

Kx= Y a Ifiia
Y=1.12-2.3

f o r

finite

ap

1t
.— W

a a
2SL

w

I
KT=cftf(tan~ +0.1 sin
I W W

or Kj.= Y a f n a

Y= 1.12 -*0.43^7 -4.78 (£)
2
+15.44 (|T)

3

W w W

_ PlTffa
V BW

ira
(see W

a
t

L i!! ! ! ! ! t H / ! ! ! ! ! /

t2b -7~2b-j‘-2b 2b-*j a h2a 2a 2a 2a 2a

777 / 7 / 7 / / / /!/// /// /

fixed grip conditions >

h.1/2
Kt= afifaC—I T ra

tan^)1/2 KI= o(2)2 b

Hg .3.9: K expressions for some simple geometry and loadings
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t t tt t t

£&yp (x )

= +

cBA rrrITT
1 1 ti±i

t -dD+

-cAB

m FTT
Fig.3.10- Method of superposition implies since K -̂ 0

dx
C“XKi =T=K 2TTC

for unsymmetrical loading at x = c (Fig.3.lib)[7]. These expressions

(3.16)(x)f °y0 y

yy

a (x)

2 a
x

(a) (b)

Fig.3.11- Stresses in the plane of the crack in the uncracked body

(a) symmetrical (b) unsymmetrical
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are particularly useful in welding problems where the stress intensity

factor due to external loads is added to that due to residual stresses.

As the thickness of the component increases, possibility of finding

through cracks decreases. Embedded internal flaws are more appropriate

to consider, especially in welded structures. Flat elliptical crack in

an infinite solid with its plane normal to applied stress c is an idealized

flaw geometry. The stress intensity factor varies along the periphery

function of the angular coordinate 4';(Fig.3.12)[11]as a

°1
Fig.3.12- Elliptical Crack in an Infinite body subject to uniform

tension

j\^-)'cos2(j> + sin2<(>j 1/4
K(4>) = (3.17)

where a = semiminor, c = semi major axes
!

q = complete elliptical integral of the second kind

v/2 _
= / I l-(l-a2/c2)sinVj

1/2
d a , plotted in figure 3.13

0

Series expansion of the elliptical integral shows that

a23TT t 7T
q*

8 c28
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for a/2c between 0.3 and 0.5 which technically is the most important range.
Maximum stress intensity factor is reached at cf>=7r/2 and K= a /IraTq 2 = cy—

Q(=q2)
U 2_ l-4_ 1.6 1.8 2.0 TT/22.2

t ‘
— 32c

.2

. 1

0

1.4 1.51.31.21 . 0 1 . 1
q

Fig.3.13: Elliptical flaw parameter q and 0(= q 2) [12 J .
Thus elliptical flaw grows fastest along the minor axis until the crack
assumes a circular configuration. The circular crack is also called a
"penny-shaped" crack with the stress intensity factor being

K = 2o/a/n
A special case of the elliptical crack is the semi-elliptical surface

flaw, thumbnail crack (Fig.3.14). The stress intensity factor is the same
as the elliptical flaw (eq.3.17) corrected for the free surface effect.
The free surface correction factors range from 1.12 for a/c = 0 to 1.03
for a/c = 1. If the crack protrudes deeply inward, the proximity of the
back free surface also requires a correction to the stress intensity fac-
tor. This back-free-surface correction, MR, is plotted in figure 3.15.

So far, the discussion centered on in-plane loading only. A practical
problem arises in pressure vessels where bulging due to lateral forces of
the pressure may lead to much higher stress intensity factors than that of flat
plate solution. Due to this bulging(Fig.3.16a)not only the membrane(in-plane)

(3.18)
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Fig.3.14- Part-through surface crack

2.20«

a/c=
2.00 r 0.10

2c

v_i1.80-

t .0.20

1.60- a
«k I— R — 0.40 I

1.40 Poinon'i RoHo.V “0.3 0.60

0.00
1.00

.20-

II'H 0.10 TToo0.20 OTwF0.30 077o OTi0.40

RATIO OF CRACK DEPTH TO PLATE THICKNESS. a /B
o730 0760

Fig.3.15- Stress Intensity Magnification
intension[13]

loading increases but also a bending loading is introduced. The shell

correction factors for longitudinal through cracks in shells can be empi-
rically expressed by the approximations[l4]

for surface cracks
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1/2(1+1.25 x2) for 0 < x< 1= 1K
(3.19)

(0.6+0.9A)f̂lat plate for 1< X < 5

where A = a/fRt, R being the radius, t the wall thickness and a the
half crack length. Similar expressions are developed for circumferential
cracks but are of lesser interest since the applied longitudinal stresses
arehalfofthe hoop stresses. Closed form stress intensity factor expressions
for various cracks in cylindrical vessels (Fig.3.16) are r̂ orted by Zahoor
[15.]•

7// /\ V777 / / />-**(./ / /7/77 '' 1

axial, part-th
crack

roughaxial,through
crack

full axial, part through crack
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / A / / / / //

(b)

circumferential
.through crack

full
circumferemial,
part-throddy
crack In

/
circumferealtfLal
part-thrarf&n crack

(c)

[15 1
(a) bulging of axial through crack,(b) axial cracks
(c) circumferential cracks.

Fig.3.16- Various cracks in cylindrical vessels covered in

Cracks emanating from a round hole is a common situation in riveted
structures. As discussed in chapter two, the stress concentration associated
with a circular hole is three. Thus, short cracks. may be treated as single
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edge-notched cases embedded within the local stress concentration sites

(Fig.3.17)

(3.20)a<< RK -1.12 (3a) . ira

O t

a

Fig.3.17- Cracks emanating from hole

As cracks grow they move rapidly away from the stress concentration region

since concentration is very localized. At the other extreme, a>>R, the

crack size may be estimated asv(2a+2R)for symmetrical cracks, leading to

K y IT(a+R) (3.21)(a>R)

and as (2R+a) for asymmetrical (single) crack, leading to

|.^R)
K - a (a>R) (3.22)

2

The exact solution to the problem due to Bowie is tabulated in handbooks.
If the stress intensity factor is written as

K = a ^TT a f(a/R) (3.23)

the none!iinensional function f can be obtained from Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1- Correction Factors for Cracks Emanating from a Hole[s]
a/R One Crack.f(a/R> Two Cracks,f(a/R)
0.0 3.39

2.73

2.30

2.04

1.86

1.73

1.64

3.39
0 . 1 2.73
0.2 2.41
0.3 2.15
0.4 1.96
0.5 1.83
0.6 1.71
0.8 1.47

1.37
1.58

1 . 0 1.45
1.5 1.18

1.06
1.29

2.0 1.21
3.0 0.94

0.81
0.75

0.707

1.14
5.0 1.07

10.0 1.03

1.00CO

The structure of modern transport aircraft is essentially a thin
sheel with stiffening elements. These stiffening elements, provided essen-
tially for static strength, also act as skin^crack arrestors by reducing
the crack tip stress intensity factor sufficiently. Typically the effect
of stiffeners is expressed as M

(3.24)K = 6 o 7T a

where B is a correction due to all geometry effects, including the stif-
fener spacing, section properties, elastic-plastic properties, skin thick-
ness, properties etc. The value of B can be less than unity when the crack
tip is in the vicinity of an intact stiffener or greater than unity if the
stiffener is broken. This is illustrated in figure 3.18 which shows
B(= K/qpia) as a function of crack length for stiffeners spaced 8 in. apart

2with a cross-sectional area of 0.51 in .It can be seen that when the crack
tip is in the vicinity of the broken stiffener, the value of B is high
due to load redistribution from the broken stiffener into the cracked area.

"A
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This situation is relieved as the crack tip approaches the outer, intact

stiffeners.
1 . 6

I
1.2 i

IUNSTIFFENED
B = *_ - 1

PANEL I
0.8

i
l0.4

STIFFENER
t

I jJL j
0

25201510’50
2a(in)

Fig.3.18- Effect of Stiffening on 3 i.16.1
3.3 EQUIVALENCE OF THE ENERGY AND THE STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR APPROACHES

The energy approach is physically appealing but the stress intensity

approach has a marked advantage. Numerous K solutions are available for

practical situations encountered, just as a by-product of elasticity

problems. It is a vital step to show that, indeed, both approaches are

the same, thus combining the advantages of both.

Irv̂ in [l?]considered plane strain conditions with fixed grips. Since

it is shown that energy release rate does not depend on the boundary con-
ditions, fixed grips condition can be assumed without loss of generality.

As the crack advances by a small amount da(Fig.3.19), the energy

balance is achieved between the energy released(GBda)and the change in

strain energy (1/2 Force displacement)

1
y

1 \
4 ^ da

/ 1x,x

x 4̂ dazx

Fig.3.19- Geometry of advancing crack tip
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,energy released ,

|by crack extension!
stresses prior

2 /to crack extension
=/- displacements

after crack ext J
dArea •• • f'..

= /
2[°y( r =x>]Bdx[

0
]0= IT

r = da-x(GB da) 2v( )

= / B iKj/ i/ îxj {(Kj/G) (2-2v)jdx
K2 (1-v)B— da

TTG 2

Thus,

4G z —(1—\)2) (3.25)E

it*;
for plane strain conditions and single tip. For central cracks involving
two tips, the energy available is twice. For plane stress conditions,
using the relevant displacement expressions

K^/EG = (3.26)

In a three dimensional body with a crack edge subject to and K
the energy release rate becomes

III’

r 1
_
v2G z (K2 « K2x)*-K2U (3.27)

2GE
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.
Problems:

*
1- Obtain an expressions for for double cantilever beam specimen

loaded by end moments.
Answer: (M/B)(3/2h (̂l-\r)̂ ^

2- Show that the compliance C of the plate containing a through crack
2of length 2a is related to that of the uncracked plate CQ by C/Co=l+2 Tia /hW

where W is the width, h is the height of the plate.

3- A large plate is clamped at the ends but no external loads are applied.
Estimate the temperature drop that will cause catastrophic propagation of a
75 mm long through crack if the plate is made of 25mm thick high strength

= 1400 MPa, G - 0.01 MPa-m.i-'-'
Answer: 60°C

steel having Sy

4- As an exercise in compliance calibration, the geometry of fig.
5.3 is used and load vs. crack mouth displacement is recorded each time
after the crack is extended slightly by sawing. Using the supplied data
you are asked to obtain the K value at a crack length of 50 mm.

This geometry happens to be a standard fracture specimen for which
have the chance ‘of comparingan exact K expression is available. Thus, you

your result with the one obtained through eq.5.3. The material is an Al-
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alloy and W- 100 tiimy R = 12*5 mro.

c

H
•S
4-1
t*0

O

Q

o

Answer:

K= llP/B^Was obtained from eq.5.3
I 9.6 p/B|fwversus

CRACK MOUTH DISPLACEMENT
(0,23mm/division)

5- A stress-corrosion study uses single edge cracked specimens in

cantilever bending as shown below (Lisagor, STP821, 1984)

U 1 26w -W

4 a i fi l ’ ~~r~ ^ W A-%4- p

Experimental data is fitted with a polynomial expression

1 6.188+12.98 - -41.99(-)2+54.98(-)3-22.28(-)4]L W W W W J
A =EBW exp
M

Compute the stress intensity factor for this specimen and compare the results

with the ones calculated through expression of three point bend specimen

given in eq.5.2. Tabulate {K
^
BW2/6H^ai {a/W} for 0.40<a/W<0.70.versus

Answer: a/W .4 .5 .7.6
Experimental}}1.5 2.3

3PB { i
3.3 4.8

2.2 . 2.6 3.4 4.9
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4.SHALL SCALE YIELDING FRACTURE MECHANICS

Materials have been treated sofar as linear elastic independent
of the load levels attained. Some amount of yielding is unavoidable
in real materials, however, due to the severe elevation of stress at
the crack tip. In this chapter, materials and geometries are treated
which have limited amount of plastic deformation diring loading —up to
the point of fracture. High strength steels, aluminum alloys and low-tointermediate-strength steels below the transition temperature range, at
sufficiently large sizes, usually fit in this category.

4.1 ESTIMATION OF PLASTIC ZONES BASED ON ELASTIC STRESS DISTRIBUTION

To get a rough feeling about the extent of the plastic zone size,
Westergaard solutions may be used together with a yield criterion, say
Von Mises criterion. Strictly speaking it is not possible to use the elas-
tic distribution to solve for the growing elastic plastic boundary but
an estimate may be obtained. Von Mises criterion reads

— {(a -<x )2+(a “O )2+ (a )2+ 6T2 s
\[2 X y y z 2 x xyJ - y

where is the yield strength of the material and o is the equivalent
stress. For plane stress conditions az=0. In mode I loading, using
eq.2.25 and 2.26, the yield condition becomes

(4.1)o *=

K1 -(l+3sinze/2r > S
1 coso = ~ y\2 prr 2

or

1 , K1r<_ —(——2 Sy
)2cos2 — {l+3sin2 ~ } (4*2)

2 2
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condition leads toFor plane strain, o = v(a +a ), Thus
z x y

K
—-—) cos2— r (1-2V)2+ 3sin2— }

a = sy

±( (4.3)r <
2 |/iS 22

The plastic zones described by eq's 4.2 and 4.3 are shown in figure 4.1.
is evident that plane stress leads to much larger plastic zone thanIt

plane strain

plane stress

Fig.4.1- Plastic zone shapes in Mode I loading so obtained from
elastic solutions[l]

than plane strain condition. Analogous calculations may be performed for

mode II loading leading to

KII ,2 f 2 J

1 1+ — sin2 — - 3cos2 — sin2 —r £-(2 |pifSs
) (4.4)

23 2

for plane stress,and to

KII,[1+ — sin2 — - — v(l~v)sin2 —1 3 2 3 2
r<-(

2 f"Ssy

_
2 0 2 9-3 cos — sin —) (4.5)
2 2

for plane strain, where Ssy denotes the yield strength in shear. These

zones are depicted in figure 4.2.
For mode III loading we only have shear components(eq.2.48,2.49)

leading to(Fig.4.3)

KIII— — > Sya -
-*"»-<.< *~J.-rf'.r.;.
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or

Km- ( >2r < (4.6)- 2 frssy

plane
^strain,v= -j-

y

(K_
t/ fnS_)2II

-.4plane
stres ..3

/
/

X
(K„/\ffrS )2.5^ 59N•

V
.2.67 II sy

Fig.4.2- Plastic zone shapes in Mode II loading as obtained from
elastic solutions

V
III.2y ( )

.5 tfrrSsy

X
.5 / lf??Ssy)2(KIII

Fig.4.3- Plastic zone shape for mode III loading as obtained from
elastic solutions.
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4.2 THE IRWIN PLASTIC ZONE CORRECTION FOR PLANE STRESS

Estimates presented in the previous section show that the distance

ahead of the mode I crack at which the elastic stresses exceed yield is

, = — <Vy 2TT Sy
This implies for an elastic-perfectly plastic material that Oy=Sy for

0<x<x (since q =cr— y A y
the violation of static force balance, since by truncating the elastic

stress distribution at x=xy, the load carrying capacity is decreased

(Fig.4.4). In fact, the loss in load carrying capacity is

x V/^o f2

=0).But such a stress distribution leads toand az

SKI= -=- 2
y y {2i

S..x._ = S„xdx -S .x y yy yy sy

truncated stressII iinternal
stresses

d Area
1/ distributiona just balances

external load P internal stresses
can no longer
balance PItflltf I:

li

2a x -J *-2a -»l
y y

w

7 7
Fig.4.4- Force unbalance due to truncation of elastic stress

distribution

It is clear that simple truncation of the elastic distribution at

the yield strength does not lead to an acceptable estimate of the plastic
zone size. To obtain an elastic plastic stress distribution with the

area under it as the original elastic stress distribution one could move

the elastic stress distribution forward by

that the plastic zone extends by 2xy(Fig.4.5).
This approach is purely intuitive and is due

supported by a similar situation in mode III. For mode III loading,

same

i.e assumean amount *y

Irwin[2]. It isto to
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(a)

*-xy

(b)
SItK \feiTx'y

x,x'
x xy 1 y

Fig.4.5- Extent of the plastic zone along the x-axis:(a) that of
Sec.4.1 (b) more refined one suggested by Irwin

rigorous elastic plastic solution is obtained and this indicates that
the plastic zone at the tip is indeed a circle of ry = (1/2IT)(K^jj

/Sgy)2,
the center being, however, at x = ry and not at x = 0(Fig.4.6).
addition to this, the stresses in the elastic region can be calculated
from a purely elastic solution by replacing the actual crack length "a"
by "a+ry"

In

\
y't \

y \
I \

\
\

/
/

elastic-plastic
solution

\elastic
estimate

Fig.4.6- Plastic zone size comparisons in mode Ill-rigorous solution
versus the estimation of Sec.4.1.

Since exact solutions of the elastic plastic medium for mode I and
II loadings are too complicated, Irwin assumed-based on mode III and the
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that the plasticintuitive argument for the "lost load carrying capacity

in mode I extends ahead of the crack by

1
K

2rv = —(—)* " S

zone

(4.7)

y

the exact boundaries being rather vague(Fig.4.7). He also assumed that

using a*ry as the effective crack length the stresses in the elastic region

be calculated through the elastic singularity fields.can

y ii

x

Fig.4.7- The plastic zone of Irwin.

This approach is, of course, empirical and its main justification

is that approximately the same fracture toughness is obtained from plane

stress fracture toughness tests using varying crack lengths.
For the familiar geometry of infinite plate(Fig.4.8). Kj.= o||ira

and using the effective crack length instead of the physical crack length

-i- <-V.i. o27r(a+ry)ry 2TT sy s227T
y

or

1/2(g/Sv)2 a

1-1/2(a/Sy)2
which is the corrected" Irwin plastic zone radius as opposed to the

"uncorrected" Irwin plastic zone radius

(4.8)ry

= —(a/S )2 a
2 yr (4.9)y
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a

t

2a

^ physical
1 1 /
! 1 effective
2(a+r )y

Fig.4.8- Small scale yielding of the center cracked panel.

4.3 THE DUGDALE MODEL

Another estimation model of the plastic zone is the "strip yield
[3 ]. It is valid for large plates in plane stress state and for

elastic-perfectly plastic materials. Dugdale assumed that the plastic
zone forms essentially as an extension of the crack which is verified
experimentally for thin mild steel sheets.

Dugdale argued that the crack of length 2a plus the plastic zones

at both tips of length s can be obtained by the superposition of two

separate cases, as discussed in Sec.3.2.1; a crack of length 2£= 2a+2s
subject to remote stress o plus a crack of length 2£= 2a+2s subject to

a = Sy along the crack faces at both tips, representing the strip yield
regions(Fig.4.9).

model

° t

S mfyrsT2a T si
BH M

21

(a) TV*
Fig.4.9- The Dugdale model(a) as a superposition of two simple

cases (b) and (c).
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Following Barenblatt's argument, the stress intensity at the end of

the plastic zonb must be zero, that is, the plastic zone s must be of

such length that K due to remote stress o equals the K due to Sy on faces

of the crack.

K = ai/rri.For Fig.4.9(b):

- S f —y 1
0 ^K = 2 f ;.

y = 2-For Fig.4.9(c) s
J*2-*2 ITT X2-x2a »ITT

= 2 - aarc cos

Thusj

afrit, = 2 ,- Sy (^)arc cos
iIT

gives

— = 1-cos (— ?) = 2 sin2(— —)
Sy 4Sy 2%

For a/Sy<< 1, sin x » x and
.*r- ,K._

E( 1 f2QZTT a 2T (4.10)s - c 2
by 8 8 Sy

which is very close to 2ry = K^/irSy as Irwin predicts. For small o/Sy,
values, the extent of the plastic zone along the x-axis is approximately

the same in both the Dugdale and Irwin models, but the general shape of

the zones is quite different. For large values of a/S

l-2sin2(-
_
Z)

4 Sy

which is compared with the Irwin predictions on figure 4.10.

y-
S_

_
s/t. (4.11)
a/f,a

'% .

V :T,.
7

9T*f: i' &I**-
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2.0

I 1.5

plastic
zone
size 1.0

2r
(—Z-)or(-)a a

0.5

0

.8.6.4.20

Stress(a/S )
y

Fig.4.10- Comparison of plastic zone sizes for for center cracked
panel.

In rectangular specimens(200mmx360mm)with a central cut the strip
yield zones are observed *]. In mild steel with Sy~ 200-250MPa and
thickness of 1 and 2mm(Fig.4^11a) a dull spot appears initially at the
tips for a/Sy* 0.35. Narrow wedge-like plastic bands elongate ahead of
the cut as loading increases. At about o/Sy~.75-.92. additional thin
plastic bands spreat at an angle of 47.5° to 51°(Fig.4.lid).

(d)(c)(b)(a)

Fig.4.11- Spread of the plastic zone in mild steel sheets j 4].
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4.4 PLANE STRESS VERSUS PLANE STRAIN

Generally quoted conditions are that

implies plane stress

implies plane strain
r >B (y (4.12)Jr <<By

Thus, both the thickness of the component and the applied load play an

important role. At low stress levels, even in thin samples, plastic zone

size is so small that B>>r and a plane strain condition exists. With

increasing stress level, a transition from plane strain to plane stress

is observed. This transition takes place at higher stress in thick speci-
mens. Typically for B = 0.4mm the transition occurred at a/Sy =0.4 while

for B = 5mm at o/Sy = 0.9 for a particular alloy|4]. Hahn and Rosenfield

j 5]have revealed the plastic zones by etch-pitting an iron-silicon alloy

which confirms the various stages desribed above(Fig.4*12).

=-<?
Fig,4.12-Development of the plastic zone as the loading increases.

A simple minded approach considering just the stresses along the

crack plane(x-axis)shows that much higher stresses exist in the plastic

zone in plane strain conditions and that the plastic zone size is much

ax^0,°z=0 along the crack plane. Shear

o =pj(maximum principal stress), (minimum prin-
cipal stress). Hence, yield condition dictates that

smaller. In plane stress,

stress being zero,
Oy> 0,

= s°y y

in the plastic zone, in plane stress. On the other hand, for plane strain

conditions az= and as the plastic zone is approached from the
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elastic region 0 =0y X

~ 3Sy

z = 2 v0y. Maximum shear criterion gives> o
S

ay l-2v

V= 1/3. Right at the crack tip blunting occurs and ox =0 which
implies that 0

for

=Sy in the proximity of the tip. Figure 4.13 indicates
the striking differences in the stress levels and the plastic zones. The

y

higher stress and the lower plastic zone size is due to the "thickness
constraint" in plane strain-as if the neighboring elastic material does
not allow for plastic deformation. For 0 =/ 0 ,0y>ox, thus V 2 v0 y-

\y
\
\ plane

stress\
\

\
S N
y

X

ly
\

3S plane
strainy

2S
y

s
y

X

Fig.4.13- Sketch of the stress elevation in plane strain.

This implies that the constraint is less and the plastic zone size is
larger off the x-axis, which fully coincides with observed behavior
(Fig.4.12).

Another striking difference of plane stress and plane strain behavior
is associated with the slip planes. In plane stress, being zero the

maximum shear stress acts in the y-z plane (Fig.4.14a). In plane strain,
0z= 1/2 (ox+o^

)in the plastic zone.

ax< 0

^
and ox becomes the minimum principal stress. Thus, the Mohr circle

construction shows the maximum shear stress to act in the x-y plane

=0 ox =<7y > but for fi^-0For B
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in magnitude compared to plane stress.
(Fie,.4.14b) and to be much smaller

f\f'

Fip,.4.14- Deformation patterns (a) plane stress (b) plane strain.

The size of the plastic zone being large in plane stress implies

that more energy is dissi^pated in thin components than thick ones.

Fracture toughness is a strong function of thickness, B (Fig.4.15).
Beyond a certain thickness it approaches a minimum value, called plane

For thinner samples toughness value,strain fracture toughness, K

denoted Kp, rises up to a maximum which can be 3-5 times the minimum value.

If the sample were made still thinner, the toughness would gradually

1C'

decrease because less material would be available for plastic deformation

1^6|. As thickness changes, a transition in the fracture mode also

occurs(Fig.4.15). Slant fracture is observed in thin sheets in agreement

with the slip planes discussed above. As thickness increases the fracture

surface becomes flat or square. The shear lips signify the plane stress

conditions prevailing at the free surfaces and are mostly associated

with intermediate thicknesses. In many engineering materials such as

aluminum, titanium and steel alloys there is one-to-one correspondence

between the fracture mode(flat/slant) and the stress state(plane strain/

plane stress). Beryllium, however, exhibits square fracture even under

plane stress conditions. For intermediate thicknesses the size of the

shear lips roughly coincides with the size of the plastic zone. This
enables one to estimate through the expression
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•D = r =—y 2?r
2) (4.13)sy

where D is the depth of shear lips. Ferritic and peariitic steels tend
to exhibit smaller shear lips than that .expected through the above
expression.

I square/flat

K

KIC

B

Fig.4.15- Variation of fracture toughness with thickness

The plastic zone size in plane strain state is much smaller than
that in plane stress as the heuristic arguments imply. The fact that

0

^
increases up to 3Sy within the plastic zone may be

looked upon as if the materials yield strength is elevated to 3Sy
(Fig-.4.13). Due to the absence of constraint on free surfaces, the plastic
zone is nonuniform in thickness direction(Fig.4.16). The overall constraint
amounts to less than three, leading to an effective yield strength in

the normal stress

Fig.4.16-* Schematic representation of the plastic zone size variation
along the thickness
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the range of{3 to 2 times Sy. Thus, the plastic zone radius in plane

strain is assumed to be

Kiy
2ir

r plane strain _ 1 (4.14)
y

_ _ is smaller than Kp(Fig.4.15) the plastic zone size in plane
IC

strain is much smaller-almost an order of magnitude smaller-than the

plastic zone in plane stress. Thus, no plastic zone correction is made

for plane strain conditions, in general. The symbol ry will be reserved

for plane stress conditions.
The terra Sy

the same term in eq.4.7 is also an approximate estimate of the average
When

Since K

represents the yield strength of the material. But

y direction tensile stress, a , across the crack tip plastic zone,

strain hardening is small, this effective yield strength coincides with

the physical(usually 2% offset)yield strength. When strain hardening

is large an average of yield and ultimate strengths is more appropriate.
Thus, it is more general to define the plane stress zone size as

X2
y " 2TT

(
aO

(4.15)r

where a is S or -!(S +S )for nonstrainhardening or heavily straino y
2 y u

hardening materials, respectively.

4.5 LIMITATIONS ON PLASTIC ZONE SIZE

As long as the elastic singularity fields give a good approximation

to the actual fields, fracture may be predicted by a single parameter,K
or G. And this will be possible only if the plastic zone at the crack
tip is sufficiently small-compared to the crack length, remaining
ligament and other relevant geometric length quantities; that is, if
the small yield zone will act only as a small perturbation on the elastic
field and the elastic analysis may be corrected through an effective
crack length.

At the crack tip we recognize several regions(Fig.4.17), To continue
to use a single parameter in fracture prediction(K = Kc type of a
criterion)beyond initial yielding, the plastic zone should be much
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2rK
elastic region where
the stress and strain
fields can no longer be
represented by a single
term

\
elastic region ]
where stress and 1
strain field is charac-
terized by K

/

plastic zone

Fig.4.17- Crack tip regions in small scale yielding

smaller than the K-dominated region, such that the elastic singularity
fields still give a good approximation to the actual fields in an annular
region surrounding the tip. This is an asymptotic condition which is in-
creasingly violated as the load increases.

The K-dominated region can be best viewed through figure 4.18. Here,
for widely different cracked body configurations the accuracy of a one
term(or K-characterization) of the elastic crack-tip stress components
is compared against values obtained using several terms in the series

Kexpansion. If (r /a)represents the ratio for which singular term gives
an acceptable level of approximation for the crack-tip stress field (that
is, r = radius of .K-dominated field), then Irwin's correction procedure
will be applied for r/a such that

Kry r r< < —
aa a

After extensive testing, the limiting condition has been set as

^
plane strain
y

0.02 (4.16)<
a

or

1 , KIC ,2 1—( ) < — a
6TT 50Sy
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Fig.4,18- Comparison of stresses obtained through K with exact values
(a)a (b)a 1 7|y x L J

Thus, for the small scale yielding approximation to hold

V,a > 2.5 ( (4.17)
Sy

To get repeatability (i.e. for the toughness to be a true material property),

plane strain condition should also be met. The limiting condition has been
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v(or B> 50‘rP-lane strain),y — y '*
set as B > 15 r which implies

KTCB> 2.5( ——)2 (4-18)
Sy

Note that these limitations are empirical,reflecting experience gained
over many years..

It is quite difficult to set sharp limits to the range of small
scale yielding approach, but roughly speaking, small scale yielding
appears to be a reasonable assumption as long as the applied load is
below about one half of the load at which full plastic yielding occurs—
which corresponds to one half of the limit load for an elastic-perfectly
plastic solid.
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Prob Lems:

The failure stress of a compopent under the presence of cracks is sometimes

termed its "residual strength". It is a concept used in aerospace applica-
tions where cracks growing due to fatigue are inspected at intervals to eva-

l-

uate the damage tolerance of the component. For intermediate-strength steel
2 2

ultimate tensile strength of 150 kg/mm , yield strength of llOkg/mm

-3/2with an

and fracture toughness of 180 kg/mm

the plate containing a crack of 32 mm.
, estimate the residual strength of

2
G= 25 kg/mmAnswer:

2- Post-mortem analysis on a 1.78cm thick plate revealed a flat fracture surface

except the 0.8mm deep shear lips on both sides. Knowing that the applied

stress intensity factor was 106 MPa j"m, estimate the yield strength of the

material in question.
Answer: Sv= 1500 MPa.

3- Elliptical flaw parameter Q, plotted in Fig.3.13, is also corrected for

small scale yielding, as shown below. Based on this information you are

asked to compute the critical crack size for a cylindrical pressure vessel

of 20" inside diameter with 1" thick wall. The material is 7079-T6 Aluminum

with a yield strength of 65 ksi and a plane strain fracture toughness of

35ksi V*in. Internal pressure is 4ksi and experience is that crack can be

expected on the inside surface of the cylinder. Generally, they are semi-
elliptical in shape with length 2c about eight times their depth a.

Answer: a=0.18".
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5. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTING

5.1 THE STANDARD TESTS OF PLANE STRAIN FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

$As discussed in chapter four fracture toughness Is a material pro-^petty only for plane strain situations. In addition to that, the plastic
zone size must be small with respect to other linear dimensions tir obtain
reproducible results. Thus, we have the following limitations on a valid
fracture toughness

s
• •a,b,(W-a)> 2.5(KIC/Sy)

2
(5.1)

In view of this, fracture toughness evaluation can be:- at most an itera-
tive procedure. If the chosen specimen size does not Satisfy the inequality
5.1 a larger size (usually double of the previous) specimen is used to
repeat the experiment-until 5.1 is satisfied.

e'\.
5.1.1 The Standard Specimens: In principle :any geometry, for which accu-
rate stress intensity factof expressions exist, can be used in the eva-
luation of toughness. Certain specimens are favored, however, since they
lead to rather simple test set-ups, are compact (i.e use minimum amount
of material to produce specimens) and have accurate K-expressions. Exten-
sive testing on these standard specimens eliminated also any obscured,

... '

•
1 • '

' '.-;f • ' •
• •

'

,V ... .. ..
second order error sources, such as frictions at loading or support pins|̂5V

.

As. the ASTM Standard E399-81 describes, three point bend bar, compact
specimen and arc shaped specimen are the'standard samples asM now.

The three point bend bar, with the standardized nomenclature SEOB),
is a single edge notched bar(Fig.5.1) loaded at the center, supported
at . both ends by simple rollers. The rollers are free to rotate to mini-
mize friction, but attached to .each other by rubber bands to minimize
support travel. Crack mouth opening displacement is measured via a clip
gage; thus the support block is provided with a central recess for the .

'6

*.

$
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clip gage to fit.

TEST SPECIMENS=4Wi0.2W

f wRAM -7-* *— B= -2W
i
ri® *A3/

/
A: -*--1.1 PIN DIA. DISPLACEMENT

GAGE TEST W (MIN)
FIXTURE

Fig.5.1- ASTM Bend specimen and the loading fixture

The stress intensity factor is given through the expression[1,2]:
PS

f (t} (5.2)K =
1/ 2

B W

where

3'/«[l.99-a(l-q)(2.15-3.93a»2.7 a2)]f(:<) =
2(l+2a)(l-a)3/2

where 01 = a/W, and W,B,S,a are as shown in figure 5.1. The nondimensional
factor f(a/W) is plotted in figure 5.2 for convenience.

Compact specimen, C(T), is the compact version of single edge notched
sample in tension. In addition to the traditional compact tension specimen
(Fig.5.3), a disk shaped version,DC(T),(Fig.5.4) is also standardized,
which has reduced specimen preparation job enormously when round stock

is used. The stress intensity factor for the compact specimen C(T) is
given through[1,2]

P f(-)K = (5.3)
Bl|w~
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-.25 W ± .005 W DIA
2 HOLES <<

A $g
9—H 63/+•

SoTw|
t—hA

I .275 vy >
"Tv +.005W g

63/q

$V*7 (

>>
CD$> CO

COa +
W ±.005 W
1.25 W ±.010W

BL- w< B = Y ± .010W*>

Fig.5.3- ASTM Compact Specimen Proportions
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005 W ***
!.275 W

1.005 W
t

I
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i i;yA

-4- a

B=yi.OlOWW+.005W C=.25Wt.015W

Pig.5.4- ASTM Disk Shaped Compact Specimen DC(T)Proportions
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_ (2+ot) (0.886+4.64a-13.32g2 +14.72a3-5.6alt )

(1-a) 3 / 2

where f(a)

a s-'a/W, and W,B, a are as shown in figure 5.3. The nondimensional
factor f(a/W) in plotted in figure 5.5 yfor con\£feni|rice.

The -stress intensity factor expression for the disk-shaped compact
specimen DC(T)is[1]:

where

— f(a/W)K « (5.A )
B^Wwhere _ ( 2+a) (0.76+4.8a-11.58a2+11.43a3-4.08q 4 )

(1-a) 3 / 2
f (a) '

where a = a/Wand W,B,a are as shown in -figure 5.4. The values of f(a/W):
are plotted in figure 5.6 for convenience.

The arc shaped specimen A(T) is a single edge notched ring segment
loaded in tension (Fig.5.7). It is well suited to hollow cylinder testing.
The stress intensity factor expression corresponding this geometry is[l]:

V :

—— [— +1.9+1.1-1 [l+0.25 (1- “)
2
(1 ) ] f (-)

B yw
" L

W W K r
2

W

f (a )= [{a / (1- a) 3/ 2][3.74-6.30a+6.32a 2 -2.43a 3]

K = (5.5)

where
:**

where a = a/W, and B,W, a,X are shown in figure 5.7. The f(a/W)values
are plotted in figure 5.8 for convenience.

The crack mouth displacements are measured usually by attaching knife
edges above and below the notch mouth which will support the'clip gage
afms.’ Crack length measurements are made starting at these knife edges. A
special procedure is necessary for crack length determination of are shaped
specimens due to the curvature. As shown in figure 5.9, the vtrue crack $
length is a = m-e, with e - =

The loading fixture for the tension-loaded specimens (C(T), DC(T)
and A(T))is developed to minimize friction at the loading pins. These
devices are manufactured according to the specimen size used in testing
(Fig.5.10)

' -i:

r j - V r
2 -g2

'

/ 4 .

v •

• -V •. . •».



J •

f(~

Fig.5.5- Variation of the nondimensional
C(T) specimen (eq.5.3).

geometry factor f(a/W)for



Fig.5.6- Variation of the nondimensional geometry factor f(a/W) forDC(T) specimen (eq.5.4).
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BB —wJ

Fig.5.7- ASTM Arc-Shaped Specimen A(T)Proportions

5.1.2 Fatigue Precracking:Once specimens have been made to the recommended

design, it is necessary to introduce a sharp crack at the tip of the notch.
Fracture toughness values obtained using blunt notches are inflated. As

shown in figure 5.11, toughness decreases rapidly with root radius until

limiting "cut-off11 radius is obtained[3] To introduce sharp cracks,

fatigue cracking is usually employed. During this "precrackingn procedure

the maximum value of the stress intensity factor may not exceed 60% of

Krrt. Higher peaks are reported to lead to unconservative estimates of
^ f 1 il ,
toughness for both Al-alloys[4 land alloy steels j 5 (Fig.5.12).

Fatigue precrack extends for several millimeters, usually. After

the fracture toughness test is over, the size and shape of the fatigue

crack can be determined easily. Different topographies of the fatigue

area and the final fracture area make them easily distinguishable to

naked eye.

a

5.1.3 Test Procedure: Precracked standard specimen is pulled apart qua-
sistatically. A clip gage is placed at crack mouth to measure crack mouth
opening displacement as the load is applied. This gage consists of two

cantilever beams and a spacer block which are clamped together with a

single nut and bolt, as shown in figure 5.13. Electrical resistance strain
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:!
Measurement of crack length for the arc-shaped specimen ^1 ;Fig.5.9-
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Fig.5.10- Tension Testing Clevis Design |1 j
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Fig.5.11- Schematic variation of toughness -with notch root radiusfor a high strength steel|3]
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Fig.5.12- The influence of K
fracture toughness [5]max , a = K_

r/KIC max

gages are cemented to the tension and compression surfaces of each beam,
and are connected as a Wheatstone bridge.The beam material is supposed
to have a high yield strength and a low elastic modulus to increase the
operating(deflection)range without realizing any plastic deformation.
Ti-alloy 13V-llCr-3Al in the solution treated condition is the preferred

beam material. Beryllium copper is another candidate with high Sy/E ratio.
During the use of the clip gage, strain bridge excitation is mainta

constant, typically at 10 volts, and the amplified bridge output is

ed
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Foil strain gage-y

Ŝ \Tension strain gage Tj
rr-c7

Compression strain gage 4

Stops

c2 —fr

h

Fig.5.13- Double-Cantilever Clip gage

recorded on one axis of an X—Y recorder. The load cell supplies the signal

to the other axis of the recorder. Typical load displacement records, as

a result of this procedure, are shown in figure 5.14. To see whether a

Fig.5.14- Major types of load-displacement records
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valid fracture toughness value has been obtained, it is necessary to first
calculate a tentative number K

^
, based on a graphical construction on

the load-displacement test record. Jf satisfies the conditions of eq.
5.1, then K

truction involves the following procedures 1|. On the load deflection
test record, draw a secant line OP,.(Fig.5.14)through the origin with a
slope that is 5% less than the tangent OA to the initial part of the
curve. For the SE(T) and C(T) sample, a 5% reduction in slope is appro-
ximately equal to a 2% increase in the effective crack length of the
sample. is defined as the load at the intersection of the.secant line
OP,. with the original test record. If the load at every point on the
record which precedes P

^
is lower than P,., then P,. is labeled as P

^
and

used to calculate (type I in Fig.5.14). If, however, there is a maximum
load proceeding P

^ which exceeds it, then this maximum load becomes P

^(type II or III). It is also required that

K^
_. From ASTM specification E399-81, the graphical cons-Q "

P /P.max Q (5.6)1 . 1

to limit the amount of plastic deformation-. If the inequality 5.6 on P

^inequality 5.1 on KQ are satisfied, the procedure is completed.
Altogether there are eight major validity checks in the process of obtain-
ing Kjp results. They all should be satisfied to, have a "valid" toughness
value. Attempts of computerizing materials property data[6 ]includes

and the

information on each validity check, for example. For aluminum alloys, if
the departure from validity is small enough (K within 5 to 10% of K „),

iv » r ithe test results are designated invalid but meaningful"[7|.

5.1.4 Further Details: Particularly cold worked materials possess a high
degree of directionaly. Thus, it is necessary to include the orientation
of the toughness specimen when fracture toughness is evaluated. Both the
crack plane and the prospective crack propagation directions are to be
specified. The standard method [8,9] is to use a hyphenated code with
the first letter(s) representing the direction normal to the crack plane
and the second letter(s)designating the direction of crack growth. For
rectangular sections the reference directions are identified as in figure
5.15 where L shows the direction of principal deformation(maximum grain-
flow)and T the direction of least deformation. For specimens that are

-T '
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tilted in respect to two of the reference axes, the orientation is iden

tified by a three letter code, as illustrated in figure 5.16. For certain

m

Fig.5.15- Crack Plane Orientation Code for Rectangular Sections[B]

t
S

Fig.5.16- Code for Rectangular Sections for Tilted Specimens[s]
cylindrical sections where the direction of maximum grain flow coincides

with the axial direction, the reference directions are as shown in figure

5.17.
A systematic code is used in characterizing the various fracture

mechanics specimen configurations. This code describes the test specimen

interms of a one, two or three letter code,(in paranthesis) indicating

the Loading appLied to each configuration, followed by two(or three)

letter code (in paranthesis) indicating the orientation. Typically, a
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Fig.5.17- Crack plane Orientation Code for round sections SJ
double edge notched specimen tested in tension with the crack plane
normal to the longitudinal direction and the expected crack propagation
in the short transverse direction would be DE(T)(L-S). The symbols used

for specimen configurations are:

Modified Compact

Disk shaped

Arc

Double Beam
Part-through Surface

Figure 5.18 shows some examples of the designation Code. The terms

"precracked","notched","contoured","chevron*' are included as additional
descriptions when needed.

Toughness measurements are specific to a particular temperature at

which the tests are conducted. For steels, this temperature usually

corresponds to lower shelf or, at most, the transition range. Above

that, fracture process involves large scale plastic deformation such that
LEFM is not applicable.

The loading rate is well known to effect the toughness values. As
the rate increases, toughness decreases. To obtain a conservative measure

of toughness charpy impact tests have been used traditionally. Plane

strain fracture toughness tests are usually carried out quasistatically.

Middle MCM

Double Edge

Single Edge

Compact

Round Bar

DCDE

ASE

DBC

PSR-Bar

1
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Contoured

Chevron
R08 CT) \

\:*

JM(T)

&•K zss/\-w —

C(T) PS(T) OB(Mz)I
r'y.'VN r̂vv’.<3

DB(W)

MC(W) >

^ w- -rH *''
08(M,)C(W) »

]Fig.5.18- Specimen/Loading Codes for various Configurations[^ 9
5.1.5 Chevron Notched Specimens: The search for simpler, less expensive

methods of measuring the fracture toughness has led to a new test spe-
cimen cylindrical in shape, containing a deep, machined notch with a

chevron configuration. It is called Chevron Round Double Beam(Chevron

RDB(T)) and is shown in figure 5.19. Although this specimen, also called

short rod, necessitates the use of special loading fixtures, preparing

the specimen itself is simple. Besides that it has the major advantage

that the crack initially grows in a stable manner. This makes sure that

a sh,arp crack front exists at the peak load when unstable growth commen-
ces. Thus, the time consuming and expensive fatigue precracking procedure

is eliminated alltogether. Chevron notched specimens are well suited

to toughness testing of brittle materials that are difficult to fatigue

precrack. The thin chevron slots provide good plane strain constraint

at the crack ends, resulting in smaller specimen sizes, for valid frac-
ture toughness values from a given material. A chevron-notched specimen

is only about 50% of the thickness and 3% of the weight of specimens

required for other fracture toughness tests } 10 j
Neither the chevron RDB(T)(short rod) specimen nor its rectangular-

shaped counterpart, chevron i)B(T)(short bar), have been standardized

yet. Tentative dimensions are given by Barker !11,12 j and are shown in

.. j\ -i'VX •Ms-W- --- *
"

•
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Fig.5.19- Round Double Beam specimen containing a deep chevron notch

figure 5.20. It is worth noting that chevron slots can also be machined
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Fig. 5.20- Basic geometries of chevron notched specimens

by feeding the saw blade into the specimen, leading to a curved slot

geometry as shown in figure 5.21. A typical setup for testing chevron

/ equivalent
straight slot* h

curved
slot1

-\7 i.—
tt

f load line
B

Fig.5.21- Chevron notched specimen with curved slot

notched specimens on a tension testing machine is illustrated in figure

5.22.
Chevron notched specimens made from very hard, brittle materials,

such as glass, ceramics, and carbides, exhibit nearly ideal linear elastic

behavior. A plot of load versus mouth opening displacement for an ideal

elastic material is shown in figure 5.23. Crack initiation occurs at I,

where the loading first deviates from linearity. The crack then extends
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t:
loading rod

~i
iD
J specimen[E

clip gage

P

Fig.5.22- Schematic chevron notched specimen testing arrangement

P
. max

60

Fig.5.23- Schematic of elastic specimen behavior

in a stable manner throughout the test. The load required to advance
the crack increases to a smooth maximum at the critical crack length.
The critical crack length is dependent only on specimen geometry and is
independent of material. Therefore, there is no need to measure crack
length when determining fracture toughness of linear elastic materials.
Note that any unloading from R or S(in figure 5.23)goes through the
origin for such elastic materials. The fracture toughness is obtained
using the expression

Pc
(5.7)KIC - A

B
3'2
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where P is the critical load(coinciding with the maximum load)
c
B is the specimen diameter in short rod(the thickness in short

bar)

A is a dimensionless calibration constant which has a minimum

[l2,13]value of 22 for the specimen geometries in fig.5.20

Practical engineering alloys develop sufficient crack tip plastic

zone such that the general behavior is elastic-plastic and unloading

lines from R and S do not go through the origin(Fig.5.24). In such

Pc

r-V-Ax
/P PR/

/ average load
between R and S/J*6/

/ •
/

/ /

M/ ^ri
/ /

i
/ / /
// /
// / 60 -»1 X (*—o

Fig.5.24- Schematic of elastic-plastic specimen behavior

cases an additional parameter called the plasticity, p, is introduced

and the toughness is obtained through the expression

P

KIC = A —(1+p) (5.8)
3/2B

where P
^

is the critical load corresponding to critical crack length

p is AXQ/AX as defined in figure 5.24, and

A and B are as defined in eq.5.7.

The two unloading-reloading cycles(usually one just before and the

other just after the peak load) determine p as well as the point on the

load-displacement diagram at which the crack passes through the critical

length ac If the unloading slopes normalized by the loading slope

atl unloading line at the critical slope ratio rc
crack

are called r. andl

FRK_MONSTER
Typewriter
D
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corresponding to ac can be plotted on the load^displacement diagram by
interpolating between r^ and r2 » The critical slope ratio r

£
is known

through compliance calibration of chevron notched specimens and is given
in figure 5.25. The intersection of the unloading line of slope ratio rc

ASYMPTOTE
.50

.45

.40
0

Fig.5.25- Variation of the critical slope ratio r with the slot
curvature(D= diameter of cutting tool, B= diameter of
specimen)

and the smooth curve approximating the P-6 plot defines (Fig.5.24).

A minimum chevron-notched specimen size criterion of

B _> 1.25 (KIC/ao)2 (5.9)

is suggested based on experimental data. When a chevron-notched specimen
is smaller than the minimum size criterion (eq.5.9), it appears that
upper and lower bounds can still be found for using the calculated
p and p = 0 in eq.5.8, respectively[lO]. For valid toughness tests the
plasticity factor is limited to p < 0.2. Non-plane strain effects can
become a source of error if chevron slots are not sufficiently thin. Slot
thickness is recommended to be less than 0.03 B with slot bottoms being
sharply pointed and the included angle being 60° or less.

Alternate specimen geometries are proposed by Munz et.al.[l4].
equations and the calibration constants for these specimens are given
in that particular reference.

The
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5.2 PLANE STRESS BEHAVIOR

Plane stress fracture is of vital importance mainly for aircraft

components since the larger part of the primary aircraft structure consists

of reinforced thin plates. Plane stress behavior is more difficult to

analyze than plane strain behavior and has received relatively little

attention in literature. Fracture is more complex and no standardized

procedures exist.
Consider a thin plate under plane stress with a central initial crack

2a^, loaded in tension (Fig.5.27, insert). Upon reaching a stress 9»,

the crack will begin to extend. However, unlike in plane strain, fracture

will not yet occur. In order to maintain crack growth, the stress has

to be further increased. This crack growth is stable; the crack will

stop growing if the load is kept constant, it will continue to grow

upon increasing the load (Fig.5.26). This is believed to be due to the

a o K
(a)

.2a
6

a

• /na
(b)

2a6 2a2ai c

Fig.5.26- Opposing characters of plane strain (a)and plane stress
(b) fracture

growth of the plastic zone size with crack length and due to the strain

hardening property of the material. Slow stable growth continues until

a critical crack size 2a is reached at a stress a . Then the crack becomes
c c

unstable and fracture occurs.If the initial crack is longer, crack growth

starts at a lower stress, the amount of sustained crack growth is larger,
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[l5|, as shown in figure 5.27. Slow growth may be of the
bat ac
order of 20 to 50 percent of the initial crack size. The initiation of
crack growth in figure 5.27 is assumed to be governed by K.

is lower

whereas
a

1 i
unstable growth

\
0 \

\ 2asustained
slow crack

growth
\
\
\
\
\ T~71ac V

X

ai — residual strength as a
^ function of initial crack size

— initiation of crack growth

2a2a. 2a
l c

Fig.5.27- Plane stress behavior for different crack sizes

instability by . Thus,

(5,10)Ki = cif"ai

Kc = °c
'bac (5,11)

It is sometimes helpful to define an apparent stress intensity K whicha
relates the initial crack size to the fracture stress |^16]:=°cfai (5.12)Ka

K is not a physical quantity, but it does have an engineering signifi-a
cance. It gives the residual strength of a plate that contains a(fatigue)
crack of a given size. Whether or not this crack shows stable growth
before fracture is immaterial from an engineering point of view.

In the center cracked geometry discussed here, the allowable stress
value becomes unbounded as the crack size approaches zero. But the resi-
dual strength is bounded by the yield strength of the material. To overcome
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this discrepancy Feddersen[l7] proposed to modity the 0
_

. curves based on the above mentioned apparent
i

as illustrated in figure 5.28. He proposed to

versus ac

curves-or the 0c
stress intensity, K -ci

versus a

a
S ^C=°c^cy

c
u
D
CO
CO
QJ
U
4
_
)

CO
net section yield line

a - S or
net y
0 - S(l-2a/W)

c
o

•H
c-l

O
0) yc
co

CO
CO
o
60 2ac

s;\ tangent to K-curv
y

K=0VTra= constant\x:4s3 y
net section yield lineB

tangent to K curve

^2aW/3 2a=W c

Fig.5,28- Boundaries of stress and crack size for valid K
according to Feddersen.

results
c

construct two tangents to the curve, one from the stress axis starting

at S , the other from the crack axis starting at W, the panel width. The

tangents to the curve are expressed by

Kddo 0—
(2a) d(2a) \pfTk '+au
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Hence

•c> -'lc y

4a 2a

or

2- sO =
3 y

gives that the left hand tangency point (point A in Fig.5.28) is always
at 2Sy/3, independent of- K. And

0 o
4a W-2a

or

2a = W/3

gives that the right-hand tangency point( point B in Fig.5.28) is always
at W/3. In the region between the points A and B, is approximately
constant. This piece of the curve plus the two tangents constitute the

residual strength diagram of Feddersen. The two points of tangency coincide
That is,Oc=(2/3)Sy for 2ac= W/3.when

!

- S ” ~3 y I 6
= Kc

or

K
w = ZL ( -£ )2 (5.13)

2m y

Hence, panels smaller than this will fail by net section yield and cannot
* -be used to measure K

^
(Fig.5.29).

5.2.1 The R-Curve Concept: Due to the sustained slow crack growth-observed
in high strength materials in plane stress conditions or in intermediate
to low strength materials-it is difficult to measure' the finali;crack length
and thus to evaluate the maximum stress intensity factor at failure. To
overcome this difficulty, an energy based Resistance curve approach has
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panel W2: B<CAK, governed

A<B A yield governedS panely
co cCO
0)
V4

net section
yield for W2

s
o
r^ A
<D
CO

CO
w
o
00

2a
W2limiting W

Fig.5.29- Panel size effect in K evaluationc

been proposed by Irwin and developed by the contenders.

As the stress level increases in a test, the rate of energy available

increases; that is, G increases. Opposing this G is a (increasing) rate

of resistance to crack extension, designated by GR. At all stages of

slow crack growth energy rate balance must be satisfied, and G “ GR up

to the point of instability. As shown in figure 5-30, when the G(a,cr)

curve is raised sufficiently the increase in energy supplied per unit

crack advance exceeds the increase in resistance and unstable crack ex-
tension occurs without further increase of the critical applied stress

C?c. Analytically, crack instability is due when

G(a,a)= GR(Aa)

dGR3G

?a dAa

where the partial derivative of G with respect to a is to be taken with

the prescribed loading conditions held fixed. The point of tangency between

G and GR curves is the definition of the plane stress fracture toughness

G (or K ) and determines the critical values a and a
c c c c

The assumption behind the R-curve approach is that the R-curve is a

material property for a given thickness B and temperature and is inde-
pendent of initial crack size, a

^
and specimen configuration f18] . Fracture

toughness G does vary slightly with the planar dimensions of the specimen,
r c

however [_19 j . It is illustrated in figure 5.31 that for a given material
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o
G(a,o ) 1conset of cracl

instability /G > G R

G(a,a3>G
c

G(a»o ) raG(a,a1)i
2a 7TG aEextent of stable

crack growth
a

a. a
l c

Fig.5.30-* Predicting the instability through the Resistance curve

the fracture toughness value will depend on the initial crack length,
since the tangency point is displaced slightly when the starting crack

G,GR

aaVa!
l I

Fig.5.31- Effect of a on the predicted G
^i

length is changed. A considerably larger change is observed when plates
of different width are tested (Fig.5.32). Both of these effects are
minimized when large samples are used. Wang and Me Cabe[20] report that

Gf data and R curves were independent of panel width and initial crack
size provided the panels do not fail by net-section yielding.

The present analysis can also be carried out in exactly the same
way in terms of K rather than G-as is done in ASTM E561[21].

The compliance of the system-the specimen and the loading frame-
plays a major role in the instability phenomena. Consider a specimen
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loaded in a compliant machine shown in figure 5.33. Let C(a)denote

the compliance of the specimen and let denote the compliance of the

G"(infinite plate)
G'(finite

platedG,GR G"
c

G'c

a
a

Fig.5.32- Effect of panel width on the predicted G
^

Fig.5.33- The model of specimen and loading frame

loading device[21]. The total displacement is taken to be pres-
cribed where

Ax = A + CMP = (C*CM)P (5.14)

The energy release rate can be written as

G = P2 f(a) (5.15)

where f(a) is assumed known. Using

dG = 2PdP f(a) + P2f'(a) da
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and

v
dAT- (C+CM)dP + C'P da = 0

one obtains

gP̂ f C’<̂ >A3a T
- P2f' - (5.16)

°+CM
It was shown in section 3.13 that G itself does not depend on the compli-
ance of the loading device. Equation (5.16) prooves that stability of
growth is, however, strongly dependent on the loading conditions. For

, P - constant and eq.(5„16) becomesdead loads, -> 00

V 'A V 'p3a dT 3a

while for fixed grips, 0 and

30 = P2f (5.17)

(?-\ =(—)3a AT 3a A = P2f' - 2P2f C'/C (5.18)
T1

Since C'> 0 usually,(3G/3a)

^
<(3G/3a)

The consequences of eq(5„16)can be visualized considering the
double beam specimen, DB(T), shown in figure 3 7, where

C = 2a3 /3EI

G = P2a2/6EI , f(a)= a2/BEI

Using eq.(5 16)

2P2a 3t ](~)A =
3a aT BEI CM(1+ —)

C

Evaluating this expression for two extreme situations

fixed grips:(‘g~)^ =
_
4P2a/BEI

+ 2P2a/BEI30dead load : ) =«9 r

I r
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indicates that the double beam specimen will always be stable under

prescribed displacements whereas the crack becomes unstable at G» a G^
/2

under dead loads, G* being the local slope of the R-curve.K

5.2.2 The Standard Procedure for R-Curve Determination: ASTM has stan-
dardized plane stress testing procedure under E561-81[2oj . The adopted

specimens are the center-cracked tension panel, M(T), the compact specimen

loaded in tension, C(T), and the crack-line-wedge loaded compact specimen,

C(W). The specimen ligaments in the plane of the crack must be predomi-
nantly elastic at all values of the applied load. In general, the toughness

values obtained are specific to that particular temperature and loading

less thanIn rate sensitive materials, typically steels with

1000 MPa, rapid cleavage fracture may follow small amounts of stable

crack extension. Thus, R-curve measurement methods and analysis may be

in̂ appropriate[22].
The center cracked tension panel is the most common geometry(Fig.

5.34). To ensure uniform stress entering the crack plane, the length of

rate.

2Wmin.

Fig.5.34- The M(T) geometry with clip-on gage locations 2Y apart.

the specimen between the innermost loading pins is chosen at least 2W.

If buckling occurs, rigid face plates are used to prevent it. Periodic

partial unloading reveals buckling as nonlinear loops in the load-dis-
placement plots. The stress intensity factor expression is:\

f :-H«- "
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K = — v/a [l.77-0.177 2a (^]W+ 1.77 (5.19)
WB W

or

K i =- (—0 (5.20)
WB U

where the crack length a is the effective crack length, that is, corrected
for plastic zone size. It is possible to measure the physical crack size
through a microscope or through the electric resistance method or through
partial unloading and then to correct for small scale yielding by adding
r
^
. But more directly, points on the load-displacement curve are joined

to the origin (Fig.5,35) and the slopes of these secant lines are used
to obtain automatically plastic zone corrected crack lengths. To this end,

P

6

Fig.5.35- Interpretation of test record to obtain crack lengths.

either a compliance versus crack length "calibration curve" is developed
experimentally or the analytical expression developed for M(T), eq (5.21),

is used.
1/2

- £[•

W Lsin (ira/W)
]TTa/W [ 2W

1 uY

-1 .cosh uY/W )— coshEBC
COSTT a/W

“ 11- V (5.21)+
1/2r1+(Sin(Tra/W) ^sinh(irY/W)

FRK_MONSTER
Typewriter
+
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where C is the compliance at the center hole(= 2V/P)
Y is the halfspan of clip gage (Fig.5.34)
a is the effective half crack length

2a
The above compliance expression is valid for 0.2 < < 0.8 and Y/W^0.5

W
and is plotted in figure 5.36 for several Y/W ratios. Using the loads

Fig.5.36- Compliance calibration curve for M(T)

at points 1,2 and 3 in figure 5.35, and the compliance induced effective

crack lengths, a

^
, a

^
and a^ the R-curve is readily plotted.

The alternate specimen in R-curve generation is the compact specimen

loaded in tension, which has the same dimensions as its counterpart in

KI(, testing (Fig.5.3). The stress intensity factor expression is given

in eq.(5.3), where a is the effective crack length, now. The compliance

is measured at a point 0.1576W in advance of the load line and is given by

= 103.8-930.4 - + 3610(—)2 -5930.5(—)3 +3979(—)4 (5.22)EBC
!v WW W
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G C3- G2
/

/
/

“G1
/
I

effective crack
length,aai a2 a3

Fig.5.37: Point-by-point evaluation of the resistance curve.

or figure 5.38. Just as in center cracked panel, the secant lines to
arbitrary points of P- 6 plot are used to obtain compliance information
which is translated into crack .lengths. The R-curve is constructed using
these effective crack lengths and the corresponding loads directly obta-
ined from the load-displacement record.

The crack-line-wedge-loaded compact specimen,C(W), has the same stress
intensity factor as given in testing for C(T)specimen, eq.5.3. The
effective crack length (a) is, however, determined through the double
compliance technique, that is, by measuring the crack opening displace-
ment at two locations (Fig.5.39) and using tables supplied in E561-81 to
infer on a/W. The compliance information fi- /P may be used to find the
load P which cannot be measured directly.

Use of C(W) enables one to obtain the full R curve (until a plateau
toughness level is reached) since K is decreasing with crack extension
and rapid fracture is suppressed. When a specimen with positive K-gradient
characteristics is used the extent of the R-curve is terminated when the
crack becomes unstable.

Fatigue pre-cracking procedures of testing (sec.5-1-2)apply
equally well to the R-curve determination practice.
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Fig.5.38- Compliance calibration curve for C(T)

.303W .15761
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. Fig.5.39- The wedge loaded compact specimen, C(W), proportions and
the clip gage locations for double compliance technique
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Problems

1- A soft aluminum plate (600 mm wide, 4mm thick) is subjected to
uniform stress at infinity. Optical measurements of the thickness made
ahead of the crack line give the following values:

Distance from crack tip (mm):
Decrease in thickness(yum) :

Estimate value and discuss the validity of the assumptions made in the
solution if 2a=30mm.

1. 2 43 5

0.84 0.68 0.60 0.501.2

-3/2Answer: K
^~
14kg mm

2- In testing a l"thick(IT) standard C(T) specimen in a stiff
machine occasionally one observes fracture initiation and arrest as
sketched below. Assuming that the change in compliance between points
1,2 and 3 is entirely due to crack growth you are asked to obtain an
estimate for the crack length at point 3. a^/W =0.5.

Answer: a 27.4mm3~

oo
Cl

o
O

US cu
M

§
OO
HJ Oo

O

0.08 0.16
Load Point Displacement (mm)

.240

FRK_MONSTER
Typewriter
Steel of yield strength 90 kgf/mm2
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3- A large 7075-T6 aluminum panel carries a tensile load of 9000

lb/inch of width. You are asked to select a minimum thickness for the

and fast
panel such that the nominal stress should not exceed 5/8

fracture should not occur for cracks 2,! or less in length. Yield strength

for this material is 72 000 psi and fracture toughness tests have given

the following results:

thickness(in): 0.5 .1 .15 .2 .3 .4' .5 .6 .8

K(ksi VT?i) : 75 85 75 60 55 50 45 40 35
C

What increase in load carrying capacity could be obtained by using two

sheets side by side, each half the thickness of the sheet in the above

problem.
Answer: B=0.3"; AP= 30001b.

4- A clip-ou gage will be designed. As a preliminary study, determine

the strain induced as a function of displacement for a series of choices.
Let the material be beryllium copper (Sy= 130 000 psi, E=17 10̂ psi), try

thicknesses of 1 and 2 mm and arm lengths of 30,40 and 50mra. The strain

gages are attached at a distance corresponding to 90% of the arm length

from the free end. Discuss both the range of operation and the sensitivity

of each candidate clip gage.
5- For the compact tension specimen(W=8", B=l/8")made of high

strength steel with the resistance curve supplied below, locate the

instability point (a) for (b) for EBCM = 100.= oo

-p:a-T-zTr.

O
u~\

'

•W-i> • ? -~-
hJj.

tess&i - -
/-*v O
£ o

•H O
- r-i&

QZ

I mm—
i i

-
wI

0.42 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58

a/W
Answer: a) at a/W=.52 b) at

a/W=0.57
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6. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE APPROACH

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Small scale yielding condition requires the plastic zone to be small
compared to all linear dimensions of the component. Thus, LEFM is not app-
licable to lower strength materials which undergo large scale yielding
before failure. An elastic-plastic analysis of cracked bodies is necessary
to replace the concepts of LEFM. Such analyses are difficult and slow in 1

development. A distinctly different approach to fracture predictions beyond
the linear elastic range is the transition temperature approach.

Low strength ferritic steels constitute a major group of construction
materials, used extensively in pressure vessel, bridge and ship structures.
These ferritic steels, being bcc in crystal structure, are sensitive to
temperature and strain rate changes and show a marked change in energy
absorbtion as the ductile to brittle transition temperature (DBTT)is
crossed. The transition temperature approach addresses such ferritic
steels and can be crudely summarized as "making sure that the'material
is used above the transition temperature".

i-s

;6.2 MICRO-MECHANISMS . i:s
Excluding intergranular fracture, the two microscopic mechanisms

involved in the short-time failure of metals are transgranular cleavage
and ductile fracture by void growth. The face centered cubic metals in
short time tests at ambient temperature and in the absence of a corrosive
environment will fail by a ductile fracture mode. For body centered cubic
and hexagonal close packed metals both cleavage and ductile mechanisms
may occur. In particular, the material most often studiedlow carbon
steel, exhibits cleavage fracture at low temperatures. With increasing
temperature cleavage becomes more difficult, a rapidly increasing fraction of

-v
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the fracture becomes "ductile" until at a high enough temperature ductile

fracture modes dominate.
Cleavage fracture occurs by separation along preferred crystallo-

graphic planes —(100) planes in steel, for example. As a result of the

flat, smooth fracture surface in each grain the surface is quite reflec-
tive and has a shiny appearance.

The general features of ductile fracture are the nucleation, growth

and coalescence of voids to form a "fibrous" surface on a macroscale and

a series of dimples on a microscale. A large amount of evidence indicates

that the voids responsible for fracture are formed primarily at hard

second-phase particles and inclusions. The nucleation of voids occurs

either by fracture of particles or by decohesion of the particle-matrix
interface. In some cases such as mangenese sulphide particles in steel,

decohesion occurs readily while in other cases such as carbides in steel

a certain amount of plastic deformation in the matrix is needed to initiate

cracking or decohesion. Voids, after being formed, grow by plastic defor-
mation of the matrix. Their growth relative to the overall deformation of

the matrix is a very strong function of the triaxiality of stress(hyd-
rostatic stress/effective stress) and the strain hardening rate of the

matrix. Final separation results from the coalescence of the growing voids.
A limit to the growth process has been taken in analytical studies as

that in which the voids contact one another. In practice this is preceeded

by necking or localized shear between voids. The details of final coales-
cence, as with initiation, may vary greatly between different alloys.

6.3 CHARPY BASED DBTT DEFINITIONS

It is well known that in testing steels three factors greatly enhance

the ductile to brittle transition. These are triaxially of stress(as

around a notch or a crack), high strain rate and low temperature. Various

standard tests are used to measure transition temperatures and usually

these involve both impact loading and notched specimens. The change from

low energy absorbtion level to upper shelf is not an abrupt one and a range

of transition temperatures exits (Fig.6.1). It is not obvious which point

to choose as the transition temperature along such gradually changing

energy-temperature plots.

The most common impact test is the Charpy test. The V-notch of the

Tzod specimen is combined with the three point bend geometry of the Charpy
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1 upper shelf

60 transition
regionw

T3
QJ
>
C
.g lower shelf

temperature

Fig.6.1: Schematic showing the absorbed energy in test of notched
specimens at different temperatures

specimen. This Charpy V-notch specimen (CVN)— 50x10x10 mm, V-notch 45°
and 2mm deep, described in ASTM specification E23— is broken by a pendulum
and the energy absorbed in fracture is obtained from the difference in
height of the pendulum mass, before release and when it comes to rest after

breaking the specimen. In fact, about one-third of the energy calculated
in this manner may be absorbed in the specimen grips, but this is usually
not considered in plotting the results of the Charpy test.

One popular approach of defining transition temperature is to study

the fracture surface appearance. For a given fraction of shear (fibrous)
fracture and a corresponding fraction of cleavage fracture, the temperature

is quoted as the Fracture Appearance Transition Temperature (FATT), e.g.
FATT 30% shear.

Another approach is to base the transition temperature on some "ade-
quate” level of energy absorbed. Historically, 15 ft - lb(20J) level is used

extensively with Liberty Ship steels. 30 ft - lb(41J)and 50 ft -lb(68J) are

other quoted energy levels. Midpoint of the energy curve, the point of

inflection of the energy curve or 50% of the upper shelf energy level are

various definitions of the transition temperature based on energy levels.
The energy level in a Charpy test must be increased for higher strength

steels in order to maintain a constant level of resistance to fracture.
Energy absorbtion is controlled by two factors: the strength of the steel,

which regulates the force required to deform the Charpy specimen and the
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ductility of the steel, which determines the distance through which the

force acts during testing. Since loss of fracture toughness is due to

loss in ductility rather than strength, a criterion which evaluates notch

ductility rather than energy is a more significant and universal index.
On this basis, it is recommended that the transition temperature be es-
tablished by determining the temperature at which a lateral expansion

of 15 mils( 0.015 in = 0.38mm, thus 3.8%) is obtained on the compression

side of a Charpy V-notch impact test specimen. The procedure is described

in ASTM Specification A370-68. The average energy absorbtion corresponding

to various lateral expansions is shown in Fig.6.2[l].

100 T

EXP.

L *N0 WELD-

Y :EL0 STRENGTH, *SI.

Fig.6.2: Relationship at 25,35,40, 45 and 50 mils lateral expansion
between energy and yield strength[ij

Either one of the methods described above appears to be satisfactory

for determining the relative transition temperature of pressure vessel

or ship steels with yield strengths up to about 700 MPa (100 ksi). But it

is not possible to predict an absolute index of safety against brittle

fracture for other stress levels and flaw sizes. To complicate the issue

further, transition temperatures based on either energy absorbtion.
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• *s.ductility or fracture appearance criteria do not agree even for the same
material. The following values have been, quoted for a. 3V2 % Ni 0.1%C steel,
for example.

l -
-105°C
“55°C
-10°C
-50°C
-118°C

cv.4$: ft lb

average energy

FATT 100% shear

FATT 50%
FATT 100%cleavage

v

Typical CVN impact curves of absorbed energy versus temperature for
various structural materials are presented in Fig.6.3. It should be emphar
sized that there is no single unique curve for any single composition but
that these curves depend also on the thermomechanical processing history.
Approximately 15-20 specimens of a single material are tested at various

Py*
MPa (ksi)
275 (40)

120170v-
'T-i 150

100
3 130

^ 110 550 (80)

895 (130)
80

Steel (HY -130)5
g 90

§ 70
1240 ( 180)Steel 112 Ni-Maraging)60

1380 ( 200)

325 020)

760 010)
260 (38)

1380 ( 200)
515 ( 75)

Steel (18 Ni-Maraging)
Steel (Low alloy Q f T)
Titanium
Aluminum
Steel (4340)
Aluminum

4050

30 20
10

Temperature¥

Fig.6.3: Typical Charpy V-notc
of various materials

h energy versus temperature behavior[2] -

tt.emperatures, and a smooth curve is fitted to the results. Because of the
relative small changes in behavior with temperature of the very high
strength steels, the titaniums, and aluminums, the CVN impact specimen is
rarely used to evaluate the thoughness behavior of these materials.

It is not clear at all how to extend CVN. values to different geometries,
loading conditions or flaw sizes. CVN specimen has a notch root radius
of 0.25ram. As the: root radius is increased the triaxiality is reduced and
the transition temperature is observed to decrease in the manner shown in
Fig.6.4. Thestrain rate imposed by a striking hammer is in the order of
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-1• —4 -5e * 10 - 1010 sec For static Charpy tests, where

shifts dramatically (Fig.6.5). The greatest strain rate induced shift
, the transitionsec

curve

occurs in the low strength steels and no apparent strain rate sensitivity

is observed in alloys with yield strengths in excess of 140 ksi(lOOOMPa)

[3]. The magnitude of the temperature shift in steels of various yield

strengths has been related to the ro'om temperature yield strength of the

approximated by[2]:steel and can be

r=0.25ram
Energy
(ftlb)

30

T(°F)
150-50

Fig.6.4: Effect of notch radius on absorbed energy in CVN specimens

for 36 ksi <S <140 ksi= 215-1.5 STshift y y
(6.1a)

for S >140 ksi= 0 y

is in °F and in ksi. In SI(using °C and MPa) it is givenwhere T

through
shift

119-0.12S for 250 S <1000 MPa (6.1b)X ^
shift - y y

6.4. ADDITIONAL FRACTURE TEST METHODS

6.4.1 DT and DWTT Methods: The absoLute magnitude of the experimentally

determined transition temperature as defined by any of the previously des-
cribed methods depends on the thickness of the specimen used in the test

program. This is due to the potential for a plane strain-plane stress tran-
sition when sample thickness is varied. Therefore, laboratory results may

bear no direct relation to the transition temperature characteristics of

the engineering component if the components thickness is different from

FRK_MONSTER
Typewriter
<
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TEST TEM=>E3AT'JflE —
Fig.6.5: Schematic representation of shift in CVN transition, tempe-

rature and upper shelf level due to Strain rate

that of the test bar. To overcome this difficulty, the dynamic tear test

(DT) and drop weight tear test (DWTT) were developed. DT and DWTT specimens

may be considered to be oversize Charpy samples (Fig.6.6). Again single

edge notched beams are impact loaded in three point bending in a drop

weight or pendulum type machine but these specimens have very sharp pressed

notches. The details of DT and DWTT are covered in ASTM specifications £ ,;,:

604-83 and E 436-74, respectively.
A complete transition curve is usually obtained with DT and DWTT

specimens similar to that obtained for GVN specimens'. Because the DT and

DWTT specimens are thicker than the CVN specimen and have sharper notches

(additional constraint)the transition behavior occurs at higher tempera-
tures compared with impact CVN results. The plastic deformation caused

by the pressed knife and the resulting tensile residual stresses are also

effective in reducing the ductility of the specimen and shifting the

transition curves to higher temperatures (Fig.6.7).

*

6.4,2. CAT Tests: The crack arrest temperature (CAT) test is developed by

Robertson and aims at determining the stress temperature pair at which

a large running crack arrests.A crack is initiated at the cold side of a
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Fig.6.6:(a)Dynamic tear and (b)Drop Weight Tear Test specimens

plate. The plate has a temperature gradient and is subject to a uniform

tensile stress(Fig.6.8). The crack is initiated by an impact from a bolt

gun. It propagates rapidly driven by the applied stress and assisted by

the low toughness of the material at the colder side of the plate, but

eventually encounters material at a higher temperature sufficiently tough

to arrest it. Unfortunately, at low temperatures the stress values are

so low(5-8 ksi, 35-50 MPa) that absolute safety through crack arrest is

not economical. At higher temperatures fracture arrest protection may be

practical at realistic stress levels(Fig.6.9).
Crack arrest tests such as the Robertson test or the double tension

test , the ESSO test (shown in Fig.6.10) are expensive to carry out. A

somewhat simpler alternative was developed at the U.S.Naval Research La-
boratory, known as the Explosion Bulge test (Fig.6.11). Tests were made

at different temperatures and the temperature above which full plastic

(
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Fig.6.7: Comparison of Charpy V-notch, dynamic tear, drop weight NDT
and CAT test results for A541[4]

*

7cAT

WarnCold

iI i I t

Fig.6.8:Robertson crack arrest test specimen.

bulging, occurs without cracking is referred to as the Fracture Transition
Plastic (FTP)temperature. The temperature above which cracks will not extend
into material which is only elastically deformed, although they do extend
into plastically deformed material is called the Fracture Transition Elastic
(FTE) temperature. Hence at temperatures below FTE cracks propagate in mate-
rial in which the nominal stress is below yield. Thus, in terms of the crack

\
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T

Fig.6.9:The stress and temperature combinations leading to arrest

arrest curve shown earlier, the FTE and FTP temperatures correspond to in-
tersection of the CAT curve with the yield and ultimate curves shown in

Fig.6.9.

6.4,3 NDT Test: Another test to investigate the conditions required for

initiation of brittle fractures in structural steels is the drop-weight
test which determines the nil ductility transition(NDT) temperature. The

specimen used contains a notched brittle weld bead. It is loaded in three

point bending by a falling weight at various temperatures. As the weight

first hits the specimen the brittle weld bead cracks creating a small

M t M
MAIN-TENSION

m i n tSUB-TENSION

i 5mm

PRESSEO-NOTCH
5mm DEEP J iE EE

E EEo oO IMPACT

U-I-QI So

20mm 30mm SLIT
WIDTH 2mm

LENGTH 29mm

200mm 500mm

t I I I IINITIATION PART PROPAGATION PART

400mm

Fig.6.10: The double tension and ESSO wide plate test specimens.
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EXPLOSION

r7t
NOTCHED
BRITTLE
WELD BEAD

Fig.6.11: The explosion bulge test set-up
very sharp semicircular surface crack. As the weight continues to fall the
material being tested is loaded dynamically in the presence of the small
weld crack. A mechanical stop placed under the center of the specimen limits
the amount of deformation to onset of yielding(Fig.6.12). The NDT temperature,
is defined as the highest temperature at which a standard specimen breaks

in a brittle manner; that is the temperature at which a small crack pro-
pagates at the yield stress. This test is standardized by" ASTM and described
in specification E208-84a. It has been widely used for quality control of
structural steels and since it appears to give a reproducible transition
temperature, it has been used as the basis of design and operating procedure
in certain codes.

*L3t
«

** r— ME>AVCAu1 VOP
A.

\ s

WELC
CRACKS
\\

4
JCc

YtEuD POINT LOADING IN PRESENCE OF SMALL
CRACK IS TERMINATED B1 CONTACT WITH STOP

Fig.6.12: NDT temperature test specimen

b.B FRACTURE ANALYSIS DIAGRAM r

The fracture analysis diagram(FAD) was developed by Pellini of the

-5r'
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NavaL Research Laboratory to provide design quidelines or criteria for

structural steels that exhibit a transition temperature. The general

diagram is presented in Fig.6.13, Flaw size and stress level is related

in this diagram to the initiation and propagation of brittle fractures

with respect to NDT, FTE and FTP temperatures:

1- Below NDT, small flaws initiate brittle fracture only in the

presence of yield point stresses. At lower stresses, the flaw size required

to initiate brittle fracture increases rapidly so that a flaw size of

about 24" is required to initiate brittle fracture at one-fourth the

yield stress. Below NDT, cracks will propagate in a brittle manner at

very low stress levels down to 35-50 MPa(5-8ksi). Thus, structures must

be designed and fabricated such that initiation criterion is not met. That

is, crack length must be kept smaller than that required to initiate frac-
ture at SDecified stress level(e.g. if Sy/2, keep a<12" to avoid initiation)

TENSILE
STRESS zz.3* •3*

FTPINITIATION CURVES
(FRACTURE STRESSES

FOR SPECTRUM OF
FLAW SIZES)

/
s

'PLASTIC
LOAOS

/

'/// 4<i"_SMALL _FLAW^ /f YIELD
' STRESS

//a / 7 / /VTE $NDTvt
i/i

/V
/ / /INCREASING

FLAW SIZES
/

<E ELASTIC
LOAOS

/ //w -J- T.S. s // /V FRACTURES. DO NOT. 2 P R O P A G A T E
' TEMPERATURE LIMITATION)

/
_
J

//
/£ 12"2 -j* Y.S. //

/
1' /

CAT CURVE
2'-^ r.s.
TTT

5 -tJKSI ii
( STRESS LIMITATION) $

0
NOT NDT + 30*F NDT + 60"F

TEMP, NDT +I20*F

Fig.6.13: The fracture analysis diagram of Pellini [5
2- Above NDT, the stress level required to initiate or propagate

brittle fractures rises rapidly. Typically, for one inch thick ship plates:

(i) At NDTH'7°C(30°F), fractures do not propagate for stresses less

than one half the yield stress, regardless of the flaw size.
(ii) At NDT-r33°C(60°F), fractures do not propagate for stresses less

than the yield stress.

1
J
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3- At temperatures above FTE, cracks propagate only in plastically de-
formed regions and the fracture surface contains heavy shteat lips.

4- At NDT + 67°C(120°F), FTP temperature is reached and above FTP,

brittle fracture no longer occurs and failure occurs by shear tears under

local stresses exceeding the ultimate tensile strength of the material.
Since stress concentrations are likely to exist in structures,local

even if the nominal stresses are low.Parti-stresses may easily reach S

^
,

cularly in nonstress-relieved welded structures an unacceptable high risk

of brittle fracture exists if TcNDT. If a small crack initiates and

grows., it may move away from the discontiuity; but a large running crack,

as it is now, will not arrest at nominal stress since this nominal design

stress is (5/8)S; or S /4 and not 35-50 MPa.
y U

Pellini has noted that the FAD transition temperature range is expanded

significantly by an increase in mechanical constraint such as the thickness.
Particularly the crack arrest curve shifts starting at the NDT temperature.
At six inches plate thicknesses the temperature span between the NDT and

FTE is expanded to 67°C(120°F), which implies that thick walled structures

need more attention. There is no effect of section size for the small flaw

curve of the FAD, though. The instability conditions for small flaws are

controlled by the flaw size and not the section size. For example, a small

flaw of a few millimeters does not recognize that it is located in a 25mm

or 250 mm thick section — both are semi-infinite with respect to the flaw

size. Larger flaws are affected more by section size increases since re-
lative constraint changes.

6.6 IMPACT TESTS vs. LEFM
j-

Precracked Charpy specimens are used with the hope of correlating

to provide more in-CVN values with fracture toughness results. Infact,
formation ahout the load-time history of the sample, the impact hammer is

instrumented with strain gages whose output is recorded with an oscillos-
cope. Having load' versus time plots, the total energy can be separated

into initiation and propagation energies and values of dynamic fracture

)are hoped to be determined. The specimen size used', how-toughness (K
^ever, rarely meet's the plane strain fracture toughness requirements pre-

sented in chapter five.

Conventional fracture toughness tests leading to values are
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performed at loading rates about 1 MPa \fm /sec. At rapidly applied loading

(typically K =104 - 105 MPal/m/sec) the resistance to fracture ini-
(ASTM favors to designate KIC

rates

tiation is designated as

the loading time to reach P

^
in milliseconds). On the other hand,

of Kj. under conditions where a rapidly propagating fracture is arrested

within a test specimen is called crack arrest fracture toughness and is

(t)where t is
the value

designated by Kja.
In structural steels, experimental evidence shows that

are usually less than Kjg’ Analogous to Charpy tests, KIC, KId
all exhibit a sharp increase with temperature over a relatively small

temperature range. It is virtually impossible to get upper shelf valid
_. values, but lower shelf and transition range values are ava-
Id

behavior as a function

and Kla
and Kla

and KKIC
ilable. As illustrated in Fig.6.14, the shift in

of loading rate is the same as the shift in CVN test values presented in

sec.6.3. This enables one to predict the dynamic

values or vice versa.
The most popular upper shelf K^-

CVN correlation is

values from slow bend

K

KT„ OIC.2 5 Sy—(CVN --Z- )) = (6.2a)
S 20sy y

I(, is in ksi l/in , in ksi and the standard Charpy V-notch impact

test value at upper shelf is in ft-lb[2].
Or in SI

KIC,2

where K

)‘ = 0.64(— - 0.01)( (6.2b)
S s
y y

where K
_ is in MPa l/in", S in MPa and CVN in Joules. These results were

y
obtained on eleven steels having S in the range 110-246 ksi. The

values for these steels ranged from 87 to 246 ksHfin and the CVN impact

values ranged from 16 to 89 ft-lb.
At the upper shelf, the effects of loading rate and notch acuity are

not so critical as in the transition temperature region. Thus, the diffe-
rences in the K and CVN test specimens(namely, loading rate and notch

acuity) are not that significant and a reasonable correlation would be

expected ) 2 J , In addition to that, the relationship presented in eq.6.2
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i.

Hi -

. TEST TEMPERATURE, F

Fig.6.14: Use of CVN test results to predict the effect of loading
jC for (a) A 302-B steel (b)A 517-F steel [2 jrate on K

is limited to steels having S

^
>100 ksi. These higher strength steels not

showing marked temperature shift due to strain rate makes it possible to

relate impact values to static K
values can be predicted from CVN impact results in the transition

temperature region using the empirical relationship 2 i

values.-IC

K?Id
(6.3a)r 5 CVN

E

,v
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in ksiVin and Charpy values in ft-lb, or throughwhere E is ksi,

K:Id (6.3b)= 0.64 CVN
E

values the estimatedin units of MPa/m, MPa, J. To obtain estimates of KIC
K_, values should be modified according to the rate shift described in eq.
Id
6.1. values are assumed to equal about 20—25 ksi\/iri when CVN energyKld
absorbtion value is less than 5ft-lb. This procedure is limited to the

lower end of the transition curve. As the upper shelf region is approached

the upper shelf correlation(eq.6.2) is recommended eventough it was de-
veloped primarily for steels with S >80 ksi.

The correlations between KIC
material populations. Roberts and Newton, who examined the accuracy of

15 such relationships concluded that no single correlation could be used

with any degree of confidence to encompacss all possible test conditions

. Furthermore, because of the intrinsic

scatter associated with and CVN measurements, the correlations possessed

a relatively wide scatter band.
To guide the design of pressure vessels the American Society of Mec-

hanical Engineers has determined a reference toughness versus temperature

and CVN values are limited to specific v

Mand differences in materials

curve. This reference toughness curve, designated as K__, is the lower

bound of the available K^
, and Kj. values for the partinent materials

(Fig.6.15). The temperatures are specified relative to the NDT temperature.
In fact, a reference nil ductility transition temperature RT is definedNDT
which is the higher of nil ductility transition temperature(T

T,„+60°F where T

)and

4Q stands for the temperature at which all Charpy V-notch
tests give a lateral expansion more than 40 mils. An alternative require-

NDT

40

ment for T^Q
can be 35 rails of lateral expansion together with a minimum

of 50 ft-lb absorbed energy. Thus the ASME procedure tries to weed out

nontypical materials such as those which might have low transition tempe-
rature but abnormally low energy absorbtion on the upper shelf.

The drop weight test to determine the NDT temperature is interpreted

in terms of LEFM by Irwin and Pellini, separately. The relationship between

dynamic yield strength and K resulting from these studies is:

r:(Factor)xSy^KId (6.4)
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where the factor varies from 0.634 to 0.78. When the lower bound curve of
ASME is checked against this analytical relationship the value of KIR
NDT is 0.55 of the dynamic yield of the steels tested. The resulting curve
(Fig.6.15), therefore, represents a very conservative assumption as to

at
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Fig.6.15: Reference stress intensity factor K used in pressure
vessel code of ASME[6|

the critical stress intensity vs. temperature properties of materials with
yield strengths S

^
<345 MPa(50 ksi). Only KI(j and KIa data are shown in

Fig.6.15 because values are invariably much higher, so they do not

affect the lower bound. The analytical approximation to this lower bound
curve is

+ 16o ] }KIR - 26.777 = 1.223 exp {0.0145 [T-RT
where K

^R
is in ksi',in and temperature in °F, or

KT -29.45 = 1.345 exp (0.261 [T-RTIK

(6.5a)NDT

-89 1 (6.5b)NDT

where KJR is in MPa 1
, m and temperature in °C.

curve of pressure vessel code was conceived as a lower boundThe KIR
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toughness value in 1972. Since then, both rapid initiation toughness(K_^
)

and arrest toughness (K )values have been found to fall slightly below

curve does not have a statis-near the lower shelf. Besides, the

tical meaning. A practical lower bound curve must have a predefined low

probability that the fracture toughness of the steel can lie below the

To define such a lower bound, a functional relationship must first

toughness with
curve.
be found which describes the change in the mean fracture

temperature. Then from an examination of the distribution of the data about

the mean, the lower bound can be defined for any specified probability.

Effords have been concentrated on improving the crack arrest technology

in the last decade since the average slope of K

smaller than that of K

the ductile/brittle transition region.

ASTM has formed a Task Group to develop a standard test procedure for

measuring crack arrest toughness and a multinational cooperative test

program has been conducted to examine candidate procedures. Compact crack

arrest (CCA) specimen loaded through a transverse wedge is expected to be

the standard specimen. The specimen dimensions and the loading set-up

are shown in Fig.6.16 and 6.17, respectively.

The experimental procedure can be outlined as follows[7]:
1- Displacement is measured between knife edges across the crack mouth

at 0.25W from the center of the loading hole. The knife edges are

attached by screws to the specimen.

data is found to be
la

data as the test temperature is raised within
Id

Kmfe
Edge *<*•ON .-rrOH- - 4*2

ft

°i
Q

•ino/

^07504O/ 'T\ C\JBrittle Bead\r-
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!

1- 41.75 167 ~— B
w

Fig.6.16: Geometry of compact crack arrest specimen
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Fig.6.17: Test specimen loading arrangement

2- Each specimen is loaded in a universal testing machine at a cross-
head speed of 5 mm/min.

3- To reduce friction, a high pressure lubricant is applied to the
loading surfaces and a thin (0.1mm)Teflon sheet is placed between
the specimen and the base plate (Fig.6.17).

4- Load is applied monotonically until crack propagation and is re-
moved immidiately following crack arrest. Displacements at crack

initiation and arrest are obtained from autographic load-displacement
records(Fig.6.18).

5- Before the wedge is extracted the crack front should be marked

to determine the distance of the crack jump. This can be achieved
either by heat .tinting or by introducing ink into the crack and

baking the set to dry the ink completely. Upon reloading the spe-
cimen is broken and the measurements are taken.

The stress intensity factor is calculated from the equation provided

by Crosley et.al.

.>

(6.6)
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Fig.6.18: Typical record of displacement and load vs. time for compact
test •

2.2434(1.7164 - 0.9q-»-ct2)l/l^where f(a) =
(9.85-0.17a+ 11.0a2)

The crack opening displacement A^
is the arrest displacement, a^

is the

crack length at arrest. Using the crack opening displacement at crack

initiation A instead of A*, and initial crack length a for a£ in eq.6.6
o f o r

will yield the stress intensity factor at crack initiation, which was

called KQ in chapter five(In crack arrest studies this initiation toughness

is commonly denoted by Kq).
The specimen size used in cooperative test program was 200x2Q0x50mm.

Lower CCA size criteria are suggested by Rosenfield et.al. These are given

by[8 J .
2H>1.0 (K_/S )2Q ys

(6.7)

B > 4/ IT (Kn/S ,)2- Q yd

where S and stand for static and dynamic yield strength, respectively.ys
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Problems

1- A variety of different specimen types are used by Ripling and

Crosley (Eng. Fracture Mechanics, Vol.23 No.l pp.21-33, 1986) to check

CCA and tapered DCB specimens provided arrest datathe invariance of K

through the measurement of the arrested crack length and the imposed loading.

SEN specimens, however, acted as “go/no go*' gages. That is, the crack at

la*

the brittle weld either ran completely through the specimen or arrested

at the end of the weld when it ran into the base plate. Discuss the suitability

of the SEN specimen for estimation.

2- To check the possibility of a thermal shock occurring in a nuclear

reactor pressure vessel tests have been conducted on large cylinders about

1 ra. in diameter, with walls 150ram thick. They were wirst flawed and then

subjected to a thermal shock. The K value through the wall, at the time

when the crack “popped'*, was calculated by using the temperature gradient

to first calculate the stresses through the wall from which the K values

were calculated. In addition to the driving force K, using K
^c

and

values it was possible to estimate the crack advance. Determine this amount

through the figure given below.

Vv

KI Kla150

K120

MPafSf
90

60

30

J I
0.30.20-1 a/W
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7. ELASTIC PLASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS

Linear elastic fracture mechanics breaks down when high toughness
materials are used. A simple-minded but restricted approach for such
materials is that of chapter 6, the transition temperature approach. To
have quantitative predictions, elastic-plastic analysis of cracked bodies
is necessary. A single parameter characterization of elastic-plastic
fracture, analogous to LEFM, is aimed at. Fracture analysis in the plas-
tic regime has, however, a number of complications not present in the
elastic case. Foremost are the inherent nonlinearities in the material
deformation and large geometry changes together with the fact that
flaws will propagate in a stable manner prior to final fracture. Hence,
a plastic fracture methodology must explicitely treat crack initiation
and the subsequent stable crack growth to the onset of the ultimate
unstable crack propagation. These aspects are covered in this and the
subsequent chapter eight, respectively.

Figure 7.1 depicts the possible levels of plastic deformation in a
cracked body. As the plastic enclaves at the crack tip become comparable
to other linear dimensions in the body the small scale yielding approximation
of LEFM seizes to apply and EPFM range starts. EPFM may extend to cover
general yield conditions of figure 7.1 c and d. A schematic diagram
illustrating the various approaches to fracture is given in figure 7.2.
It is to be noted that components likely to reach gross or general yield
even if analyzed satisfactorily by fracture mechanics, must be also
checked against plastic collapse by an appropriate design procedure.

The .two elastic-plastic fracture mechanics .concepts that have re-
ceived most attention are the J contour integral and the crack opening
displacement.

7.1 THE J-INTEGRAL

The J-lntegral proposed by Rice|1 J forms the basis of fracture
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$

(b)(a)

(c)

Fig.7.1-(a)small scale yielding state(b)net section stress

approaches yield (c) net section stress exceeds yield
(d)gross section stress exceeds yield

predictions beyond the linear elastic range. It is an extension of LEFM,

relating the crack size to applied stress, in the presence of large scale

values from subsizeyielding and an elegant alternative to obtain

specimens.
The J-Integral is defined as a line integral in the two dimensional

strain field of a nonlinear elastic material:

^dS)J = /(w dv - t^
,(i = 1,2) (7-1)

where w rs strain energy density defined by w(e..) J 0 do
pq pqij

O

p = path of the integral shown in Fig.7,3
traction on the path r

u£— displacement in the direction of t^dS- increment of distance along the path

n « the outward unit normal to the path r
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% / /''''' /\\ picl?tic'
limit /&

toughness

Fig.7.2- Fracture Mechanics Methods

Fig.7.3- The integration path with respect to crack tip geometry.

7.1.1 Path Independence: J-Integral is path independent. To see that its
value is identically zero for closed paths not containing singular points,

consider eq.7.1 around a closed contour

3ui
I s § (w d y - t . dS)

3*

) dS (7-2)= §(W nx -o^ n. u.
1,X

since t.~r.. n. and n dS «’dy,n dS=-dx. This last expression can be written
i ij J x y

in long-hand notation

3u 3v3u 3v (7-3)I-. §(w-a T
X

+o —)dx—)dy + (Txy , y -xy 3x3x jy

:
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It is easier, however, to use the indicial notation

in the proof. Thus, using eq.7.2 and the divergence theorem, the contour

integral can be converted to a surface integral

where u = V v = V

1 -'fd A - r(aijUi,x > >jdA
A dx

where A denotes the area inside the closed path. Since

(7-4)
A

dw =o.. deij ij /
(7-5)

?£
nW -Qij

8X9x

and

(7-6)(<7ij Ui,x > *j =CTij *j Ui,x +°ij£ij

eq. 7.4 becomes

8u3ei.i _
ij 3;/

“ aij.i 3X
" °ij 3x

which is identically zero due to the equilibrium equation

de -— )d Ai
I = / (a

- 0°ij,j

yielding

9uiI - §(wdy - t

^
ds)= 0 (7-7)

3x

Now assume that the closed path is chosen to be composed of paths

(Fig.7.4). Since the craction vector is zero on the

Fig.7.4- The closed path around the crack tip used to proove path
independence.

'**£T*~'...sv•.«*;...V.
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7.1.2 Alternative Definition off- J: Another property of J integral is
• that it relates to energy available to drive the crack just like G of

LEFM. To Show this, consider "the potential energy (PE) of a system -with
a blunt-ended notch (Fig.7.5.)[2 J .'

f t° u^BdS
w(e...) BdA -PE(a,A) = / ij

A(a) ST

are the equilibrium displacement and strain
fields, A is the load point displacement and ST is the portion of boun-
dary (S) where the tractions are specified. The rate of change of po-
tential energy with respect to crack area is

u^ Cx^jS
) and e^jCx^.a)where

x
3u

— dA + / w(—1) n dS - f t°. — dS
3a _ x 1 3aA

- (3-
3 3a

(7.9)= fPE) .AV '

Sro T

where the first term describes the contribution due to changes in w

with respect to crack growth at inside points of A and the second term

is due to flux of w across the boundary +To . Since the blunt

ended notch translates only in the x-direction and since. 3x/3a = -1
-'i.7 - ;V •’

. -
' =,

t

'
• ••

•••

one obtains -n^ in the Second term, and no contribution comes, from,
and r2* But

. X. .Y'
1
;
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B

Fig.7.5: A blunt-ended notch configuration

Fig.7.6: Judiciously chosen integration paths
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3r'ij,3w ,. ,f — dA = / 3w dA .

33.

A 3eij 3«iA

3u.
= / a. ,j dAij -•* *•3a “s.'A
% 3ui= / 0• - n. ds
1J J 3aS rt3u. 3u.

- dS = / t°—- dS=;,/ t ^ (7.10)
3a 3aS

Thus, eq.7.9 becomes>

3uiI(fjPEV =, »%
. o

'3 -dS ss / w dy - t. dS (7.11) •vr 3?o
•v

/* ..*T
lueAdding the second term to the last integral does not change its va

since this term vanishes on 'F , the notch surface being traction free.
Since the

•;•

integrand in eq.7.11 identically vanishes on and Tj* We can
aiso'perform the integration along without altering its value,

.y Now because of the path indepedence(Fig.7.6) i

s
r J%Jri+ro+r2 Fc

$
.
.. SfV Thus

3uir}
i--( — PE)

B 3a A
(7.12)t. dS = J1

3x
= / v dy -rc

y

which implies that the J integral amounts to the potential energy diffe-‘
•

*

.!\v '

rence for two notched bodies differing in geometry by an infinitesimal

K-

*'

V

£-•
v -

• - '
? •
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The proof given above is for flat surfaced notch with a smooth

tip. One would expect the same result to hold in the limiting case of

a straight crack in a two-dimensional deformation field. A formal proof

of this is given by Rice[3].
It is important to remember that the results regarding the energy

connotation of J are strictly true for elastic behavior only. For both

linear and nonlinear elastic conditions, J is the energy made available

at the crack tip per unit crack extension, da, and it is equivalent to

the crack driving force. Therefore

amount.

J = G = K2/E* (7-13)

E* - E for plane stress

= E/(1—u2) for plane strain
where

7.1.3 Crack Tip Fields: The physical interpretation of J integral in the

above section is not valid when large scale plasticity is encountered.
In the presence of plasticity w is not strain energy density; energy is

dissipated within material elements. Thus, J does not correspond to G,

as the available energy for crack extension. Its definition in eq.7.12
remains valid, however.

The general applicability of the J integral comes from viewing

the stress and strain fields surrounding the crack tip. Hutchinson[4]
Rosengren [5]revealed that for stationary cracks in a

power hardening material(e/eQ « a(a/ao)n , l<n<oo), the stresses and

strains in the vicinity of the crack tip under both small scale yielding

and fully plastic conditions may be represented by

and Rice and

1/n*l

r£7oeo
f..(e,n) + ...ij

(7-14)
n/n-<-l) g. •(9,n) +• ..pij * o ij

* rcoeo
which poses a perfect analogy to LEFM as presented in Fig.7.7. In these

equations, J is the J integral defined by eq.7.l,ao
effective yield (or flow) stress and the associated elastic strain,

respectively, r is the radial distance from the crack tip and f^j and

and are the£o
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dimensionless funct ions of the circumferent ia l posi t ion e thea r e

f r a c t u r e p r o c e s s

zone v
plast ic
zone elast ic ''N p l a s t i c

\/
\/ c

t'I 0

/ /
1 < n < oc

K dominated
/

zone
J dominated

( HRR ) zone

Fig . 7.7 *. A na logy between crack t ip zones in e las t ic and in clast ic-
plast ic condi t ions .

hardening exponent n, dependent unon plane stress / plane strain condi t ions .

T he equat ions 7.14 are f i rs t terms in a ser ies expansion descr ibing

near-t ip f ie lds and arc known as the Hu tchinson* Rice -Rosengrcn ( HRR )

s ingular i t ies or f ie lds and J is LLIE HRR f ie ld parameter . J ref lects

the intensi ty of the elast ic -plast ic f ie ld surrounding the crack t ip

jus t as K
in spi te of the severely deformed fracture process zone s

ref lect ing the intensi ty of the surrounding elast ic f ie ld for the LEFM

case in spi te of the small plasr ic zone s ( Fig . 7.7 ) ^ 6 J . T hus, J integral

is the natural candidate for character iz ing f racture .

7.1. 4 . L imi ta t ions : T here are two aspects that need to be examined closely

for the appl icabi l i ty of J integral ^ 7 J . Firs t, deformation theory of

plast ic i ty — i.e . nonl inear ly elast ic mater ia l — must be an adequate

model of the small-st ra in behavior of real elast ic-plast ic mater ia ls

under the monotonic loads being considered . S econd, the regions in which

f ini te s t ra in effects are important and in which the microscopic pro-
region of the small-

a condi t ion cal led .1

cesses occur must each be contained wel l wi th in the

strain solut ion dominated by the HRR-f ie lds-

doroinance.
T he f i rs t condi t ion is the classical debat

appropriate incremental theory versus the simpl

theory of plast ic i ty. Any solut ion based on defornat i

a of the physical ly

-use- deformation
on ( total s t ra in )

e- to
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theory of plasticity coincides exactly with a solution to the flow(incre-
mental)theory of plasticity if proportional loading occurs everywhere.
That is, if no unloading takes place and the stress and strain ratios are

held constant. The singular fields (eq.7.14)by themselves satisfy this

condition exactly. In other words, the crack tip singularity fields are

also solution to the flow theory equations, and J as it appears in eq.7.14

could serve as the amplitude of the singular fields, independent of its

[7]. While the full solution for aline integral definition in eq.7.1
body characterized by power hardening law will not generally satisfy

proportional loading exactly, most problems with a single, monotonically

applied load do come sufficiently close to meeting proportionality to

justify use of deformation theory. Many investigators( f8,9 J for example)

have demonstrated that the line integral defined in eq.7.1 is substantially

path independent for numerical solutions of incrementally plastic materials

conforming to flow theory, even though its strict path independence is;tied

to its deformation theory definition. Moreover, the J values themselves

are accurately approximated by the corresponding deformation theory so-
lutions. It is fair to say that the use of deformation theory solutions

to stationary crack problems for monotonic loading is generally accepted

for the purpose of determining J.
The requirements for J-dominance are more complicated. Consider plane

strain, mode I problems. The crack tip opening displacement 6 provides

a measure of the size of the zone in which finite strains are important.
/

Finite element studies based on finite strain incremental plasticity

^8,Id]have been performed for the plane strain small scale

yielding problem. For distances from the tip that are greater than 2 or 3

times 6
j.
, the deviations from small strain theory become unimportant.

Let R denote the "radius" of the zone of dominance of the HRR fields,

i.e. the characteristic size of the region in which the HRR fields provide

a good approximation to the complete small-strain deformation theory so-
lution. As depicted in Fig.7.8, one condition for J-dominance is

formulation

R -> 36c (7.15)

A second condition is that R be greater than the fracture process zone

in which the microscopic separation processes occur. The predominant

ductile fracture mechanism is void nucleation, growth and coalescence.
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annular zone of
validity of
J-fields

/
\\

// \/
\

:? I

\\ /\

\ fractureprocess zone

Fig.7.8: Schematic of neartip behavior under J-dominance conditions ^ 7]
Since hole growth is itself a finite strain process, the fracture process

zone for this mechanism is roughly comparable to the zone of finite strains,

and therefore eq.7.15 again serves to ensure J-dominance. If failure due

to shear localization intervenes, or if it actually precipitates hole

nucleation and growth, then the fracture process zone may be somewhat

larger than 36
t

» When the separation process is cleavage, the size of the

fracture process zone appears to be set by the grain size in many materials
with the zone extending from 2 to 10 grain diameters from the tip. This

sets a constrainton R for J dominance under cleavage conditions which

usually renders eq.7.15 superfluous.
The relation of the characteristic size R of the zone of dominance

of the HRR fields to the linear dimensions of the body depends strongly
on geometry and hardening. The geometry dependence is especially strong

for low hardening materials. The mathematical character of the equations
governing behavior near the crack tip changes in the limit n-*» , corres-
ponding to perfect plasticity. For finite n the equations are elliptic
and HRR fields do represent near-tip stress and strains. In the perfect

plasticity limit the governing equations are hyperbolic and there no lon-
ger exists a unique near-tip solution independent of specimen geometry

11 . Hence, some strainhardening must exist to have a single parameter

approach. Certain configurations have approximately the same near-tip
fields in perfect plasticity as those obtained by letting n**» in eq.7.14.

Important examples are the small-scale yielding problem itself and the

fully plastic bend or compact (tension) configurations(Fig.7.9a) and

FRK_MONSTER
Typewriter
]

FRK_MONSTER
Typewriter
[
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the double edge notched configuration (Fig.7.9b)in plane strain. The

triaxiality is high(normal stress areaching 2.5 and 3aQ, respectively)

( c )I p lp
Fig.7.9: Slip line field for (a) edge-cracked bend configuration SE(B),

(b)double edge cracked tension configuration, DE(T)
(c) center-cracked tension configuration M(T).

in the ligaments which is also t)ie case in HRR-fields. Some configura-
tions have completely different fields in perfectly plastic materials

as compared to HRR-fields with n-> <» . Center cracked strip(Fig.7.9c)
in plane strain conditions pulled to full yield in tension develops

intense shear bands at 45° from the tensile direction and the triaxiality

ahead of the tip is low(o
^

= 2 / \[3 aQ)[l2].
In view of the above facts it is not unusual to expect that HRR-

fields will dominate in a larger area in bend configurations than in center

cracked tensile strips, for finite n. A graphic illustration of the

variation of the relative size of the region dominated by the HRR sin-
gularity with the level of plastic deformation, material hardening pro-
perties and specimen configuration is, indeed, given in figure 7.10.

Numerical studies [l3,14]suggest that

for bend configurations,
for any n

R s7% of b
(7.16)

for center-cracked tensile
strip, for n*10

R* 1" of b
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Fig.7.10: Relative size of region dominated by HRR singularity

when the plastic zone reached across the entire uncracked ligament
b. As discussed above, the zone of dominance becomes vanishingly small
as n + » in center cracked tensile configuration.

Geometric conditions for J-dominance result from e<j.7.15 and eq.7.16:

b >H 6
t for bend specimen

7
(7.17)

b > 300 6 for center cracked

strip

The HRR fields indicate that the opening of the crack faces varies at

. A widely accepted operational definition of the crack
1/1+nr -* 0 as r

tip opening displacement 6 is the opening distance between the intercept
of two 45° lines drawn back from the tip with the deformed profile
(Fig.7.11). The result is [15]

= d —"°o
where dn is a proportionality factor dependent upon yield strain and
work hardening exponent n. It varies weakly with e

^
/E and quite signi-

ficantly with n (Fig.7.12). Examination of Fig.7.12a reveals that for

6t (7.18)
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low-to-moderate hardening, d
^
* 0.65. Thus, geometric conditions for J-do-

minance in plane strain(eq.7.17)become

b>25 J/ao bend configuration
b>200 J/aQ center cracked tensile strip

Analogus studies in plane stress have not been made. It is possible
that the configuration-dependence under fully plastic* conditions will not
be as strong as in plane strain, primarily because the perfectly plastic
limit solutions do not display as wide a variation at least as far as the
stresses are concerned.

(7.19a)
(7.19b)

7.2 DETERMINATION OF J INTEGRAL

7.2.1 Direct Integration: For simple geometry and loadings the contour
integral definition, that is eq.7.1 or the long-hand version of it(cf.
eq.7.3)

^-0 ^)dXxy
3x y sx

J = / w dy-(ax — + Txy—)dy+(T (7.20)
ax axp

can be directly applied to obtain the J-value as a function of the loading.
The infinite strip of height h containing a semi infinite notch(Fig.7.13)
is the classical case discussed by Rice[l]. The crack is assumed to extend
under fixed displacement conditions. Thus, the y directional displacement
v is constant, whereas the x-directional displacement u is zero along the
clamped boundaries. Along the top and bottom portions of r,dy=0,3u/3x = 3v/3x=0.

=T ~ w =0 and 3u/3x=3v/3x =0 since there is no deformationAt x-- 03>a -ox y xy
but just rigid body motion at that end. The only contribution to J comes
from the portion of ratx=- oo . Since there exists a uniform stress distri-
bution, 3u/3x =3v/3x = 0, T = 0. Thusxy

J = w h
CO

(e / e )mFor pure power law hardening materials of the type

m+1
0=0o o

£
'
oo = fadC ~C,o —w

(m+1)zo
o

which implies

ao
h tT 1J= (7.21)

(in̂ Df®

FRK_MONSTER
Typewriter
+
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Fig.7.13: Infinite strip containing a seni-infinite notch

7.2.2 The Potential Energy Route: As shown in eq.7.12, the alternative

definition of J integral is the potential energy difference for two

bodies differing in geometry by an infinitesimal amount. For a nonlinear

elastic system, the available energy (i.e. work, done in going from

crack of size a to a+da minus the change in strain energy) is the cross-
hatched region in figure. 7.14. This area has no obvious association with

h a

a+da

J B da
PH

-onj
o

load point displacement, A

Fig.7.14- Graphical Interpretation of J-Integral

energy release for elastic-plastic solids, it simply defines J. Independent

of the machine stiffness (i.e dead load or fixed displacement conditions)

this area corresponds to J B da. In other words,

- /— P(Af ,a)dA’ = -/— A(P*,a)d?
B o 9a

i (7.22)J -=
B o 2a

The fundamental approach to J-integral determination is the Begley
r ]

and Landes i 16 ; procedure. It is an experimental, multispecimen method

based on the alternate definition of J (eq.7.12). A series of identical

specimens is used with slightly differing crack lengths a^a

^^
a ..(Fig.7.15a).
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A load(P)vs. load point deflection(A)trace is obtained for each
cimen(Fig.15b). The value of J is independent of machine stiffness;
hence, fixed displacement readings are adopted for simplicity. The area
under the load versus deflection trace for each specimen up to an arbitrary
deflection A^ is the potential energy(PE)for that specimen. Repeating
this for a series of deflections A^

etc. enables one to plot potential

spe-

P P

1 a3

a
2

aia
s(dsrA )

N

PET( a ) ( b)P

PE

J

>
(d ) Aa( c )

Fig.7.15: Schematic steps in a compliance J determination

energy as a function of crack size(Fig.7.15c) the slope of which gives
J vs. A curves with crack size being the parameter(Fig » 7.15d). The final
plot is termed J calibration curve for the particular geometry and load-
ing. The major advantage of this compliance J calibration is that it is
suitable to any geometry. While possessing the advantage of generality
it is tedious and expensive in both time and material since it usually
requires 4-6 specimens.
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7.2.2.1 Deeply Notched Bend Configurations: A significant advance in J

integral estimation is provided by Rice-Paris-Merkle analysis [l7]which

allows the calculation of J from a single P—A record for different con-*
figurations where the uncracked remaining ligament (b) is small compared

to any other planar dimension. In particular, for deeply notched specimens

bending — such as deeply notched three point bendin plane strain

or compact(tension) specimens — J is shown to be twice of the work of

deformation divided by the ligament area(Fig.7.16)

(7.23)

P

or,
if the
load is
applied
by a
forcet

JbBA=

0 A

Fig.7.16: Determination of J from single load-displacement diagram
for deeply cracked bend specimen

The original derivation of Rice et.al. excludes the energy absorbed

due to the crack in the calculation of A in eq,7.23. Srawley[id] ,

showed that better correlation exists if total displacement is used. Re-
tention of the unnotched beam deflection is also supported by Chipperfield
r } r 1
[19 j and Landes et.al. j 20 j .

An extension to eq.7.23 is provided by Merkle and Corten[21] by

considering the combined loading that exists on the net section in a compact

specimen. For compact specimens with 0.5<a/W<0.7, eq.7.23 underestimates

the applied J value by 10-15%. Thus a correction is introduced through

however.
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T 2A x 2PAJ “ al IT + a2~ (7.24)
Bb Bb

where A and P are the final load point displacement and the final load,

with normalizedFig.7.17: Variation of the coefficients ctj and
crack size
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coefficients plotted in figure 7.17. Arespectively and

polynomial can also be fitted to ct^
and «2 are

[20jand :curvesa2

s 1.222468 - 0.637295(a/W)+ 0.614937(a/W)2- 0.200797(a/W)3al

= -0.006771 + 0.595163(a/W)- 0.940241(a/W)2+ 0.353779(a/W)3a2

A simplification to eq.7.24 can be made if it is assumed that the

complementary energy is much smaller in amplitude than the total energy

PA »A). Landes, Walker and Clarke[2oJ arrived thus to the simple

expression for J:
(i.e.

J =(at +a )— (7.25a)
Bb

T .1+0!. 2AJ =( )—l+cc2 Bb

= 2[(a/b)2+(a/b)+ 1/2] -2(a/b+l/2)
remaining ligament, or

(7.25b)

in terms of thewhere a

{\j2(a/W)z+2 -(1+a/W)} /(1-a/w) in terms of

the width.
a =

The values of a and(1+ct/l+ot2) are plotted against a/W ratios

in figure 7.18. This approach of Landes et.al. is not only simple but

it also gives excellent agreement with the J obtained through the mul-
tispecimen technique since it eliminates the slight overestimation pre-
sent in the Merkle and Corten analysis. Clarke and Landes [22|rewrote

this last expression as

J = t|A/Bb (7.25c)

n = 2+0.522 b/W.
For the three-point bend specimen there is no tensile component

of load and eq.7.23 directly applies.

where

7.2.2.2 Tensile Configurations: The extreme situation of tensile loading

only (double edge notched plates in tension, DE(T), shown in figure 7.19a

and center cracked panel in tension. H(T), shown in figure 7.19b) is also
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-0* 20 1.125

C.15 1.100

1+a
a

1+a2

0.10 1.075

0.05 1,050

0

0.90.7 0.80.5 0.6
a/W

Fit?;.7.IS: Variation of the coefficient of eq.7.25b with crack length.
analyzed by Rice et.al.[l7]. J is determined by adding elastic and plastic
components, the elastic component being G, calculated from the applied
load and crack length just as if there were no plasticity.

2 i—{/ PdA n PA_,} \ (7.26)J = G + PiPiBb 2o

The bracket in eq.7.26 corresponds to the area A between the load versus

load point displacement curve and the secant offset line to the displace-
ment of interest. This area is shown in figure 7.20.

[23]presented a unified
solution to bending plus tension situations which includes eq.7.25b and

7.26 as special cases and mainly addressed loadings where the tensile
component becomes dominant. Compact specimen with a/W<0.5 or the single
edge notched specimen subject to tensile pin loading, SE(T), are such

loadings.

7.2.2.3 Improvements proposed by Ernst: Ernst
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Y+0 Apl PA (7.27)1
/ PdA -0J = G + Pi bb o

P

1P

i
Ww

2a

=W-2a
b=W-2a

T(b)
p

Fig.7.19: Tension specimens (a) DE(T)(b)M(T)

/ 1

/P
/

IA
2A/ J=G+ B(W-2a)/

/
/

/
/

A

P̂l

Fig.7.20: Description of the graphical evaluation of J from P- A
records
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+ot(l-x)J J[2(l+oQ(l+x) ]1where y
1+a2 (1+x)+a(l-x)

a6=
./1+X.

a+(
T^

)

a = as defined above in eq.7.25
x = the dimensionless coordinate of the crack tip taking

the load line-crack line intersection as origin

= a/W for compact specimen, 2a/W-l for SE(T)

Values of y »8 as functions of a/W are given in table 7.1 and figure 7.21

Table 7.1: Coefficients which are used in eq.7.27[23]
(a/W) (a/W)x 6ySE(T) C(T)-1.0 0.00 1.000 1.000

-0.9 0.05 1.055 0.947
-0.8 0 .10

0.15
0.20
0.25

1.122 0.890
0.826-0.7

-0.6
1.201

1.294

1.400
1.517

0.758

0.684-0.5
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2

0.30 0:606
0.35 1.643

1.769
0.526

0.40 0.445
-0.1 0.45

0.50
1.891
2.000

0.367
0.0 0.0 0.293
0.1 0.55 0 . 1 2.089

2.154

0.226
0.2 0.60 0.2 0.168
0.3 0.65

0.70
0.3 2.193 0.119

0.4 0.4 2.-207 0.081
0.5 0.75 0.5 2.200 0.051
0.6 0.80 0.6 0.0302.177
0.7 0.85 0.7 2.141 0.015
0.8 0.90 0.8 2.097 0.006
0.9 0.95

1.00

0.9 2.050
2.000

0.001
1 . 01 .0 0.000



Thp amount of crack extension allowable in a J test is relatively
small the value of J corrected for crack growth can be calculaHowever

/'S.

[24]ted for bend configurations. Ernst et.al. showed that

^i Yi ))Ji+1 “ (Ji +
D, Ai,i+1Bb.

)(1- —(a (7.28)- ai+1 ibii

where the subscripts i or i+1 indicate functions evaluated at that step.
The term A

and lines of constant displacement A^ and A

refers to the area enclosed by the actual test recordi,i+1
Herei+V

£
1+0.76 b./W for compact specimenA 1

for three point bend specimenl
s'.

2+0.522 b./W or the equivalent expressions given in
in eq.7.25 for compact specimen

for three point bend specimen

i
0-

%
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For the first step, Ar 0, J = 0. If,up to a certain point j+1, no crack
growth has occured, eq.7.28 reduces to

J.+ A

n LS*x
= - f

b o

Vi =
J ,3+1

P d A

which coincides with eq.7.25(or eq.7.23 for three point bend specimen).
Thus, eq.7.28 is completely general and can be used for the whole test
record, starting from the origin[24].
7.2.3. The Superposition Technique: Another class of solutions is obtained
by joining elastic and fully plastic J values to approximate elasticflplastic

[25]used the relationship between J and the area
between load-deflection records of cracked bodies differing only in crack
length by the amount da. They simulated the P-A records by using known
compliance functions for the linear range and the slip line field pre-
dictions for the limit(collapse) load. In figure 22a, the elastic cont-
ribution to J is simply the first triangular area. This may be computed
from LEFM solutions and is given by

behavior. Bucci et.al

Jgl= G = K2(1-V2)/E
where K is evaluated at the limit load P

^
. The plastic contribution to

J is represented by the rectangular area and is given by

dP
J", = —- (A-A ,,)

P1 Bda el

Hence the total J is

dP
= G + —-(A-A ,)el

+ JJ = Jel
Bda

This procedure has been refined by Bucci et.al [25]by introducing a
plastic zone correction which smooths the transition from elastic to

fully plastic loading (Fig.7.22b). If J is plotted against the applied

V
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P

1
PL

T
dP
t d ada

A
A ( a )e

AL
J

J IIbased on
collapse 11

11
///^based

on LEFM
//'q

A P

( c ) PL(b)

Fig.7,22: Estimating J from approximations of load-deflection records

load, P, a curve similar to that of figure 7.22c is obtained. The applied

J becomes unbounded at the limit load. A small error in the estimated

limit load can lead to gross errors in the estimated J. For fully plastic

situations estimates of J vs. A are clearly subject to much less error

than estimates of J vs. P.
Shih M [28 J developed, Shih and Hutchinson [27]and Shih et.al.

a method for estimating J which enables a compendium of solutions to be

constructed in a similar manner to the compendia at present available

for K solutions. This is achieved by evaluating J from two terms

J SB J .el
+ Jpl V

is the fully plastic solution for a pure power hardening ma-where J

terial of the type
Pi

V:*
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E7E « a(cr /o )no o

As Ilyushin showed many years ago, a solution to the boundary value problem,
based on the deformation theory of plasticity, involving a single load vr
displacement parameter has the property ihat all stress quantities
linearly proportional to the applied load P, and all strain and displace-
ment quantities are proportional to Pn.A consequence of this, as noted

Hutchinson[29], is that similar to linear elastic crack

are

by Goldman and
problems there exist scaling laws for various fracture parameters, such
as the J integral and COD, associated with the nonlinear problem also, in
other words, dependence of fracture parameters on load can be separated
from its dependence on geometric and material variables as

jpl •* aeoao{function of ^ and n}[P/PD]”+1 (7.29)

r

Where P
^

is a reference load, proportional to Bbao(coinciding with
the limit load for the rigid-perfectly plastic case, n-*- <»). Consequently,
it is feasible to tabulate the solutions for J(and other parameters of

- . - ' _ '.fi. ,

'

•
'

y
' •£_interest such as 5 or A )as functions of crack depth and strain hardening

exponent n. Such solutions have been developed for a variety of crack
configurations [30],

For compact specimens fully plastic solutions can be tabulated in
the following form[iO]J ;

[P/Po]n+1

Ĉ oF
F/Po]n

Jpl - «eo*o b hl(|’n)

Apl = «eo a h3(S’ n)

vl’ n)

(7.30)

6pl = aeo a

where A is the load point displacement, 6 is the crack mouth opening
displacement, b is the uncracked ligament. The dimensionless functions
h
^
jh

^
jh

^
are contained in tables 7.2 and 7.3. The limit load expressions

for use in eq.7.30 are given as

(7.31)PQ = 1,455 a bB oo
for plane strain, and as
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T a b l e 7 .2: Plane S t r a in h-Func t ions fo r C (T) [3p] .
n=3 n=5 n=7 n=l O n=13 n=16 nr20

nr l ; t i=2

1 .32 1 .57
2 .23 2 .05 1 .78 1 .48 1 .33 1 .26 1 .25h

1 ?

a /W= ~ ^2
12 .6 14 .611 .517 .9 12 .5 11 .7 10 .8 10 .5 10 .7

9 .31 10 .98 .529;85 8 .51 8 .17 7 .77 7 .71 7 .92h
3

• **
h- 2 .15 1 .72 1 .39

'

0 .970 0 .693 0 .443 0 .276 0 .176 0 .098
1

a/W= ~ h 12 .6 8 .18 6 .52 4 .32 2 .97 1 .79 1 .10 0 .686 0 .370

8 2
0 .494 0 .2667 .94 5 .76 4 .64 3 .10 2 .14 1 .29 0 .793h

3

0 .216 0 .3121 .94 1 .51.. 1 .24 0 .919 0 .685 0 .461 0 .314
h l

1 h 0 .7889 .33 5 .85 4 .30 2 .75 1 .91 1 .20 0 .530 0 .317
a /W= 2 2

6 .41 4 .27 3 .16 2 .02 1 .41 0 .888 0 .585 0 .393 0 .236h
3

%

h, 1 .76 1 .45 1 .24 0 .9740.7520 .602 0 .459 0 .347 0 .248
1

a /W= -g- 7 .61 4,57 3 .42 2 .36 1 .81 1 .32 0 .749 0 .4850 .983

5 .52 3 .43 2 .58 1 .79 1 .37 1 .00h 0 .568 0 .3630 .746
3

1 .71 1 .42 1 .26 1 .0330.8640 .717 0 .575h 0 .448 0 .345
1 Y;

3 6 .37 3 .95 3 .18 2 .34 1 .88 1 .44 1 .12h 0 .887 0 .665a /W= J 2

h
3

4 .86 3 .05 2 .46 1 .81 1 .45 1 .11 0 .869 0 .686 0 .514 ‘

ht 1 .57 1 .45 1 .35 1 .18 1 .08 0 .950 0 .850 0 .730 0 .630

5 .39 3 .74 ' 3,09 2 .43 2 .12 1 .80ti /W +1 h
2

1 .33 1 .141 .57

h
3

4 .31 99 2 .47 1 .95 1 .79 1 .44 1 .26 1 .07 0 .909
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S tress h-Functions for C(T) [3o] .T able 7.3: Plane

“is;

n=l n=2 n»3 n=5 n=7 n=10 ' n=13 n=16 n=20

h, 1.61 1.46 1.28 1.06 0.903 0.729 0.601 0.511

7.32 5.74 4,63 3.75

0.395
1

a /W =I 17 - 6 12‘° 10 - 7

h. 9.67 8.00 7.21 5.94

2.928.74

2.0235.00 3.95 3.19 «# 2.59
3

0.220
hl 1.55 1.25 1.05 0.801 0.647 0.484 0.377 0.284

3
a /W = h. 12.4 8.20 6.54 4.56 1 .023.45 2.44 1.83 1,36

8 2

0.7467.80 5.73 4.62 2.48 1.77 1.33 0.990h 3.25
3

t

0.2380.558 0.436 0.356 0.298
hl 1.40 1,08 0.901 0.686

1
a /W = f h

2
9.16 5.67 4.21

6.29 4.15 3.11

0.8142.80 2.12 1.57 1.25 1.03

0.6140.938 0.7742.09 1.59 1.18b
3

0.593 0.494 0.423 0.370 0.310
1.27 1.03 0.875 0.695hl

a /W = 0.928 ,:i „1.92 1.54 1.29 1.127.47 4.48 3.35 2.37
8 h2

1.47 1.18 0.7100.988 0.8535.42 3.38 2.54h 1.80
3

1.23 0.9970.833 0.683 0.598 0.506 0.431 0.373 0.314

6.25 3,78 2.89 2.14 1.78 1.44 '' 1.20 1.03 0:857

h
3

4.77 2.92 2.24 1.66 1.38 1.12 0.936 0.800 0.666

h
3

a /W = 4
h

2

h, 1.13 1.01 0.775 0.680 0.650 0.620 0.490 0.470 0.42<5
1 :$

a /W-1 b
2

5.29 3.54 2.41 1.91 1.73 1,59 1.23 1.17 1.03

h„ 4.23 2.83 1.93 1.52 1.39 1.27 0,985 0.933 0.824
3

(7.321
P “ 1.071 a bB a

o o

for plane stress, where a is defined in eq.7.25 and plotted in figure

7.18.

:V-
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The fully plastic solution is only applicable when the cracked

figuration has completely yielded and the elastic strains are negligible

throughout the body. At the other extreme, small scale yielding will occur

for P small compared to P and LEFM is applicable. Similar to Bucci s

approach, Shih[23]proposed to bridge the gap between the two extremes

by introducing an effective crack length

con-

(7.33)a = a + rf>re T y
1

=-(S}(fL)2 and $ =where r
°oy i+(p/p )2oBIT

Thus,

elK 11 + Jpl(a’n)

A = Ael(ag)+ Apl(a,n)

J = J

(7.34)

6 = 6e]/ae^ + ^pl ^a,n^
is based on Irwin'sbecome the operational expressions. The length r

^idea of a plastically adjusted crack length, but modified to account

for strain hardening. For plane stress B equals 2, and for plane strain

6. To simplify the calculation of r , K is based upon the crack length a.
Fully plastic solutions of common geometries other than the compact

specimen are given in the Appendix.

7.3 EVALUATION OF JIC

Stable crack growth preceeds failure in high toughness metallic ma-
terials. The value of J at initiation of crack growth is considered the

) in direct analogy to K . It is evaluated using the

standard specimens of three point bend and compact tension. The procedure

is described in detail in ASTM standard E813-81. It is extremely difficult

to pinpoint the onset of growth, thus backwards extrapolation is utili-
zed to find the initiation point indirectly. J values for a series of crack

extensions A a are plotted to form the beginning of the resistance curve

of the material*; extrapolation to zero crack advance yields the initiation

value of J, Prior to actual separation at the crack tip, a crack tip

critical value (JIC IC.

<Use of J-integral for minor amounts of crack growth is well justified

and discussed in the subsequent chapter in some detail.
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blunting or stretch zone formation occurs. This is an apparent crack
growth(Fig.7.23)and can be expressed in terms of the crack tip opening

properties[3l]
sistance curve with the crack blunting line corresponds to the true J

The strength aQ, used in the blunting line expressions is sometimes
the 0.2% offset tensile yield strength; other times it is the average
of this value and the ultimate tensile strength. For high work-hardening
materials, however, the blunting line is even steeper. The crack blunting

line, for example, for 316 stainless steel is reported[32]
J = 3.8aoAa

and the material flow . Thus, the intersection of the re-
IC*

to be

(1 VS)

J crack
lunting

Jic CTODAacrack
growth apparent*:

2

/ J
~
2ooAa

1 &a apparent
1

CTOD 1

Fig.7.23: Schematic of backward extrapolation to find JI(,
7.3.1 Experimental Details: The specimens used in testing are limi-
ted by 0.50<ao/lJ<0.75 condition. Side grooving is optional. Fatigue
precracking procedure and the specimen grips are as in LEFM based K

^ctesting [33]. J values are determined from load-load point displacement
(P-A)records using eq.7.25a, b or c, with B= B(net)for side grooved
specimens. Crack extension may be taken into consideration through eq.7.28.

The data points generated are required to obey the condition

B, b >15 J/a

or else they are disqualified for subsequent use. At least four data

points are used to characterize the early_.poxt.ion of the resistance cur

through a linear regression line. Absolute limits on crack extension are

s^tr by parallel offsets from the blunting line as illustrated in figure
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7.24. By restr ic t ing both the data to fa l l wi th in these two l ines (appro-

ximately 1 .5mm apart ) and the specimens to conform to the size cr i ter ion

(eq.7.19a ) ,

Blunting Line

1.5 mm
CSJ OffsetE

CD

3
C5

R -Curve
Regression LineE

S’

( K eliminated data)

to ( max)

1.0 1.5 10 15
to * mm

. 50

Fig. 7.24 : Data el iminat ion in the regression analysis

the maximum amount of crack extension al lowed for most mater ia ls dur ing

the test wi l l be approximately 6% of the remaining l igament. I t has been

shown by Shih et .a l . [34 ] that , for crack extensions up to 6% of b , the

value of J is accurate ly predicted by J est imat ion procedures discussed

above .
Just l ike in plane stra in fracture toughness test ing, i t is not c lear

value found is val id unt i l the condi t ionswhether the J IC

B (or ) B > 25 JTr /aIC onet

> 25 JIC /aob

and

dJ /da < .7
o

Thus i t is customary to designate the candidate value as

unt i l the above stated checks are completed.

are met .

/
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7.3.2 Estimation of crack growth: The major problem in J
l(-»is the difficulty of assessing crack extension, Aa, correctly. Two

methods have gained popularity. These are the multiple specimen heat-tint
method and the single specimen unloading compliances method.

The Multi-specimen method: In this approach crack front is marked
after completion of each test. Heat tinting is the common way. Heating the
specimen to 300°C for 10 minutes per 23mm. of thickness will discolor
the existing fracture surface for most steels. For other materials, that
do not discolor readily, fatigue cycling to extend the crack will adequately
mark the crack extension. After the specimen is chilled and, pulled apart,
Aa is determined by the average of 9 readings taken across the crack front
from one surface to the other.

The Unloading Compliance Method: The above procedure is both tedious
and very expensive since it requires numerous specimens. Another technique
suggested by Paris has been developed by Clarke et.al.[35]which enables

JjC to be determined from multiple loadings of a single sample. After the
sample is loaded to a certain load and displacement level, the load is
reduced by approximately 10%(Fig.7.25). Unloading slopes tend to be linear,
independent of prior plastic deformation developed on loading. Thus, by
measuring the specimen compliance during this slight unloading period,
the crack length corresponding to this compliance value can be defined.

To obtain sufficient sensitivity it may be necessary to amplifity
the unloading slopes (Fig.7.26). The present practice for determination
(E813-81) is based on determining the value of JjC within a scatter band
of 10%. In keeping within this scatter band, it is found that for the
unloading compliance procedure to determine JTP accurately, it is neces-
sary to predict the final amount of crack extension within 15% of the

heat-tint value. The amount of accuracy and reliability in unloading
compliance method is intimately related to the amount of care taken in
the test procedure. Pin friction, clip gage linearity and specimen ali-
gnment all go, hand in hand in the development of reliable data 136,37].
The crack size change of interest is often-times small relative to the

overall specimen dimensions. Hence changes in slope will also be small
and it is necessary to adjust instrumentation accuracy requirements to

this fact. To illustrate it , table 7.4 lists various standard sizes of

compact specimens and the change in compliance that 0.13mm - of stable
crack growth would represent. It is immidiately obvious that extra ordt-

; nary precision in unloading compliance practice is needed for the larger

] specimens.

evaluation
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7 Partial Unload
' About 10 Percent4 4 44iw'(D /Q-

KD /TS
/1

/
/
/
/

Load Line Displacement
Fig.7.25: Schematic test record with partial unloading slopes

ASTM E813

g
a.

£
C>

Load Line Displacement ( 10X )

Fig.7.26: Schematic of amplified unloading slopes [ASTME813]]
.4: Compliance change for 0.127mm of crack growth, assuming

aQ/W = 0.5[38]
Table 7

size crack size
change, %

compliance
AC/Cq, %

aQ,mm

IT 25.4 0.5 1.2

2T 50.8 0.25 0.6
4T 101.6 0 . 1 2 0.3

10T 254 0.05 0.13
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Compliance information for several specimens have been calculated
and published by various authors [39-41]

[39J gives the load line compliance, C

. For compact specimens, Saxena

--,in terns of normalizedand Hudak

crack length as
!

16 24 - 4.51n (1- -)+ 18.71EBC (7.36)LL (1-a/W)2 (1-a/W ) W

and the normalized crack length in terms of the load line compliance
as

a/W = 1.000196 - 4.06319 U„+ 11.242 U72 TLL LL
-106.043 U2

L + 464.335 U.\ - 650.677 U.5 (7.37)
LL LL

where
1ULL‘ \/rVLL+1

The effect of reduced thickness of side grooved compact specimen is
[41 J throughintroduced

(B-Bnet)2 (7.38)= B -Be B

[40 ! present a similar expression for the compact specimen,Kapp et.al

31.6
7 IE'KLL = 0.0334 + 0.875 (a/W)

(1-a/W) (7.39)
-1.003 (a/W)2+ 0.5694(a/W)3]

where E'= E for plane stress and E'= E/l-v2 for plane strain. The load
line compliance expressions given above as well as the crack mouth com-
pliances for compact specimens have been plotted in figure 7.27 for
convenience. Crack raoutb-to-load line compliance ratio is roughly 0.7.
A better estimate of crack mouth compliance can be made if compact spe-
cimen is assumed to rotate as a rigid body around a point lying 0.33b

ahead of the crack tip [42 j .
For three point bend specimens — with displacements measured at the

f 1— the crack length is given by I 4] ,notched edge, i.e, crack mouth
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Fig.7.27: Crack mouth and load line compliances of the Compact
Specimen, C(T).

-1.80596 U2

-32.3104 U3 - 44.1566 U4 - 52.6788 U5
a/W = 0.998265 - 3.81662 U x (7.40)

x X X

where
10 zz

X EB WCCM1 e
+1

S/4

'a
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and W = width of the bend specimen
S =* span of the bend specimen

Bg = as given in eq.7.38

Kapp et.al. present the crack mouth compliance of the three point bend
specimen

3.95(S/W)(a/W)[2.21-6.57(a/W)+17.86(a/W)2

- 26.55(a/W)3 +19.91(a/W)4 -5.86(a/W)5]
and the load line compliance of the three, point bend specimen

E'BCCM (1-a/W)2
(7.41)

-(S/W)*[Sff+ -(-a-/W)iLL 4 (1-a/W)2
+ 68.48(a/W)2 -68.06(a/W)3+25.58(a/W)4]

E'BC (8.887-33.90(a/W)LL

,(7.42)

The compliance information for three point bend specimen is combined
in figure 7.28. Further information regarding Wedge Opening Loading
specimen, Center-Cracked Panel, Disk-Shaped Compact specimen and Arc-
Shaped Tension specimen is contained in references[39,40].

While the compliance calibration equations cited/plotted above
are used to determine the difference in crack lengths, absolute values
of crack length can be erroneously predicted due to the use of incorrect
elastic modulus values. It is easier to predict crack growth using dif-
ferential compliances[41] given by

] g(a./W)
b. r C. —C
2 L C

i-1 (7.43)da^ =
i-1

where g(a/W) = -7.3341 +51.151 a/W - 128.32(a/U)2

+162.17 (a/W):3-103.33(a/W)4 +26.667 (a/W)5

for compact specimens, and by,

bi r Ci'Ci-l 1
i ~ I ~1 2 L c

(7.44)da

i-1

for three point bend specimen with span-to-width ratio of four. McCabe
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9
to

tj >g
U1

Fig.7.28 Crack mouth and load line compliances of the three point
bend specimen, SE(B).

1r
and Landes iA3 j report better correlation using fixed ligament size b

^
ir eq.7.43 and recommend, for compact specimens

C.-C.bo r i i-1 1 1+CT (7.45); )da .= - (J
2 C.i-l

is defined in ec.7.25 using a.vnere. y
i-l

When compact specimen tests result in large displacements, it is

z for rotational effects cf me specimen. Both thenecessarv to ac•:c

-
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load point and the displacement point rotate around the stress reversal
point in the remaining ligament of the specimen. The corrected compliance
for rotational effects (A,/Pc) is given in the following in terms of
measured compliance(A /P )and the specimen dimensionsm m

A A rc m

7=7 [ 1
(7.46)

(1-X/Z)(1-Y/Z)c m

where

2A H + A 2m mX =
2Z

2A D -*• A 2
m mY =
2Z

and H,D,Z are as shown in figure 7.29.

load point

Z

2'A 2D

I x. center
#
1 of rota-displace- tion

ment point

W

Fig,7.29: Schematic of Compact Specimen with points for large
rotation correction[38]

Another alternative to crack length measurements is the so called
i

# B44|. This method is based on the idea that load-dis-
placement behavior can be separated into material and geometry variables.
For bend configurations, the following describes a relationship of the
acting variables

Key curve method

p b2
f(- =-) (7.47)3

3
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where g(a/W)- exp (0.522 b/W) for compact specimens, and g(a/W) = 1 for

three point bend specimens — representing a weak dependence on(a/W).

If the P-A relation obtained from a specimen with blunt notch and liga-
ment bQ fits a power law

f(^Pi).k (^)IV

W W

by appropriate choice of'k and n, the current crack length — in specimens

with extending cracks — can be calculated from eq.7.47 as

n+1 4/2[(P/B) W
1* ]b=

g k

Available data is not sufficient yet to judge about the success of this

procedure.

7.3,3 The Significance of J
^
: J

^c
signifies the initiation of crack

growth for metallic materials. It applies specifically to geometries

that contain notches and flaws and that are sharpened with fatigue cracks.
In the field of research and development, can be used to evaluate

materials in terms that can be significant to design. The value of

may be used as a ductile fracture toughness criterion to evaluate the

effects of metallurgical variables, heat treatments and weldments.

If for a specific structure of interest an elastic-plastic analysis

is available which describes J as a function of the loading parameter

and crack size,, then the critical value of load or the crack size can

be determined by comparing the applied J versus in cases where

onset of slow stable crack growth, as opposed to maximum failure load,

constitutes a design limitation. In particular for cracks emanating

from notches, LEFM will not be much of a help since due to the stress

concentration effect of notches large scale plastic deformation will

take place at nominal stresses much below yield.
The most common use of is to develop toughness values of ma-

terials on specimens which are too small to comply with the size requ-
irements of E399-81 for valid toughness measurements. In general,

a smaller specimen will allow considerable plasticity to develop prior

to crack propagation. While this invalidates the small scale plasticity
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requirements of KIC testing, the J-integral can be utilized to calculate

JIC*

related to the value of K
JQ, which may be measured on a small specimen can be

^
by the expression

The value of J

KIC(lV)JIC = (7.48)
E

/

where E is the elastic modulus and v the Poisson's ratio. The comparison
in eq.7.48 assumes that the measurement point for both JTP and K r be
taken identically. However, J

^ is measured at the beginning of cracking
whereas for stable • cracking is taken at the 2% crack extension point.
This difference in measurement point results in a J

_
value which isJ-Ooften lower than the corresponding K as related through eq.7.48. Therefore,

JjC very often provides a conservative lower bound estimate for
when stable cracking occurs during the fracture process(Fig.7.30).

J
or

K

JIC

2% crack
advance Aa

Fig.7.30: Schematic of R-curve showing the differences between
the J

_
and KjC measurement point.IC

7.3.4 Examples of Results: tests have been successfully conductedJIC
on a number of metal alloy systems. Some of the results will be presented

[AS].here as taken mostly from reference

Ferritic steels provide a good illustration of the use of the
test since these alloys have a transition from a low toughness brittle
fracture mode at low temperatures to a high toughness ductile fracture
mode at higher temperatures. This is illustrated in figure 7.31 for an
ASTM A217 2,23 Cr-1 Y.o cast steel where fracture toughness is plotted

[46], In the low temperature brittlea function of test temperaturesas
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fracture regime, fracture toughness can be measured by linear elastic

techniques. In the transition range as toughness increases, the size of

the KTu specimen must also increase. At some point, the specimen size
It

test becomes prohibitively large. At this point, the
necessary for a

Temperature. *K
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120
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40 200

20
0

0

Temperature. *f

Fig.7.31: Temperature dependence of fracture toughness and yield
strength for A217 2.25Cr-l Mo cast steel [46]

J p test can be used to measure toughness with a small specimen. As the

test temperature is increased and the fracture mode becomes purely ductile,

a maximum "upper shelf" toughness value is reached. Toughness then decreases

with increasing temperatures.
Resistance curves for two steels, an AISI 403 modified 12Cr stainless

rotor steel, which are used to

determine values in the ductile fracture regime are shown in figures

7.32 and 7.33. The curves of toughness versus test temperature are shown

rotor steel and an ASTM A470 Cr-Mo-V

Crack Growth, mm
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Crack Growth, mm

i

Crack Growth, in

Fig.7.33: J-resistance curves for A470 rotor steel[46]
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Fig.7.34: Temperature dependence of fracture toughness and yield
strength for 403 modified 12 Cr stainless steel[46]
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Fig.7.35: Temperature dependence of fracture toughness and yield
strength for A470 rotor steel 46 !,
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in figures 7.34 and 7.35 for these two steels.Resistance curves for a

values have ifceen2024-T351 aluminum alloy are shown in figure 7.36.
determined for three different specimen thicknesses at two crack lengths

and found to be reasonably consistent[47]. Similar data for 7005-T6351
Aluminum alloy are shown in figure 7.37.

M in
0 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12

TTT
40 T* «Jto *1L4 mm)

mix o
Test Temp 73^(297*10 200

30
o 2024 AL
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V 4 »lL 4 mm

a 100

*13.7 KN/m
10 lL 178.2 to/ in)

0t 1I v 10
40 - 200

Pmix<ao *I7- « mm)30
JE JE
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•»

^
«17.Smm

« *o*22.6 mm

100

J|r *15. 9 KN/m
1% 8 to/ in)10

i iI 00
40

*wu*omV-0 mm} 200

30

20 1008 *23.6 mm
. 4^=17.0 mm

° *22.4 mm1 *14.8 KN/m
^ 184.5 to/in)

10

0I0 1 »
3L 02.0L00

Crack Extension.&a. mm

J resistance curves for 2024-T351 A1 alloy[47]Fig. 7.36:

JjC values can be determined from a single specimen when crack ad-
vance occurs by a brittle unstable mechanism, such as steels fracturing

by a cleavage mode. For this case can be measured at the point of

maximum load. Care must be taken to ensure that no stable crack growth

occurred before the instability point. This can be done by several met-,

hods, the easiest being by "visual examination of the fracture surface.
If the instability point was the point of first crack advance, the frac-
ture surface will show a negligible region of ductile fracture between

the fatigue crack area and the cleavage fracture area. For such cleavage

values closely agree(Fig.7.38).modes, J
^

and K

In the ductile "upper shelf’1 regime of fracture for steels a compa-IC

rison is difficult since valid tests generally require very large

specimens and such data are not often available. A comparison of K-̂ ,

with is given for an ASTM A 471 Ni-Cr-Mo-V rotor in figure 7.39.
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Crack Extension. Aa. mm

alloy [47]Fig.7.37: J resistance curves for 7075-T6351 aluminum

ksi /in

Measured K^. MPa \[W

Fig.7.38: Correlation between K
and actual K

jr values calculated from
lues [45]J vaIC IC

Fracture toughness from 1 inch thick compact specimens is determined
by the method and converted to to compare with toughness values
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tests on 8 inch thick compact specimens. As would be ex-
it*

(cf.Fig.7,30)the J
^c

values are lower than the KIC
Temper Hure.

from valid K

pected values.

220
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80

60
300

40
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Fig.7.39i Temperature dependence of fracture toughness and yield
strength for A 471 Ni-Cr-Mo- V rotor steel [46]

7.4 THE CRACK OPENING DISPLACEMENT

It has been discussed that under conditions of general yield plastic

flow is no longer contained and the plastic zone spreads through the entire

cracked section(Fig.7.1). Particularly for negligible strain hardening,

the nominal stress hardly increases after general yield and fracture

condition may be expressed as occurence of a sufficiently large strain,

[48^. A measure of the plastic strain at the crack

tip is the crack opening displacement, CoD or 6 . Thus,
rather than stress

6= 6c

could be used as a fracture criterion. For small scale yielding behavior,

this is indeed the case. Irwin's approach (Fig.7.40a) defines the crack

opening displacement through the elastic solution(eq.2.28)at

and r - r

^
, yielding

© * 7T

4 G (7.49)6 =
TT Sy

for plane stress. This can be extended to plane strain as well, getting
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(4/TT) G/ \fSs
^
. Dugdale's approach(Fig.7.40b)makes use of the crack face

<5 Irwin’s plastic
zone

S Dugdale strip
yield zone

. V1
I
/
/

(a) (b)

Fig.7.40: Schematic CoD definitions in small scale yielding
(a)based on Irwin's plastic zone (b) based on Dugdale
strip yield zone

displacements worked out by Goodier and Field[49], leading to

s a S
In sec(— — )

2 S
6

E
y

= i ri( ji
n E *- 2 2 S

-2- >“ ••• |
S J

JL f + -L( JL
12 2y y

which reduces for 0 <<S toy

a2 a n G (7.50)5 =
ES Sy y

Intuitive arguments would also lead to similar solutions. Opening up a

in plane stress probablycrack by a distance c against a yield stress

requires an energy G = 5S
^
.

It is not universally accepted yet that fracture may always be pre-
dicted by 5 = 5 . So far, only England standardized CoD testsX. Main work

has been towards obtaining valid data from That is, obtaining

material constantsusing small laboratory specimens. The other issue, namely

that of using 6= -5 for fracture predictions in high toughness materials,
has received less attention. The CoD design curve approach, as founded

by Wells and evolved mainly by Dawes j 50,51 is based upon empirical

X ASTM has a preliminary draft (1985)
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correlations currently. It is formulated as

<*/ey)2

(e/ey)-0.25
— <.5e

=[ y (7.51)

— >.52TT e a ey max y

where e is the local applied strain that would exist in the vdioin<i<ny'

of the crack if the crack were absent, ey = Sy/E is the yield strain,

is a conservative estimate of the cri-is the critical COD, and a

tical flaw size.
The major advantage of the CoD approach is that it is not limited

to linear elastic materials. There is no conceptual constraint on ex-

« c max

tending to fracture predictions beyond yield. Ambiguities, however,

exist in the definition and it is difficult to measure COD.An unambiguous,

operational definition is the one given in figure 7.11 defining it at

the tip through two 45° lines. It is usually worthwhile to distinguish

between the crack opening displacement at a general location and the

crack tip opening displacement and the designation S
^
CCTOD)is preferred

at times to emphasize the difference.
To reduce the uncertainties in measurement British Standards recom-

mend, for three point bend specimens, CTOD evaluation through crack mouth

opening displacement, as depicted in figure 7.41. Experiments show that

P/2
plastic
hinge

r(W-a)-*]a *— a
P7 r(w\a) 6 a +1— =^t r(W-a)W

P/2

Fig.7.41: Relation between crack tip opening displacement and crack
mouth opening displacement for bend geometries

the rotational factor r increases during loading from almost zero(for

elastic with only contained plastic flow at the crack tip) to a more-or-less
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constant value of 1/3(for fully plastic ligaments)(Fig.7.42). In fact,
the new version of the British Standard as well as the ASTtl draft simplify

.4

I .3
r

.2

.1

CTOD(in)I X.002
Fig.7.42: Variation of r for a variety of materials[53J

.006 .010

the procedure and specify that the crack tip opening displacement should
be calculated using the relationship[52J

LL +
^ 2o E * i+2 5(“““)

66 = (7.52)
o

W-a

where z represents the knife edge thickness and 6
ining at the knife edges.

the crack mouth open-
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Problems:

1- Using the test record of a 25mm thick steel standard compact tension
specimen supplied below, obtain the J versus a curve.

/**N

o
cn

XI
<-w
00

o
o

w

XJ
03
O

0

load line displacement(0.8mm/division)

Answer: J(kg/mm)=100 200 250
a(min) = 30 34 36

P2- Assuming that a compact tension
specimen hinges about an axis by angle

£ » calculate the J-Integral value for
"rigid-perfectlv plastic" material by
using the line integral definition and
choosing T to coincide with the specimen
outer boundaries.

Answer:J=P'3/B+S (l-r)acV P
, r
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3- As an extension of the Key-Curve Method Landes(Int.J.Fracture 36,

1988, pp.R9-R20)developed an alternate, more direct expression for deter-
mining J from experimental test records. The method assumes that tĥ -veXa^...
tionship between load, displacement and crack length can be represented

by known functions:

.2 .
P = B g(^j)H(Apl/W)

b2
In cases where the experimental results of P/— B g versus Apl/W fit a

power law, i.e.

1/n
H = hQ (Apl/W)

the plastic component of J can be integrated directly to give

TIP APl (-TT>n+1Jpl B b

where p is described through eq -.7-25c for compact specimens. This last ex-
pression accounts for slow stable crack growth and is presented as a substitute

for eq.7.28. Using the load-displacement plot of problem 1, you are asked to

estimate J at station No.18, based on this direct procedure and assuming

n=5.
Answer: 275 kgf/mm
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8. FURTHER TOPICS OF EPFM

8.1 CRACK GROWTH AND INSTABILITY

characterizes the onset of growth. Instability-true limit of
load carrying capacity-occurs usually much later. The substantial stable
crack growth in high toughness materials before unstable fracture may
lead to unnecessarily high margin of safety when design is based on J

In certain structural materials,high strength steel for example,
there appears to. be two distinct possibilities for instability. The first
is the cleavage instability which is normally attributed to a local ma-
terial instability on a microscopic scale (such as inclusion spacing).
The second type of instability is associated with the global conditions
in a component and loading arrangement providing the driving force
cause continuous crack extension by a ’’tearing” mechanism. Cleavage is
associated with very flat fracture on crystalline planes whereas tearing
is normally associated with dimpled rupture mechanism on a microscopic
level.

IC‘

to

Moreover, in testing compact specimens to produce J integral resis-
tance curves, cleavage is associated with a sudden instability where
the crack jumps ahead, severing the test piece almost instantaneously.
At low temperatures, just above transition, steady tearing commences first,
followed after some amount of stable tearing by the sudden cleavage
instability. At yet higher temperatures, much more extensive stable tearing
occurs prior to cleavage, if the sudden cleavage occurs at all(Fig.8.1).
In fee metals, typically aluminum alloys, cleavage is absent all together.
We address here to the problem of upper-shelf toughness behavior.

8.1.1 Theoretical Justification for the Use of J Integral: Initially the
J resistance(J^

)curve was used only as a means of better determining
JjC by using the curve to extrapolate back to Aa = 0. But it soon
became clear that the JD curve could be regarded as a material based curve,tv

*in the sense that the curve is in small scale yielding, at least under
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no interceding cleavage
instability(high T)1 J

Aa —.—„ a
J

I2 o
/

STABLE TEARI1/

/

/ s
v interceding cleavage instability
\ after start of stable tearing(transition T)
NBEGINNING OF STABLE TEARING(J )

N.
^•interceding cleavage instability before stable

tearing(lowT)
BLUNTING

Aa

Fig.8.1: J integral resistance curve and interceeding cleavage
instability

certain restrictions, discussed below.
The near tip stress and strain fields for nonstationary flaw are

far more complex than the stationary crack. Crack growth involves elastic

unloading and ncmproportional plastic loading, both of which are poorly

described by deformation theory on which J is based. However, if the

region of elastic unloading and nonproportional loading are embedded

within the HRR-field of radius R and controlled by this field, crack

growth may be described through J. The argument relies on the fact that

many metals sustain only very small amounts of crack growth relative to

other dimensions for overall deformations well beyond initiation of

growth. In a typical tough, intermediate-strength steel, the amount of

may be as littlecrack advance associated with a doubling of J above

as 1 or 2 mm [1].
Since the wake of elastic unloading and the region of distinctly

nonproportional plastic loading (Fig.8.2) will be of the order of

condition for J-controlled crack growth is[2]
Aa

in length, one

(8.1)Aa <<R

where R denotes the characteristic radius of the HRR zone.
The second condition is obtained by examining the strain increments

determined from deformation theory under a simultaneous increase in J

and crack lengths 2 J. The crack lies along the x-axis and is assumed
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to advance by an amount da in the x direction. For deformation theory,
the strain field(eq.7.14)_

jn/n+l -̂n/n+1 g,,(6)eij ij

continues to hold in the presence of growth with r and 0
the current tip location. The strain increments are

centered at

dc..'-2- J"1/n+1
1J n+1

-n/n+1 n/n+1 3 r— L r-n/n+1 Iij<6)]dag,- j(9WdJ r ij
3x

Since

sin0 33 3r 3 36 3 „ 3— + cos0
3x 303x 3x 3r 3r 30r

the above equation becomes_
jn/n+l -̂n/n+1 f

_
H

_ dJ
L n+1 J

*-eu]r J
(8.2)de gijij

+ sin0 Is 5ijwhere 8^j(0) = —— cos0
in eq.8.2 corresponds to

while the second term is not proportional. Since gjj
comparable magnitude, the first term in the "bracket will overwhelm the
second term if

. The first term in the bracket
a proportional loading increment (i.e de^.~ e^j),are ofand 3..

J-J

JJda
(8.3)<< —Jr

This condition can be written as

J
(8.4)D = << r

dJ/da

The second condition is therefore

J
(8.5)D H « R

dJ/da

since this ensures that there exists an annular region, as shown in figure
8.2, D<<r<<R, in which nearly proportional loading holds and in which
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Che J-fields control, or dominate, the actual behavior.
For a fully yielded configuration R will be some fraction of the

uncracked ligament b (e.q. 7.16). This implies

b »D

or introducing a nondimensional parameter

b dJ_ bio - — = _ (8.6)— » 1
D J da

/ FRACTURE PROCESS
ZONE *

(FINITE STRAIN)/
nearly proportional
loading controlled
by J-fields/

N

/ / \
i

\

a
/

<9 //\ V /
\ s

\
\ elastic —unloading

non-proportional
plastic loading '

Fig.8.2: Schematic of near tip behavior under J controlled growth
conditions[l]

For the bend configuration with R - 0.07 b, the above condition becomes

(J > 14

which is somewhat too restrictive on the face of tests on bend and

compact specimens. Hutchinson[l ]suggests 5 to 7 is more realistic.
The conditions for the onset of growth

b > 25 J/o M, b o /J > 2 5>1 o o
(8.7)or

o o

and
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> 25 J /o M0 = BXT „ o /J >25B Net o
B (8.8)orNet o

are still required for J-dominance.
Experimental data support the characterization of some amount of

[3]. These curves appear to be independentcrack growth by J curvesK.
of specimen size and extent of plastic deformation if plane strain
ditions prevail in the crack tip region and certain other requirements
are met. Numerical calculations by Shih[4]indicate that for specimens
subjected to remtote bending, the path independence of J is observed for
growth up to 6% of the original uncracked ligament( Aa<0.06 bQ). Using
a typical 25mm thick compact specimen only the first L.5-2mm of crack
extension can be taken as J controlled. If Aa is excessive, J-R curve
shows a pronounced dependence on geometry. In such cases, a resistance
curve must be determined specifically for the geometry of interest[5].

con-

8.1,2 The Modified J:JM A significant step in developing a geometry

. independent R-curve came from the work of Ernst[6]in which he suggested
a modified J parameter, J

^
, which could be used to characterize the R-

curve behavior.
The modified J,J

^
, is defined as

1

a 3(J-G) (8.9)JM = J “ f daA 1Piao 3a

where J = current value of the deformation theory based J-integral
G = linear elastic energy release rate (G = K2 /E = J

^
)

Ap^ *» plastic part of the lead point displacement(Ap^= A- A
0^
)

At first Ernst had produced equations that were specific Co certain
geometries and the following equation for the compact specimen is
perhaps best known.

3 1+0.76 b/W
(8-10)JM - J * f J . daPibao

where = plastic component of deformation theory J
b * current value of the remaining ligament.
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Recently, more detailed studies have led to an equation for modified

J that is simpler, yet generalized to encompas all geometries j_ 7 J
A ,pl _ pl (8.11)P dAJM ~ G + Pl0 Bb

where the piastic eta, updated for crack growth, is a function of geo-
metry and material work hardening via Ramberg-Osgood n values. The equa-
tions to determine plastic eta (n are presented for various geometries

in table 8.1, using the fully plastic solutions of J tabulated in Shih's

Handbook[8:]
Typically modified J and deformation theory J are nearly equal in

value in compact specimens up to about 10% of slow stable crack growth.

Hence, for geometries with large ligaments or for materials that suffer

only small relative slow stable growth there is complete interchangeability

between modified J and deformation theory J based R-Curves.For small

compact specimens with correspondingly small remaining ligaments, however,

R curves differ considerably when or J is used. For example, expe-
riments on 1/2° Compact Specimens reveal that J values depart from data

of large specimens after only 0.05 inch(1.27mm) of crack growth (Fig.8.3)

Aa ( mm )

C'-J.E
1
S

Aa - inches

Fig.8.3: R-curve using J and J for three sizes of compact specimen
20% side groove[9 j M
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Table 8.1: Summary of solutions to be used in eq.8-11

. xexpressionSpecimen type Numerical Examples

a/W=.625a/W=.50
n-10n»5 n=5 n-10

0.934(—)(—)(N+l)-^-a a

0.687(i)(-)(N+l)^a a hj

C(T) 2.27 2.34 2.28 2.27
plane stress

C(T) 2.31 2.42 2.39 2.40
plane strain

b hi
W h

M(T)(or CCP)
plane stress

M(T)(or CCP)
plane strain

(N+l) .907 .872.920 .832
3

^1 b
3 W

.9100.866(N+1)-n .854.806 .795

0.866(N+1) h3
DE(T)(or DEN)
plane stress

DE(T)(or DEN)
plane strain

.868.797 .751.779

.546(N+l) .641 .534 .563
0.36W/b+0.91 h3

0.933 A £(N+1)^a w
SE(T)(or SEN)
plane stress

SE(T)(or SEN)
plane strain

2.352.27 2.29 2.39h3

2.340.687 2.29 2.362.21

\

7(N+1)71a
SE(B)(or BEND)

— =4,plane stress

1.920.933 1.90 1.981.95

W

I(N+1) 71a h3
1.891.89 1.85 1.93SE(B) (or BEND)

— =4,plane strain

0.687

W

1/2V = {l+(a/b)2 f - a/b a = as given in eq.7.25;

S = span ; and as given in Shih's Handbook [8 J ; N s 1/n ;

i
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8,1.3 J-R CyrverThe Resistance curve represents a locus of equilibrium

conditions Where the crack will remain stable if the loading is stopped,

and where the applied crack driving force is equal to the crack growth

resistance of the material [lo]. In order to justify the use of R-curve
in design o

size and/or plan view size and loading mode should be investigated. Limited

amount of experiments indicate, indeed, to this independence.
Side grooving seems to be necessary to induce plane strain constraint.

It is advocated in J-R testing for two principal reasons:(1)The crack

front curvature which develops when side grooves are not used is usually

accompanied by lack of agreement between the crack size from partial-
unloading compliance and the crack size from a nine point average obtained

by heat tirting and optical measurements.(2) The lagging regions of a

curved-cradk front tend to elevate the slope of the J-R curve

not known in detail how much the side groove depth, root radius, flank

angle affeqt the R-curve. Available data is mostly on Compact specimens,

but no systematic differences can be observed. Convenience dictates 45°
included angle with a tip radius of 0.5mm ± 0.25mm.20% side grooves(10%

on each face)are reported to lower the average slope of the R curve by

20-40 percent[l2,13

In side-grooved specimens or thicker specimens, the extending crack

front remains straight and the fracture surfaces are macroscopically flat.
Correspondingly, the JJJ curves appear to approach a limiting lower bound

curve with increasing specimen dimensions. Typically

r for instability analysis its independence from initial crack

H. It is

b
< 1 (8.12)

BNet

seems to bp a sufficient constraint for specimens of the same geometry.
Figure 8.3! indicates that specimen size does not affect R-curve if

sufficient constraint, such as eq.8.12, is introduced.
When different loading modes are compared, creating equal specimen

ligament dimensions may not develop equal constraint in all cases. It

is well known that the remaining ligament requirements for J controlled
i

deformation in tension are about one order of magnitude larger than in

bend. It is not clear yet how to manage "equal constraint" in different

loading mddes.
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In Che case of thin plates in plane stress, initial crack size or
the panel width does not affect the R-curve[7 ]. The dominant loading
on the remaining ligament (tension/bending) is also ineffective. In
single edge notched specimens subject to remote tension, the loading in
the remaining ligament changes from pure tension to pure bending as the
crack length changes from zero to panel width. Figure 8.4 illustrates
the independence of the R curve from the loading mode by varying the
bend stress-to-tension stress ratio from 9/1 to 1/1 by geometry changes.

26.000

24.000

22.000

20.000

18.000

16.000
j
c-fc 14.000 -
T

7 12.000 -

^10.000

T T 1

SEN
W =20 inches
Five a/ W Levels

o
o o

0 o
o

a AoCM

&

a
&

*
o 0.3
O 0.4

0.5
A 0.6
* 0.7

• Compact Spec. 0. 5

8000
a

6000 •i

4000

2000

1
0 . 2 . 4 . 6 . 8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 18 2.0

Aa - inches

Fig.8.4: R-Curve for 20 inches wide SE(T) specimens [7]

J

^-
curve data from tests with center cracked panels are generally

higher than the corresponding data from similar sized compact specimens
or single edge notched specimens(Fig.8.5). With increasing panel dimen-
sions, the slope of the J

_
data decreases and the R-curves seem toK

approach the plane strain curves from the compact specimens. This appa-
rent loading mode dependence is specific to center cracked panel geometry.
Center cracked panel is not representative of tensile loading. Because
of its unique slip line deformation characteristics (cf.Fig.7.9) it
generates inflated toughness values. Another geometry reflecting pure
tensile loading is the double edge notched panel in tension. The R curve
results of DE(T) specimens, are in complete agreement with other specimen
types(Fig.8.6) which support the idea that R curves are invarient provided

5

;
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12.000

11.000

10.000

<»00

8000

/000CVI
cr

60002
cz

s 5000

4000

3000

2000

1000

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Aa - Inches

Fig.8.5: R-Cnrve for center cracked tension specimen as compared

to that of single edge notched specimen [ 7 |

24.000 TT T T T T T T T

22.000

20, 000
«

18.000

16.000 ,*
0

tv» • ACl 14.000 • o
"a .*12.000sr l o r b = a 5ol

10. (300s
W = 20"o SEN

• SEN
A Compact VV =8“

-*<P*000 W - 30"
6000

• DEN
O DEN

VV =16"
4000 W =8'

w*2000 I
1 10 J

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 Z 0 Z 1 14
Aa - inches

Fig.8.6: R curve data for three specimen types [ 7 ]
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is used and M(T)geometry excluded.

8.1.4 Instability: Once the existance of J -̂curve is justified (i.e.that
there exists indeed a J controlled crack growth regime), the question
centers on at which point of this R curve unstable crack propagation
will intervene. The applied J is a function of load P(or displacement A)
and the current crack length a

J = J(P,a) 7
J = J(A,a)

= J! applied (8.13)or

whereas the resistance curve is a material property and a function of
crack extension Aa, only.

JD = JD(Aa)-= J . .R R material (8.14)

At the point of instability

(8.15)J . = Japplied ~ material

311(1
da

JappUed =
d Aa Jraaterial (8.16)

That is, up to the instability point any sufficienty small accidental
advance of the crack due to some disturbance will resuLt in a J value
that falls below that required for continued advance. Unstable propagation
results when applied J increment exceeds the incremental increase in
resistance. If one regards crack length change, da, as a displacement,
J . ,. , take* on the connotation of a generalized force and J * . .applied ° _

1 material
may be regarded as the material resistance to that force j 14 j
eq.8.15 is a statement of equilibrium with respect to crack extension and
eq.8.16 is the stability criterion. It is a generalization of Irwin's
resistance curve approach for small scale yielding (Fig.5.30).

Crack growth instability depends on the total system of which the
component containing the crack may be a single member. To observe this,
it is worthwhile to examine the expressions closer. The rate of change
of the applied' J in eq.8.16 is with the total displacement, -
fixed(or with other similar conditions specified). Thus, it can be
written as

. Consequently,

held £.T *
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3j^applieddj applied>• “applied (8.17)-> A--(• 3a3 Ada

or

^ âpplied3JdJ applied

^|
"jy? japplied (8.18))4(
3a AT 9a P3Pda

Specifically,

(8.19)
AT = A4 CMP = constant

is the compliance of the structure, thought as a spring in series

with the specimen. Taking A= A(P,a) implies
where

= #a d? + (t}P dP = 0da + CMdAT

( 9A / 3a)p3P (8.20)(—)

CM (3P}a9a

Or taking P = P (A,a)

C„[C^>a aA 4(^, dal = 0dAT = dA +
3A 9a

-CM(9P/8a)A.

(—) (8.21). —AT3a

Equations 8.20 and 8.21 substituted into eq.8.18 and 8.17 express explici-
tly the dependence of instability on system(machine) compliance.Different

approaches to the application of eq.8.16 have been proposed. These are

discussed in the following:

(i) Tearing Modulus Criterion: Paris et.al.[15 j defined, for conve-
rience, the tearing modulus T as

I

ddappliedS- < (8.22)•)"'’applied *1 da
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and

dj
materialE ,

)T . =material (8.23)
dAa°o

where E is elastic modulus and the flow stress. Then the stability
criterion, eq.8.16, may be expressed in nondimensional terms by

< stable
indifferent
unstable

(8.24)Tapplied - T” material

is formed from the slope of the J_- curve at a given levelK
Tmaterial
of J. Thus,

^material ^material ^
Making use of eq.8.13,

(J,a)T . = Tapplied applied

may be thought of as functions of J,Thus, both T and Tapplied material
where increasing J is viewed as the variable indicating increasing load
or deformation applied to the body. A crack stability diagram in the
form of J as a function of T plot is shown to be useful in demonstrating
safe levels of loading(applied J) by comparison with che material
curve, reduced on to the same diagram. As shown in figure 8.7, J versus

m̂aterial curves aH reflect concave upward behavior, Material decreasing
monotonically with J. It remains to determine the T (J) curve toapplied

J Aa limit\

V
\ u) limit onset of

instabilitv\
/

laterial

~Re-
applied

SAFE REGION/
T

Fig.8.7: Tearing Instability for stable crack growth
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locateintersection of the two curves, which uniquely indicates the

onset of instability. In certain cases like the deeply cracked compact

specimen in a rigid testing machine, Tappi£e(£ negative and crack growth

is always stable(i.e is to the left of the ordinate).Tapplied
J versus T diagram turns out to be more meaningful than eq.8.24

curve

are not constant. In most of early

T
- * material r ..

the early (straight) portion of the JR curve. Joyce et.al[l6j

suggest that taking a least squares slope of JR-curve over an extended

crack growth range (between 0.15mm and 5mm) gives better results. Neverthe-
less, T aterial va^ues at a P°int °f the JR curve(usually from the early

portion of the resistance curve) are well suited for comparative purposes;

T>100 implies a high degree of stability against tearing for all crack

configurations whereas T<10 almost guarantees tearing instability in some

configurations — such as double edge cracked panel — as soon as and

[15]. Pipe fracture experiments[l7,18]represent

an important step forward in the assessment of structures using tearing

modulus concept.
The validity of J versus T format is limited by the conditions of J-

controlled growth, eq.8.1

since T as well as Tapplied
work, including the original paper of Paris I 15

material
values are

based on

limit load are reached

and 8,6. Thus, the lower of

Aa « b

and

m̂ateria 1 J Co

EfdJ/da)T .material
Ea)

with the smallest acceptable 0) will be an upper bound to valid J-T
curve(Fig.8.7).

The use of tearing modulus concept certainly does not bypass the need
!i

to evaluate J as a function of both load and crack size, which is the major

difficulty in s;tabi1ity analysis. Also the limited geometry dependence

of the JR-curve is carried over to tearing modulus; compact tension is

reported to give a lower bound value of T

material
V

[19]. A drawback ofmaterial
J vs. T plot is that it does not readily reveal how much increase in load

or crack size it takes to reach the instability point. In geometries and
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is sensitive to crack size, small changes
in crack size— which may be within the uncertainty range — could shift
the conditions from T

stress fields where Japplied

< T Tapplied > Ttoapplied material
R-curves plotted with are not subject to the same limitations

material’

imposed on the traditional deformation J-R curve representation. Compact
specimen data plotted on J-T and format are shown in figure 8.8
for comparison. The advantage of the modified J is evident as all data
points fall into one curve when J.. and T., are used.M M

T T
c*

8000 JMVS TM
A 308 Class 2A
Temp 400°F
a/W = 0.6
B = Proportional ( W / 2)

• 10 T

aTT T T

7000J vs T
A 508 Class 2A
Temp 400°F
Compact Specimens
a/W = 0.6 .
0 = Proportional (W / 2)

10 T

o8000

•o60007000

4 Ta
ITA

S 50006000 - % •
o 1/2T4 T

a IT .
° 1/2T5000

-? 400Qi
a

* O

o° A

“ 4000
D 3000

a3000
A o Aa

2000A a° AA2000 a-o o Ao A « ooA Ao 1000A o • Q•1000

1 1111 1J.
0 150100 150 50 1000 50

T TM
Fig.8.8:Test Results of A508 Class 2 steel at 400°F converted into

(a)J versus T(b) versus plots[10]

Ernst [2C)j approached the instability condition from a different
point of view, as well. Analyzing the load-load point displacement record
of a structure he showed that instability condition

T . > Tapplied — material

is equivalent to
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dP (8.25)
77 > ScIA

where Kx. is the stiffness of the machine ( = C^)i.e. of the spring in

series with the structure/specimen. This relation of eq(8.25) is well

known from literature on the common tension test.

(ii) EPRI Estimation Scheme; Shih et.al. : 3|use the original format

a to estimate the point of instability. They promote the finiteof vs.
element method based procedure to determine J = J(?,a) which is discussed

, which they call the crack driving force,

for several values of loading. In figure 8.9, the crack driving forces for

two limiting situations are depicted. The solid lines correspond to the

in Sec.7.2.3, and plot Japplied

variation of the driving forces with crack length with the load held fixed

) while the dashed lines are driving forces with the load line(l*e C M
displacements A held fixed (i,e. =0).

=s CO

P = 60 kips/in. 56 50 45
25.0

--hi4~ kJ **
'iizrJr-20.0

£ 15.0 - JR CURVE

E

4.4 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4
CRACK LENGTH (in.)

Fig.8.9: A typical J integral crack driving force diagram for
A553B steel [ 3 j

Such diagrams are useful for estimating the load carrying capacity and

the deformation behavior of the structure. In the analyses of the extent

of stable crack extension and theonset of instability, it is only necessary

to construct one set of crack driving force diagrams corresponding to

the actual loading applied by Mu* system. For example, figure 8.10 shows

the crack driving force diagram for an A533B 4T compact specimen subject

A“ Arp). The experimentallyto fixed grip loading (i.e. C.
^~

0 or
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determined J -̂curve is superimposed on the diagram at an initial crack
length of 4.615 in. Crack growth in this configuration will clearly be
stable since the driving force decreases with increase of crack length
while the JR curve rises rapidly with crack growth. In other words, the
instability condition posed by eq.8.16 or eq 8.24 cannot be met in this
configuration. This can be observed by sliding the J -curve along the
crack length axis to correspond to different initial crack sizes.

s
CM

os
f
1°
<
o°JJ o
2

o

o

5.4525 043464
CRACK LENGTH (in)

Fig 8.10: Crack driving force diagram for fixed grips[3]

CRACK LENGTH ;ml

Fig.8,11: Crack driving force diagram for soft load system,
EBC = 1000 I 3 jM L I
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The crack driving force in a soft loading system(EBCM=1000)acting

on the compact specimen is displayed in figure 8.11. The driving force

corresponds to total displacement AT<= A+CMP) held fixed and the value

of AT is indicated. From this diagram, it is clear that a 4T A533B com-
pact specimen with an initial crack length of 4.615 in. will withstand

2
of stable growth, reaching a J value of about 12 000 in-lb/in .

about 0.4 in.
The applied load at instability is about 42 000 lbs per unit thickness.

infinitely soft system(i.e.The crack driving force diagram for an

co or dead load system) is shown in figure 8.12. For the dead loadV
situation, the crack will grow stably for about 0.12 in, instability

occurring at an applied load per unit thickness of 47 000 Ib/in and a

J value of 6000 in-lb/in^.
The three examples illustrate that the extent of stable growth is

strongly dependent on the loading system and the material properties. The

CRACK LENGTH (in)

Fig.8.12: Crack driving force diagram for dead load system,
the applied load values being indicated in the figure[3]

amount of stable growth decreases with increasing compliance; the values

of J, T and the applied load at instability also depend on the compliance

of the loading system. The EPRI scheme(eraek driving force diagram) is

really a procedure to obtain a graphical solution to crack growth sta-
bility as posed by eq.8.16 and eq.8.24.
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” • 8.1.5 The Crack Tip Opening Angle: Just as the initiation of crack growth
can be characterized by1 a critical value of the crack tip opening displa-
cement 6t > the subsequent resistance to crack extension may be expressed
through a 6t - Resistance Curve. Usings-the definition of figure 7.11,
.$c and J were shown to be interrelated through

'

.. .. •' " ‘

(5 =» d —t v-n o
. . j o

where d
^

is,a function of the material properties and is plotted in figure
7-12. Furthermore, the tearing modulus based upon 6 can be defined as

T6 =-rao d a

'?V

(7.18)

nd,d6
(8.26)T~

n+1W -
and used for instability predictions just as the tearing modulus based
on J. If the conditions of J controlled crack growth are satisfied
(eq.8.1,»8.6) then J and CTOD(or T and T.) approaches are equivalent.

•
' O i

J-dominance and J-control, however, are limited to small amounts of
tx ' crack' growth. The modified j;j^ is introduced to avoid this limitation.

Another possibility to analyze extended crack growth seems to be the
crack tip opening angle, CTOA, which is the local slope of the crack
faces near the crack tip. A similar concept is the average crack opening

,
^

’SJ:; .. . . : ;angle (COA)which is* the ratio of the crack .opening displacement at the

site of .the initial crack tip to the current crack extension. While the
critical value of the COA can be measured, it is difficult to see how
its value has any direct connection with the fracture process[5].

CTOA exhibits a constant resistance value after an initial transient
which makes it highly attractive when large amounts.of crack growth must

be considered[5, 21,22']). Both finite element calculations and direct
; is'jjS. experimental evidence on aluminum and st.eel [23 1 have confirmed that

CTOA is essentially constant after a certain transitional period(Fig.
*V; ... 8.13). The major ’ disadvantage is that "its experimental determination

is difficult and the theoretical basis is not sufficiently well developed
yet. ’ "

bne attractive possibility is a two-criteria method. The J criterion
would apply Co-

' initiation and a small amount of crack growth'^>:with the;
¥

CTOA criterion being used for extended amounts of growth. A key calcuia-
T:%j tion. is performed by Battelle: j" ' '

.
'

J.i'- . . Tv. : • T :

‘JAColumbus .Laboratories to predict the

A
•• . ..
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Fig.8.13: Crack-tip opening angle resistance curve generated from a
a Battelle CT specimen[23]

load-crack growth behavior in a wide center-cracked panel of 2219-T87
aluminum using several criteria determined from CT test results. The

results are shown in figure 8*14. The combined J/CTOA approach is deary

the most accurate.

& 0, mcftw

Crock Growth, Aa, mm

Fig.8.14: Critical comparison of fracture criteria[23]
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In the combined J/CTOA approach, the deformation theory J Resistance
curve is used for initiation and some amount of stable crack growth with an
internally computed CTOA-value used thereafter. Thus, full advantage of
the R-curve approach is taken without suffering from its restriction to
small amounts of crack growth. It also uses the observed constancy of
CTOA while avoiding the complications of the initial transient in this
parameter. Yet, because the critical CTOA to be used for extensive growth
is one that is calculated during the early stages of crack growth, the
combined parameter approach does not require any further experimental mea-
surements. The numerical calculations, however, need finite element routines
and are sensitive to the near-tip element type and size.

8.2 The Failure Assessment Diagram

Both the based initiation and the based instability evaluations
for ductile fracture are quite sophisticated techniques. A simpler engineer-
ing procedure has been developed to assess the integrity of typical struc-
tures in industry, namely the Failure Assessment Diagram approach.

The underlying principle of the failure assessment diagram is two-criteria
approach of Dowling and Townley, which states that structures will fail by
either of two mechanisms — linear elastic (brittle) fracture or plastic
collapse (Fig.7.2). These two mechanisms are connected by a transition
curve which allows one to go directly from LEFM behavior to plastic insta-
bility.

8.2.1 The R-6 Failure Diagram: The transition curve that the British Central
Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) adopted is based upon the Dugdale strip
yield model, the "safety/failure" plane is defined by normalized stress
intensity factor

K = Kt/Kr I c

and the normalized applied stress

S = J /J

(8.27)

(8.28)1r

where is the fracture toughness and is the plastic collapse stress
based on flow stress <J . The failure assessment line (a failure envelope)
for elastic-perfect Iv plastic center cracked infinite plates (known as
R-6 curve of CEGB, and shown in figure 8.13) is obtained from the COD con-
cept of sec.7.4. Crack initiation condition

dt = «Cc
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is cast by Harrison, Luxmoore and Milne [24] into the form

-1/2
= S I" — In sec(—S )|r r|. 2 2 r >K (8.29)

' 7T

If the coordinates corresponding to a particular stress level and flaw size

(the assessment point) lies on or outside of this failure assessment line,

crack growth will initiate; if the point is inside this curve, the structure

is safe from the initiation of crack growth. Increased loading is represented

by a ray from the origin with the equation

K /S = constant,
r r

1.0
UNSAFE
(CRACK GROWTH)

O B

0.6

*
0.4

02

0
0.2 0.4 0.60 06 1.0

s,
Fig.8.15: R-6 failure assessment Diagram

The position of any point along this loading line(S .̂K
^
)relative to

failure assessment curve gives the margin of that point with respect to ini-
tiation. This procedure works well for cleavage fracture as well as ductile

up to the point of crack initiation[25], inspite of its limitations.
Major shortcomings are:

1- The strip yielding plastic zone may be an unrealistic physical repre-
sentation of real plastic zones ,

2- The model is derived only for infinite plate geometry and should not,

therefore, be applied to real physical geometries of complex shape.
It should be remembered, however, that the CEGB procedure is developed

to solve practical problems with all their concomitant uncertainties.

Theoretical rigor is sacrificed for practical convenience, and good results

are achieved on ferritic structures. Stainless steels with their high

fracture,
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strain hardening capacity need modified procedures. For materials with a
high capacity for strain hardening, use of a flow stress criterion together
with the R-6 diagram can be nonconservative at stress levels close to
general yield. This may be avoided either by using a yield stress criterion
or by using an assessment line which incorporates strain hardening effects.
The yield stress criterion is the simplest to apply, requiring no adjust-
ment of the assessment line, but it may be highly pessimistic.

8.2.2 Deformation Plasticity Based Failure Diagram: The deficiencies of
the CEGB failure assessment procedure can be reduced by expressing
in terms of the J-integral, and using the estimation scheme of Shih et.al.
(based on Ilyushin's principle) discussed in sec.7.2.3. The crack initi-
ation condition

(8.30)J = JIC

can be cast into the form

(8.31)

Parallef to R-6 curve approach, the right-hand side of this expression is

"el rr-
(8.32)

i s Kr

whereas the left-hand side can be expanded using

n+1J (a ) (—)? + J (a,n) (—)J = Jel * Jpl = e P Poo

- J (aa) sj; * J (a,n) S^1

where J are functions independent of load, reflecting the geometry and
strain hardening. Note that

PS = — (8.33)=Sr
P
o
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is kept the same as in R-6 procedure. Now eq.8,30 or its equivalent eq.

8.31 can be expressed as

(8.34)
f(Sr)= Kr

where

J(a )S2e r
. 1/2

if ) =

^(ae)Sr + ^(a’n) Sr
+1

Eq.8.34 represents the locus of the failure points satisfying condition

J = JIC > and is referred to as the deformation plasticity based failure

[26-28] . R-6 curve is just a special case of the above

relationship. For strain hardening materials, these failure assessment

curves do not intersect the abcissa at unity but approach the abcissa

asymptotically (Fig.8.16). Any applied loading being a ray from the

Kr=f(Sr)

assessment curve

/

Kr ^applied/
/

/
/

/ i

/
/
/
/

Sr

Fig.8.16.Schematic of failure assessment diagram based on deformation
plasticity (initiation only)

origin, reaches the crack initiation point when J JjC* i.e.
when the two curves in figure 8.16 intersect. To avoid the physically

applied

unacceptable asymptotic behavior observed in Fig 8.16, Bloom has intro-
duced a cut-off based upon the plastic collapse stress calculated using

the ultimate tensile strength.
In figure 8* 17 the failure assessment curve is depicted for a center

cracked panel in plane strain for different values of the hardening

exponent. As the hardening exponent increases (strain hardening decreases)

these failure curves move closer to the R-6 curve. Materials which strain

harden and eventually reach a saturation stress Og can be represented by
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[27]
E a

(?-)" + s(—)m
o ao (3.35)= — + ott-er __ aeo o

where a and g are material constants and m/n» 1. The failure diagram
for such models (Fig.8.18) approach that of R-6.

In principle, new assessment curves should be generated for each
specific a ,n and crack and/or geometry. But, Bloom illustrated that by
choosing the limit loads PQ judiciously, failure assessment curves for
a wide range of specimen geometries may be squeezed in a tight band
slightly above the R-6 curve for Sr< 1.1(Fig.8.19). Beyond S = 1.1 in
the fully plastic region, the R-6 curve is, however, overly conservative

Fig.8.17: Typical failure assessment curves for power hardening
materials[27 !

since it does not account for the strain hardening behavior of the pressure
vessel steel. The center-cracked plate failure curve could be used as
a conservative basis for an engineering approach to failure assessment

diagrams for pressure vessel steels.
The failure assessment procedure can be extended to account for

stable crack growth (ductile tearing) beyond initiation. In this case
(= J

(jateri 1’ t*le exPer ly measured J resistance curve plotted
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Fig.8.18: Failure curve for a material with a saturation stress
which is 33% higher than the yield. Compact specimen,

10, a/W = 0.5 [27]n =

1

.8

K
r

.4

0
0 4 8 1.2 1 . 6S 2.0r

Fig.8.19: Comparison of various specimen configurations in terms

of failure assessment diagrams|26j
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as a function of slow stable crack growth, Aa)replaces J andIC
J . .(a*Aa)elasticK =r JR(Aa)

(8.36)
as 3Sr (a+Aa)

are used to represent the loading(assessment) point. The failure envelope
(eq.8.34) is now the locus of points satisfying

j = JR
To satisfy

dj dJ

da dAa

condition also, the path that the assessment point takes at loads P ,P ,Px y z
should be considered (Fig.8.20). This path is dictated by the R-curve
of the material. The unique load level that develops tangency with the

12
JR FAO5) -
JR Trend Curve1.0

i3JR i \
I

J asjR i KrII
I
t a.6

R-CurveJIc a.4

0.2

1 I j I. 2 . 4 . 6 . 8 LO 12 L 4 UA*2 ^ AI4
P/Pl

Fig.3.20: R-Curve modified FAD procedure for prediction of instability
load. Trial values of P . 32

failure envelope (?z in this case) is the load that will result in crack
:
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instability. The factor of safety, which is the ratio between the insta-
bility load and the design load is again based on a simple linear dimen-
sion ratio except that it is made at the crack size for tangency (between

8.20).in fiand a4 gure

Crack length-to-width(a/W)ratio dependence is weak in failure

analysis of smallassessment curves, as shown in figure 8.21. In the

amounts of crack growth a failure curve based on aQ may be sufficient.

Thus, the application procedure of the failure assessment diagram including

stable crack growth can be outlined as follows:

1- Failure curve is constructed based on initial crack length aQ
2- For the given crack configuration and a

^
jK is computed-.

or KjC to obtain K
^
. The stress ratio

s

This value is normalized by

is obtained by normalizing the applied load by the collapse load for

the crack configuration being examined.

3- The point Sr >K^, is placed on the failure plane. If the point

falls on or beyond the failure curve, the crack in the structure will

initiate.
4- To evaluate the load carrying capacity of the structure further,

the crack is incremented by an amount Aa. The collapse load is recomputed

using a -t-Aa . K is also recalculated and normalized by K
_(or J.,)corres-

ponding to crack growth Aa, which is directly obtained from the resistance

Fig.8.21: Failure diagrams for various a/W ratios * 2?]
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curve for the material.
5- The updated (assessment) point is again placed on the

failure plane. Steps 4 and 5 are replaced until the assessment point
falls on (and becomes tangent to ) the failure curve.

The failure assessment diagram is an alternative presentation of
certain information obtainable from the R-curve approach of sec.8.1.4.
It is essentially a replotting scheme. But FAD curves .are not a modified
method of representing R-curves; they do not contain information on ma-
terial toughness as a function of crack growth.

Experimental support to failure assessment diagram approach is provided
through the guidance of ASTM E24.06.02 task group. Comparison of data with
the derived failure curve is very satisfactory for both 2024-T351 aluminum
and 304 stainless steel compact tension specimens (Fig.8-22,23).

[28 J.Fig.8.22: Failure Assessment of ASTM round robin Al-alloy specimens

Although the failure assessment diagram offers a simplified procedure
for a quick first evaluation of Che safety margin of flawed structures
subjected Co load controlled boundary condicions, che procedure becomes

r i
more complex for displacement concrolled svscems • 27 • .

f
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Fig.8,23: Failure assessment of ASTM round robin stainless steel
specimens[28]
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Problems;

1- ASTM developed the E561 practice for use on high strength sheet

material. It may be possible to extend its usage to more ductile structural

grades of materials, as long as the component is stressed below net section
’i

yield. In the following you are asked to perform an instability analysis

curve concept for 7075-T651 Al-panel.ft using the

An interesting specimen developed to simulate the crack propagation

in a stiffened panel is the so-called three-hole crack tension(THT)

specimen. It is a panel subject to tensile loading with three circular

holes and a crack emanating from one of the holes. The stress intensity

[STP 896,1985,p.64]:factor is given by Newman

FK =
WB

where -1/2(l-a/b)Aij4 2

* -L I irl (8.37)

[(Fo/xo)2+(a/xo~1)2j 2i-1(1+a/r)i—1 j=l

AX1= 2.02, Al2=-9.17, A21= -62.37, A22=287.72, A31= 1025.8

A32= -2845.1, A41= -8270.6, 11927.3

and r=12.7mm(0.5 in), b= 165mm(6.5 in), X =63-.5 mm(2.5 in)

yQ” 50.8mm(2 in). The specimen proportions and the variation of K/(P/WB)

with a/W, for W= 254mm, is plotted in Fig.8.24.
Estimate the load level at instability for a 254 mm wide, 12.7mm

thick THT panel containing a crack of 25mm long, if K curve for 7075-T651K

Aluminum is as given below,in Fig.8.25.
Answer: P= 675 kN

2- Using the load-displacement plot of problem 7-1, estimate at

station No.18 assuming n = 5 and plane strain.

Answer: 292 kg/mm

t
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9. FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION

UNDER CONSTANT AMPLITUDE LOADING

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Fatigue failure in engineering materials consists of three phases:

initiation, propagation arid final failure. The interphase between initiation

and propagation is hard to define. Thus, the usual approach has been to

assume one phase as dominating and study it alone. The traditional assumption,

typical in machine design, of a defect free part regards the failure pro-
cess as one of the crack initiation. This is an accurate and logically sound

concept in small, carefully prepared components such as shafts or springs.
However, in large structures and welded parts it is more realistic to assu-
me the presence of a defect and determine how fast it grows. The life of

such structures as aircraft, ships, bridges and off-shore drilling platforms

are governed by the propagation of defects. This roughly represent the.
' Vri '

two different philosophies of design.
In safe-life approach parts are designed for a finite service life

during which no significant damage will occur. No defects are assumed to

be present in the new structure and no inspections are required during the

design life. After reaching the life limit the part is retired from service.
In damage tolerance design an initial, rather large flaw is assumed

to exist in the structure from Day 1— when it leaves the factory. In-service
damage and damage that may occur during maintenance is also taken into

account in evaluating the structure. The idea is to account for the assumed

initial defects in such a way that they will not be allowed to go to "cri-
tical" during the life of the component. Airframe components, for example,

are being designed according to damage tolerance concepts since 1970's.

Now, even for engine components, the tendency is to shift to damage tole-
rance design and lifing procedures.

Components designed on the basis of safe life concept are observed

frequently to have appreciable remaining life after being discarded. To

avoid such inefficient usage of potential component life, Retirement-for-
c%use(RFC) lifing policy is instituted. It aims ati-.running components

beyond their declared safe-life until quantifiable damage has been
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identified and rests on the principles of damage tolerance design philo-
sophy.

In the absence of initial defects some 90% of the fatigue life is
spent in the micro-range(Fig.9.1). That is, the fatigue damaging process
is largely occurring in a very small volume of the material and it will
be highly depending on local conditions. Hence such localized phenomena
leads to considerable scatter. Crack, propagation, however, depends on
bulk properties only and exhibits much less scatter. In general, most of
life is consumed during the early stages whether nucleation or macrocrack
growth is considered (Fig.9.1). There are, however, certain practical
and fundamental difficulties in extending fatigue design codes to include
such small cracks. The practical difficulty relates to the NDI sizing
limit — cracks being too small to be detected. The fundamental difficulties
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Fig.9.1: Survey of different crack growth cases flj
arise from anomolous behavior of short cracks. Small cracks may exhibit
growth rates several orders of magnitude greater than those of long cracks;.
Additionally, the restriction of LEFM — that the crack tip plastic
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size should be much smaller compared to the crack size — is difficult

to comply with. Microstructure starts to play a major role at such small

sizes.

zone

The fact that small cracks are usually at the vicinity of some

stress raiser and. engulfed completely within the plastic zone of this

stress raiser complicates the issue further. In some cases EPFM. should

be drawn upon to analyze fatigue crack propagation rather than LEFM.

These aspects — that of short crack and plastic crack — will be addressed

later in the chapter, after the more common aspects of constant

amplitude situations are covered. Corrosion fatigue is not

included, however, in the present chapter.
load

9.2 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Typical constant amplitude (CA) loading is sketched in figure 9.2.
The resulting crack growth rate(da/dN)is strongly dependent on crack

length a and the stress range Acr • The stress intensity factor, being a

sufficient parameter to describe the whole stress field at the tip of

a crack, is a natural candidate controlling the crack propagation rate.
In fact in most engineering applications the nominal loads leading to

fatigue failure are small with respect to yield or limit loads such

that LEFM rightfully applies. It has been the celebrated experiments of

Erdogan[2]which established the superiority of relations basedParis and

a rr
n max <T aa

Aa -j
a .
mm- am

time

Fig.9.2: Constant load amplitude case and the associated terminology

upon K. They tested center cracked panels of a high strength aluminum

alloy. In the first part of the test they applied uniform remote tension

such that both the net section stress range and the stress intensity

factor range increased as the crack extended. In the second part, the
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concentrated load was applied at the crack surfaces. As the crack
extended the net section stress again increased but the stress intensity
factor decreased this time as Sec.3.2.1 indicates. Experimental results,
indeed, showed the crack growth rate reversal anticipated by the sense
of the crack length dependent change in stress intensity factor. The
crack-line loaded sample exhibited the highest growth rates at the out-
set of the test when the crack was small, with progressively slower
growth rates being monitored with increasing crack length. The opposite
was true for the panels under remote tension. Thus, it was concluded
that

da— = f(AK) (9.1)
dN

where AK= K - t̂n^n » using the a
Moreover, Paris& Erdogan choose a power function in eq 9.1
the experimental data over a large range of

and values respectively.max max
since it fits

AK. The relation

— r C(AK)m (9.2)
dN

where C and m are taken as material properties, has been known as Paris
law in fracture.

In general, three distinct types of behavior occut in fatigue crack
propagation. Figure 9.3 displays the sigmoidal shape of the growth rate
vs. AK curve. Region I is the low AK end where the growth rate decreases
rapidly with decreasing AK and approaches lower limit at AK -̂ Region
II is the midrange of crack growth rates where the power law dependence
prevails. Region III is the high AK end of the curve where K

^ax
approaches

K
^

and local static modes of fracture start to dominate. No crack propa-
gation is observed below the threshold stress intensity factor range,
A K^. But this does not have a practical importance since AK^ for
most engineering materials is below 10% of their fracture toughness values,
ranging between 3̂ 8 MPa '/ra for most metals[3]. It is rather unecono-
mical to design at AK< AK

The stress intensity factor range used in da/dN vs. AK relationship
(eq.9.2) is traditionally interpreted as

th *
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for purely tensile loading

i.e K . > 0
mm —

for tension-compression
type of loading, i.e K \ <0

K -K .
max min

AK= (9.3)

K 0
max

Since crack faces will close in compression and no singularity is expec-
ted at the tip, it is more logical to ignore the compressive part of the

loading and just take the tensile range as damaging. Welded structures

are exceptions to this generalization, however. Because of the very high

tensile residual stresses in weldments it is customary to use the full

value of K -K . even if K . < 0.
.. max min min

If the range of the alternating stress is the most important factor

in classical fatigue, its mean value is the next important factor. A simi-
lar behavior is observed in fatigue crack propagation (FCP). Tensile

mean loading accelerates crack growth. The increase in crack growth rate

is particularly pronounced in regions I and III. Mean loading is expressed

using the stress ratio R - amin/®max = Majority of tests are

done at R>0 since it is difficult to grip specimens without backlash

for R<0. Typical trend is sketched in figure 9.4. AK^
shifts by about

30-50% as R changes from 0 to 0.5.

&K,ksi inV *
Stress intensity factor range,AK.ksi /tn

o

.E

i

Stress intensity factor range.AK.MPa /m

Fig.9.3: Typical fatigue crack
propagation behavior
(A533B steel)

Fig.9.4: Effect of mean load in FCP.

1
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9.2.1 Crack Propagation Laws: Paris equation(eq.9.2)is a simple relation
but it is not capable of accounting for mean load effects, foir threshold
behavior or for accelerated growth near K . More sophisticated relations
have been proposed to reflect such factors. Forman equation

C AKmda
(9.4)

dN (l-R)K -AKc

is a popular one and identifies correctly FCP response under combinations
of high AK and K
is difficult to determine. Forman equation is reported to give good
results with Al-alloys and high strength steel but overestimates mild

, ij.steel behavior. For R>0 and for R<0 situations appropriate Forman para-
meters should be determined separately. Major divergence may occur in V
predictions for CA-loading in the R<0 range if the calculation is made
with those Forman parameters determined for R>0. As a general rule,
though, predictions are conservative when "R>0 parameters'* are used.

The relation proposed by Walker

conditions, but it is difficult to apply since Kcmean

da AK (9.5)— = C
(1-R)dN

exhibits a particularly strong dependence upon R. The value of n should
be determined from experimental data along with C and m. n = 0.5 is a
typical value used in literature.

— = C(AK- AK .)ra
(9.6)thdN

and

da AK -AKth )m (9.7)r C(
dN K Kc max

are other suggested relations reflecting the departures from power Law
behavior at high and low .AK values.

All of the above cited relations are empirical and are.^ot* developed
considering basic mechanisms of FCP. The differences among them are. not

*.«

-••'•'A A
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large and none of them has a general applicability. Each one may be found

reasonably satisfactory in a limited region or for limited sets of data.

A semi-empirical approach has been the crack closure concept advanced

by Elber[4]'. He observed that under zero-to-tension loading the crack

faces can close on each other even under a tensile applied stress, i.e.

before reaching the minimum point in unloading. This was attributable

to plastic deformation left behind the advancing fatigue crack. Compliance

measurements showed that an effective change in crack length occurred

prior to any actual change in crack length. That is, the crack was

closed for a portion of the loading cycle and did not open fully until

was applied (Fig.9.5). As a result, the

damaging portion of the cyclic load excursion would be restricted to that

part of the load cycle which acted on a fully opened crack. Thus, Elber

a certain opening K level, Kop’

load,
P

fatigue crack

gage location

i Pop
o
H •+— 2mm

15mm
displacement

Fig.9.5: Crack Closure observed through compliance. The slope AB is
equal to that of the uncracked body, the slope CD is equal
to that of the body having a 15mm crack.

defined an effective stress intensity factor range as

KAK (9.8)K
eff opmax

where K
Qp

corresponds to the point at which the crack is fully open. He

suggested that existing fatigue crack growth relations could be utilized

Paris law, for example, would becomeby simply replacing AK by AKeff

— = C (AKeff)
m (9.9)

dN
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Although physically appealing, the concept is difficult to quantify. K
needs to be evaluated for the material and conditions of interest. Elber
himself performed a series of constant amplitude tests on A1 2024-T3 to

/AK ratio, which he denoted by U. Both his findings (U=U(R))evaluate AKeff
and those of others in the field are still disputed and the issue of
quantifying the closure remains controversial yet[5,6].
studies are summarized below. Kurihara's work covers a wide range of
stress ratios (Fig.9.6) leading to a simple relation for two steels of
different yield strength (367 MPa and 723 MPa). The proposals of Elber

1.0

Some of the recent

.8

.6U

.4

.2

-4 -3 -2 0-1 -1
Stress Ratio, R

AK with R[7].
and Schijve for 2024-T3 Al-alloy are also plotted in figure 9.6. Kmax
dependence of U, raised by Shih and Wei j^8|, is not investigated in
detail. Nevertheless, figure 9.6 points out rightfully to the effect

Fig.9.6: Variation of the effective

of the compressive portion of the loading. Although cracks close under
compression on a macroscale, Che crack surfaces near the crack tip yield,
thereby lowering the subsequent crack opening stress. If the Kurihara
eq. applies, AK^̂(Fig.9.7). Hence the compressive portion of a cyclic load may be not

negligible at all — as opposed to the simple minded approach of eq.9.3.
Data in literature reflects this, particularly for medium strength
materials (e.q. 2024-T3 ; 9,lo ] , 2219-T851 'll ; , Fig.9.8). For high
strength materials, such as 7075-T6 or narayiny steel the stress amplitude
below zero does not add much to the growth rata.

for R=0 and \K ,,=0.80 Keft
0.67 K for R=-lmaxmax
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X
CT3e

<4-(0)
<J -

I
1'

AKeff with the stress ratio R, asFig.9.7: Variation of Kop and
determined through Kurihara *s equation.

10 x 10 ^
Number of Cycles

C

60.l0*cyt*%
eroik growth lilt

Fig.9.8:Comparison of growth rates for several R for several
materials (a) Ref 9, (b) Ref 10
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The crack growth rates for 2024 specimens are plotted in Fig.9.9
as a function of both AK and AK AKg££, calculated
through the expression proposed by Schijve(Fig.9.6), eliminates the

The use ofeff*

R-effect and the results merge into one single scatter band. Misawa and

I « 1 / ! !VJ1 q

2024-T3
2mm thickness

j M(T) geometry id '
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« •
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Fig.9.9: The crack growth rate for 9 specimens with the same a

but different R-values[lo]

3° Atr 40. 50AK or AKeff s

max

Schijve [lo] also report just a weak trend to higher crack rates for
higher-, a

'irelation between da/dN and
mode.

values. Their data agree reasonably well with a single

AK
^̂

including cracks growing in shear
max

The crack growth laws presented above can be integrated to make
predictions about the cyclic life between a starting and a final flaw
size. A closed form expression may be obtained with Paris law. Others
would require numerical procedures. Expressing the stress intensity fac-
tor range of interest as

(9.10)AK = Y 'Ac^a

where Y = Y(a/U) represents the geometrical correction factor, Paris
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law becomes

— = C( Y AafFI)1"
dN

*;
f or

af da
N = /

C(Y Aa|fTfa)m

which(for ,Y not changing within the limits of integration) will yield

•ri

A

f-1L nr*
ai2

h]2 (9.11),N =
• ,,m m/2, m
tm-2) C Y Ac af

Note that m p 2 in this integration and a^ and af denote the integration

limits, namely the initial and final crack sizes. For aj« af the computed^
fatigue life is not sensitive to the final crack length a

^
but,instead,

is strongly dependent on estimations of the starting crack size a.. Thus.,

it becomes crucial to correctly determine a^, which is the major problem A,;:

in estimations of life by combining the initiation as" well as the propa-
gation phases. The final size a

^
, here, could be the critical size based

on the fracture toughness of the material or a convenient length to de-
termine the next inspection interval. Limit load criterion may apply in

the case of very ductile materials.

9.2.2 Constant Amplitude Testing: The general design data relevant to

fatigue crack growth is obtained usually using center cracked panels,

M(T). For cycling with R>0, compact specimen C(T)may also be used. In

fact round compact specimens, DC(T), appear to be a satisfactory alter-
native for some product forms. The proportions of the specimens and

possible grips are described in the ASTM standard E 647-83. It is worth

to repeat here the following aspects.
Particular care must be taken to avoid the unrealistic buckling of

crack lips which may occur in thin center cracked panels at high a/W

In actual structures this situation is prevented by the stiffeners ;

in the test 1, anti-buckling guides can be used for this purpose. The

specimen aspect ratio must be high enough for the stress distribution in

the crack plane to be, uniform.

•-

1 Af

ratios
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Residual stress remaining in the test coupons may lead to unrealistic
growth rates. This is particularly true when test specimens are removed
from weldments, complex forged or extruded shapes or from metallurgical
conpons which have been heat treated without subsequent stress relief
[l2]. Crack propagation results obtained from nonstress relieved extruded
rod is illustrated in figure 9 10. Rapid quenching produces a core of
residual tension at the center which leads to rapid growth of the central
crack in M(T) specimen, but to slow growth of the edge crack in SE(T)
specimen.

Near threshold region will be affected most seriously by the residual
stress pattern since the external load levels are low there. To minimize
such effects the following guidelines are suggested [12J :

w

10"
4

fc 10~5
y
s
z

1 io-#

10-' ~~
10 \ 30

' k»i vis: \
1

2 in.
Dia.

2 in.
Dia.

ri /.

721̂=1/
0.125 in. Q.12S in./]/

I /4\ SEN
Specimen

pCCT
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Stress Distribution

,v:.-'' i

j **(0Mtr) i
i

I
' Tension

^ ^ Compression

Tension

Compression
i i

!Iv _
v.—Crack initiates

where stress normal
to crack plane is
compressive, initial
da /dN is slow.

Crack Initiates

where stress normal
to crack plane la
tensile, initial
da /dN is fast

Fig.9.10: Effect of specimen type on FCP rates established from-relieved high strength 7XXX al-alloy|12]non stress

(1) Excessive crack front curvature or irregular crack growth(that
is, out of plane fracture) hints to residual stresses
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(2) When residual stresses are suspect, local displacement measurements

made before and after the machining of the crack starter slot

indicate the severity of the residual stresses.
(3) If residual stresses, exist normal to the fracture plane (variation

in the tihickness direction), choose B/W small to minimize re-
sidual stress effects .

(A) If residual stresses exist parallel to fracture plane(varying

as you move normal to the fracture plane) select symmetrical

specimen configurations (e.g. select M(T) over C(T)).
Residual stresses can be beneficial in precrack formation, in fatigue

crack propagation tests as well as in fracture toughness testing. A

compressive overload applied before the precracking procedure leads to

tensile*residual stresses at the notch root which shortens the initiation

period of a fatigue crack and leads to a more uniform crack front

Kapp[l3]report a reduction of 34% to 220% by

using a compressive overload which is twice of the precracking amplitude.
® m/cycle

shape. Underwood and

Although methods for fatigue crack growth rates above 10

are standardized by ASTM, low AK testing is not yet part of the standards.
values it is suggested [l4]to have larger precracksTo evaluate AK ,

th
at the notch roots to avoid the short crack effects and to eliminate any

transient effects by gradually decreasing AK levels not to introduce

any retardation. An operational definition of the fatigue crack growth
-10

threshold is suggested as that value of AK corresponding to da/dN= 10

m/cycle.

t

The raw data of FCP tests are in the form of crack length versus

number of cyAles. To obtain da/dN values a second order polynomial (para-
bola) is fitted to sets of 7(or 9 or 5 or 3)successive data points

using least squares method. A fortran program for this evaluation is

included in ASTM E 647-83. Polynomial fitting procedure smooths the

jerky propagation of cracks and/or small random errors built in the

crack length measurement technique.

To evaluate the constants in the crack growth law of

suitable coordinate change is performed so that a straight line plot

is obtained. Paris law, for example,

interest, a

— = C (AK) (9.2)
dN
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is converted into

dalog — - log C + m log AK (9.12)
dN

whereas the Forman's law

CAK®da
(9.4)— r

(l-R)K -AKc

is converted into

*dN

log {(—)[Cl-R)K -AK]'

} z log C + m log AK (9.13)
dN

tfrom which the unknown constants C and m can be determined as slope and
intercept. The m value lies typically between 2 and 4. Throop and Miller
[15]tabulated values for a number of different metals ranging from 2.3
to 6.7 with a sample average of m=3.5. Knott
values of m are obtained in materials of low toughness and in high toughness
materials m has a value close to 2.

Fatigue initiation is associated with slip and nucleating cracks
lie often at 45° to the loading axis. After a relatively short distance
the orientation of the fatigue crack shifts and propagation continues in
a direction normal to the loading direction. When the crack grows the
size of the plastic zone increases and the plane strain situation which
acted at the beginning can shift to plane stress. Plane stress develops
when the size of the plastic zone is in the order of the sheet thickness.
This causes the fatigue crack to change to single or double shear (Fig.9.11)
analogous to the fracture mode transition of a ductile fracture (Sec.4.4).
It is expected that more energy is dissipated in plane stress than in
plane strain. And the data suggest that crack growth is slower in plane
stress than in plane strain at the same stress intensity. In making fatigue
crack growth predictions for structural components if the appropriate
crack propagation parameters are not available for the thickness in
question, the usual procedure is to take the parameters of specimens
which are thicker than the component.

As the thickness increases the center portion will experience more
constraint and tunneling will result. This crack front curvature reduces
the accuracy of optical crack detection techniques. Another aspect

[16j reports that high
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associated with increased thickness is that the chances of having through

cracks diminishes as thickness increases. Elliptical or semielliptical

flaws have varying stress intensity factor along the front thus the growth

rate will vary along the crack front. By the time the flaw becomes a semi-̂
circular one the growth rate will be uniform along the periphery. Extensive

tests on part-through cracks revealed that data from compact specimens

be used to predict fatigue crack growth in surface cracked specimens[l7].
The well-known striations on a fatigue fracture surface correspond

to the cyclic opening and closing of the crack. Attempts have been made

to correlate the crack growth rate with the COD. This leads to relations

of the form

can

C (M)2da (9.14)

c!N E

where E is the elastic modulus. It is interesting that data for a large

variety of materials fall within one large scatterband when normalized

by the elastic moduli. However it is not universal. Also the exponent

in eq.(9.14) being 2 differs from that of Paris in most cases and brings

another limitation to the practical use of this microscopic approach.

DIRECTION OF

LOADING
45°SUCCESSIVE

POSITIONS OF
CRACK FRONT

DIRECTION OF
CRACK GROWTH

a

TENSILE
MODE

SHEAR SHEAR
MODELIP

x '\.
THICKNESS'''X

X

V"

Fig.9.11: Fracture mode transition in fatigue crack growth.
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9.3 SHOUT CRACK BEHAVIOR

J,.' " •' / * v . . . ' • fitv - . /.*. • ,/ C. .&- C‘

9;3.1 Observed Trends: Crackgrowth rat>fe" C>.£ short clacks (typically - 0.2meal*
. • .*,• o>.- les$, in isolated« Ms-tatiees jaa large ad -̂ >\^ic4cVtwo zti&mXoh&: i&jfM#'/

viors: considerable sC^ttei:'abgut the lottg crack.growth rate data, ,and .
an apparent higher than ejected -growth rate.'

.Ttiesk-.have been termed tbg: •

shcftrt crack effect. Generally;data" are said toChow a ^
’hoft -crack effect ?

• - •• if they do net correlate wheri growth rate is plotted against stress, intent
sity factor range, AK, Such variation itl th§ growth rate behavior of
short and long cracks is illustrated in'figure 9.12. Growth rates associ-ated with the short cracks may -be up to two orders of magnitude faster

Constant -amp1itude loading

R 3 constant /

s;

•1

;

Large crack
from hole

Small crock
from hole

da
dN

Large crack i
Small crack

Large crack
( K decreasing test )

<lKth
Fig.9.12: Typical fatigue-crack growth rate data for small and large

cracks

dK

than those of the long cracks. There is the concern, that since a consi-
derable portion of crack growth life is typically obtained from the growth
at small size, an underestimate of growth rate in this region could se-
riously overestimate service life. Additionally, such accelerated short
crack advance may occur at stress intensities well belot* the so-called ,

fatigue threshold stress intensity range AK below which long cracks
remain dormant or grow at experimentally undetectable rates.

•f-'
AKch
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values associated with long crack test specimens may,.then, lead to non-
conservative .1ife estimates of a component that contains very small cracks.

Although conventional fracture mechanics arguments infer that the

threshold stress intensity range for a particular material should be inde-
Takahashi[l8]first showed thatpendent of crack length, Kitagawa and

below a critical crack size, the threshold for short cracks actually dec-

sed with decreasing crack length, where the threshold stress Aa

approached that of the smooth bar fatigue limit AS
^

at very short crack

lengths(Fig.9.13). Several workersVihave shown that this critical crack

size below which is no longer constant with crack length is dependent

upon mierostructural and mechanical factors, but from a continuum argu-

rea th

ments it is approximately given by ^(AK^°n^ ci:ack/ASe)2 where both

A^
long ora(k and Age are corrected for a common load ratio. Values of
tb

this dimension, which effectively represent the limiting crack size for

valid LEFM analysis, range from typically 1-10 ym in ultrahigh strength

materials (i.e.o ~ 2000 MPa) to 0.1-lmm in low strength materials (i e
o

o ~ 2000 MPa). Thus, it appears that the threshold condition for long

cracks is one of a constant stress intensity whereas the threshold con-
dition for short cracks is one of a constant stress [19]

9.3,2: Difficulties associated with short clacks: In many of the described

. cases above the key assumptions of LEEM are violated. The concept of

similitude implies that equal changes in the value of the stress intensity

factor lead to equal amounts of crack advance. But it is conditional;

there are several 1imitations — mechanical as well as metallurgical-*-
for the similitude concept to apply. These are

1, The plastic zone must be small compared to all lengths dimensions and

small with respect to the distance over which the first term of the

elastic stress field solution is dominant, so that both the size of

the plastic zone and the surrounding stress field are adequately

described by the stress intensity factor, K. This length limitation

certainly includes the thickness sin^e there has to be equal constraint

(plane stress/plane strain condition).
2, The plastic zones in the wake of the crack must also be equal in as

much as they affect the local stress field through closure forces.

M :

FRK_MONSTER
Rectangle

FRK_MONSTER
Rectangle

FRK_MONSTER
Rectangle
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Relative crack length,a/£0

Fig.9.13: Variation of threshold stress normalized with respect to
the smooth bar fatigue limit ASe, and threshold stress
intensity normalized with respect to the long crack thres-

L * » • with crack length normalized with respect
to £0 = i/7r(AKf;c,/ASe)2
hold

th

3, The material should be the same with regard to^hase, orientation,
dislocation density, particle density etc. for it to respond in a
unique manner to mechanically similar conditions.

4, Local environments (temperature and chemistry) should be the same
When all of these conditions are satisfied the response of the crack—
be it long or short— will be the same. But it is extremely difficult to

satisfy all of these conditions for short cracks.
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For a Riven AK a smaller crack will require a higher stress. As long

as the plastic zone is uniquely related to K, equal K means equal plastic

. As a consequence the plastic zone to crack size ratio is larger

for the small crack, so that the first similitude requirement

jeopardized. For very small cracks' the same AKr',l'e<?uires stresses at or

close to yield and the plastic zone becomes undefined. Thus the first requ-
irement is violated. It has been attempted to mend this problem by applying

a plastic zone correction, mostly interpreted as a pseudo crack length or

as an empirical constant.
El Haddad and co-workers 21] redefined the stress intensity.factor

zones
tends to be

by

= Aa y -TT(a+Ho)AK

The material dependent constant JL — which they called the intrinsic crack

length — was estimated from the limiting conditions of crack length where

the nominal stress Ao approaches the fatigue limit ASe when a -* 0 and

, i.e.
long craek

long crackAK = AKth
AKthi c -)2o ASe7T

arid can be seen to be equivalent to the critical crack size(above which

^t h ..
. . . . . .

arguments successfully rationalize many apparent anomalies between the

growth rate kinetics of long and short cracks limited by LEFM analyses,

there, is currently no available physical interpretation for the parameter

%long crack) in Fig.9.13. Although such intrinsic crack length= AKth

••
'

V
Metallurgical conditions (third similitude condition above) also

present difficulties. In the case of cracks with long fronts this con-
dition is satisfied on the average even in multi-phase materials with

high erystalographic anisotropy. However, if the crack front is short
r <

(e.g. of the order of several grains) this condition will generally be

violated. Grain boundaries, inclusions, hard second , phases etc. influence

heavily roioro-craetis whose length will he comparable to the size of these

microstructural features. Such cracks are termed microstructura1ly short

cracks. There is now a large body of evidence, for example, that the

growth of raicrostructurally short cracks is impeded by the presence of

, ,(
4 : ' -' A

•.v;
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grain boundaries by such mechanisms as the blocking of slip bands or con-
tainment of the plastic zone within the grain, reorientation and reini-
tiation of the crack as it traverses the boundary and simply cessation
of growth at the boundary. It is possible to translate this condition,
then, into a geometrical requirement that the crack be long with respect
to metallurgical features.

Crack initiation and early growth is transient. The crack is tending
toward a steady state condition, the limit of which is the long crack con-
dition. The mechanism of initiation will control the length the crack must
attain before a steady state develops at its tip. Brittle initiation at
inclusions localize the process and allow a sharp crack with a well defined
tip and a continuous front to form. In constrast, ductile initiation in-
volves extensive flow before a crack is formed, which has usually a poorly
defined tip and a discontinuous front. Thus, it will not achieve a steady
state as quickly as its brittle counterpart. Brittle initiation tends to
form a crack which grows stably from the beginning, with limited flow at
the crack tip. In contrast, ductile initiation would initially tend to
violate the plastic zone to crack length limitation of LEFM. The short
crack influence on life is much smaller in brittle initiations compared
to ductile initiations. For cracks growing at inelastically strained notch
roots transient behavior continues longer and LEFM based analyses may easily
lead to nonconservative errors of more than an order of magnitude on life.

It is also worthwhile to note multiple initations and branching in
ductile initiations which are completely absent in artifically induced
flaws. Artificial flaws tend to concentrate deformation and tend to cause
a more brittle initiation. Thus, natural cracks are expected to show the

than artificial preflawed samples j 20].
Even physically-short cracks — i.e cracks which are long compared

to both the scale of microstructure and the scale of local plasticity,
yet simply physically small, typically less than 0.5-lmm in length— show
growth rates in excess of those of long cracks under nominally identical
driving force conditions'. Both crack closure and chemical effects are
blamed for this anomolous behavior. Threshold AK values for short cracks
at low mean stresses (R=0.1) were found to be 60% smaller than for long
cracks, yet at high mean stresses (R=0.7) where closure effects are mini-
mal, this difference was not apparent. Thus, at equivalent nominal AK
levels, physically short, flaws may be expected to propagate faster than

short crack effect much more

. 43
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corresponding long flaws simply due to larger effective stress intensity

ranges at the crack tip.
Parallel to the above arguments Miller ^22 j recognized three separate

regimes in a Kitagawa-Takahashidiagram (Fig.9-14). The mic#structurally

short crack regime reflects the recently expressed view that fatigue crack

initiation occurs immidiately for all practical cases at stress levels

above and just below the fatigue limit and that this’ limit is more accura-
tely. defined as one which differentiates between continuous propagation

represent the microstructuraland non-propagation of a crack, d^d^d^barriers to crack growth existent in a single material. As the stress level

is increased a barrier can be overcome and the crack will propagate to the

LOG. CRACK LENGTH a

Fig.9.14: The three regimes of short crack behavior [22 ]

next barrier. The physically short crack regime is bounded at minimum

lengths by the MSC zone and at maximum lengths and low stresses by the

LEFM zone. The LEFM zone, is limited, typically, to Ao less than two

thirds of cyclic yield. At higher stress range levels up to the upper

bound of 2Su cracks will necessarily have to be decrit>ed by EPFM analyses.
Short erases are by definition three dimensional cracks where the

stress intensity factor solutions are less well established and less ame-
nable to adoptation to fit actual crack front shapes (Fig.9.15). Substantial

variation of the local K value along the curved crack front of a three

dimensional flaw adds to the complication. It must also be remembered

that since cracks originate in shear (stage I), it is not sufficiently

accurate to apply Mode I crack opening K solutions until the cracks become
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establisted as stage II cracks.

AXIAL WALL CRACKS CIRCUMFERENTIAL
WALL CRACKS

EYEBROW SURFACE CRACKS

Fig.9.15: Typical short crack types found in fastener holes in a
commercial transport aircraft [23]

Uncertainty in the measurement of the crack size, the crack growth
increment and the difficulty in locating the tip of a tight crack in a
region of significant cyclic plasticity are other sources of error [24].
Both the resolution of the microscope and the fact that sometimes many
short cracks grow simultaneously before a dominant crack develops, limit
the repetability of measurements severely.

It is clear that the short crack problem is concerned not only with
Che plastic deformation associated with the crack tip, but with the con-
sequent residual stresses and closure effects. Therefore, any fracture
mechanics parameter to be used to describe the phenomenon must necessarily
reflect these history-dependent effects. The CTOD, being a direct measure
of the crack tip deformation state, that through suitable determination
reflects history dependence, appears to be a candidate parameter [25]. As
to the calculation of CTOD for conditions under which residual stress and
closure effects are expected to be dominant, an entirely satisfactory met-
hod does not currently exist. However approximate solutions based on Dug-
dale model are valuable starting points. More accurate, though costly, es-
timates of CTOD may be developed using nonlinear finite element models.
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9.4 PROPAGATION BEYOND SMALL-SCALE YIELDING

Fatigue crack propagation expressions based on linear elastic frac-
ture mechanics become inaccurate in applications which involve gross plas-
tic deformation prior to fracture. ASTM E647, for example, limits compact

2/S ). Especially if the part fails by reachingspecimens to b>(4/TT)(K

limit load, it is certainly not feasible to use the stress intensity fac-max y

tor to determine the crack growth rate. Usually parts are not designed

to operate in the high growth regions. However, it is helpful to have some

means to estimate these high rates particularly in the post-mortem analysis

of service failures. Even if the applied loads are low, cracks initiating

at notches will be usually surrounded by large plastic zones due to the

stress concentration effect of these notches. An elastic-plastic analysis

is necessary until the crack grows out of this yielded zone. Once the

crack tip reaches the elastic portion, LEFM can be utilized for growth rate

predictions. There is no theoretical basis for using the LEFM approach

for cracks within the region of notch plasticity, and when it is used,

the predictions do,not reflect the experimental results[26,27].
Attempts to analyze fatigue crack propagation in the presence of exten-

sive plastic deformation have been rather limited. They all indicate the

significance of the plastic strain range and the current crack length.
Correlation of the crack growth with the nominal strain range has been

geometry dependent, arid evaluation of the strain range at the defect is

difficult as a general approach. El Haddad, Smith and Topper[28 j circum-
vent these difficulties by defining a "Strain intensity factor, and

correlate crack propagation rate with K£ . A more rational approach is pro-
posed by Dowling and Begley[24], and Dowling[30]to extend the app-
lication of the J-integral to fatigue problems. The J-integral is the plas-
tic analog of K expressing the strain and stress field at the crack-tip —
not at the heavily deformed process zone, but outside of it, in the HRR

zone. Although the J-integral seems to be a natural candidate to correlate

with fatigue crack growth rates, the difficulty in using it for cyclic

loading lies in the "deformation plasticity assumption" inherent in its

derivation. As discussed in chapter 7 independence of the J-integral has

been proved only for deformation plasticity, which does not allow for

non-proportional loading.
It is important in discussing fatigue to realize that the path-depen-
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dence of the J-integral for cases involving unloading is not proved either.
In fact, recent numerical computations support the path-independence of
the J-integral as long as the path is chosen outside the intensely defor-
med process zone(Sec. 7.14). The use of the J-integral in cyclic loading
can be adopted in line with the trend in recent years of relaxing the li-

31[argued that "crack tipmitations on the use of the J-integral. Paris
moves ahead during each cycle into relatively virgin material in terms of
plastic deformation. Intense deformation being very localized, previous
loading and unloading will not be significant in the next cycle compared
to the loading which is then being experienced. Thus, as long as a moving
crack is considered, it may be possible to neglect past history including
unloading in a J-integraL analysis".

Most of the experimental work has been performed using the compact

geometry. Assuming that the damage is done during loading, the J-integral
is evaluated from the loading portion of the cyclic curve. Typical load
versus load line displacement curves are shown in Fig.9.16. The lack of
symmetry of the hysteresis loop is caused by the occurrence of crack
closure at the lower loads. The point of crack closure corresponds to the

[Fig.9.16: Load vs.displacement data for 29 consecutive cycles 33
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inflection point on the unloading portion of the load-displacement record.

Since -the crack cannot grow unless it is fully open, crack closure may be

accounted for by requiring J equal to zero until the crack opening load

is attained. This is accomplished by referencing the area under the load

displacement curve to the point of crack closure, as shown in Fig.9-17
and using this result in eq.7-25 j_29,32,33 j

ing crack tip may be accounted for through eq.7.28. But the difference
. Change in J value due to ad-

vanc

P

\

\
\\ \

\
estimated closure point

A

Fig.9.17: Operational definition of cyclic J.

has been found to be negligible provided that the extent of crack exten-
250)Wcycle [_34],

Expressing crack growth rates in terms of J-integral range results

in a linear relationship is log scales over four orders of magnitude in

growth rates. These growth rates fall largely outside of the usually -
studied constant growth rate region and coincide with the "accelerated

sion is less than

growth" region designated as region III in the well known sigmoidal plot

of da/dtl vs. AK. Propagation rates obtained in A533 B and AISI 1020

specimens at load levels above yielding agree nicely with data obtained

under LEFM conditions(Fig.9.18).
The relation of da/dN vs. cyclic J-integral is observed to be inde-

pendent of the loading conditions; that is, constant amplitude load control

experiments are in agreement with constant amplitude displacement control
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10 100 1000
AJ(kN/m)(b)

Fig.9.18: Comparison of data obtained through J (solid symbols) and
linear elastic route(open symbols)a)Ref.29 b)Ref.33

M . In addition to compact specimens, center cracked specimens
strip specimen [35],

edge cracked specimens [̂37j are successfully analyzed using the J-Integral.

tests

[30 ], specimens[36],smooth axialcompact type
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Problems:

1. Cracks 5cm or larger in length can be revealed by visual check

in an aircraft. Considering just the fuselage which experiences a stress

of 3200 psi during flight, suggest the inspection interval based on the

following information: The material is A1 2024-T351. At room temperature

KIC=22 ksi in; Sy-
ksi. Assume AK.,=1.5 ksi in .

3(AK) in units of inches and-1077 ksi and da/dN=3 10

th

Answer: 107 cycles
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2. Consider a cylindrical pressure vessel of 20 "inside diameter and
1" wall thickness, made of 7079-T6 aluminum with a yield strength of 63000
psi and a plane strain fracture toughness of 35000 psi in. Experience shows
that internal pressurization leads to crack initiation on the inside surface
of the cylinder and such semielliptical crackshave typically 2c/a ratio
of eight. If this vessel must survive 1000 pressurization cycles from 0
to 4000 psi, estimate a safe initial crack size using the only available
information for through cracks in panels: da/dN =4 10 ^8( K)\ in units
of inches/cycle and psi in.

= 0.08"Answer: ai

3. Crack initiation studies have been conducted on C(T) specimens
(B=llmm, W=45mm). By the time a crack advance is noted by optical means
on the specimen sides, the test is interrupted, the number of ,cycles of
loading is recorded and the specimen is pulled apart. The tunneled crack
growth may be converted into effective "uniform" crack growth. Having the
information on Aa you are asked to extrapolate backwardsand Nobserved’
to find the number of cycles at initiation N. corresponding to Aa=0. Assume
the large crack growth rate expression for this material

eff

da 1.7xlO10(AK)2,68 (in units of MPa m and m/cvcle)dN =

is valid at such short crack lengths.

(kgf)Aagfj(mm)ao(mm) P . -PmmN ,obs max

0-2200.25 1037022.50
1.18 100210 20-24023.60

Answer: fU=6300 and 86000 cycles
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4. Consider: the icoaipact specimen with a * 0.9", B-l” .,W=2" . The •

material in question is A514 steel with constant amplitude crack propagation
2.25-8

behavior given by da/dN= 0.66 10 (AK)

properties are Sy= 100 ksi, Kj.j,= 150 ksi in, AKfch=
crack length after 18 min. of operation at 10 Hz with displacement limits

in inches and ksi in. Further

7 ksi in. What is the

V
i

varying between 0 and +0.012 inches?

Answer:ra=l.4"

\

ft

S>

z

r

-
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10. FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION
UNDER VARIABLE AMPLITUDE LOADING

Fatigue crack propagation under variable amplitude loading has an
added complication due to interaction (of damages) of loads of different
amplitudes. An overload, for example, imposed on a constant amplitude
profile (Fig.10.1) leads to retarded crack growth during the subsequent
constant amplitude cycling. Usually this retardation is temporary and
the CA-crack growth rate is resumed gradually as the effect of the overload
diminishes(Fig.10,1). Due to such tensile or compressive overload effects
it is not feasible to make predictions for variable amplitude (VA) loading
just using CA-data. In general, the damage increment in a certain load
cycle will be a function of the damage done by the preceeding load cycles
(Fig.10.2).

Constant load amplitude fatigue behavior can be regarded as the
"steady state" response of a material to cyclic loading. However, cyclic
loading in service usually is comprised of a spectrum of variable amplitude
load excursions. FCP behavior under variable amplitude loading conditions

P

(a)

a
resumed
original
growth rate

/
/

(b) overload/

1/
/

<7
/

s

^retarded
growth

N

CA-loading(fixed P),Fig.10-1:(a)Single Overload superposed on a
(b)The resulting retardation in crack growth

\V -4̂ V; '*'
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Fig.10.2: History previous to a particular load cycle will dictate

the resulting interaction.

includes transient response characteristics not addressed in CA-test. Thus,
relative rankings of alloy FCP resistance under spectrum loading can be
opposite to rankings obtained from constant load amplitude tests[l].

Several explanations have been proposed as to why retardation occurs.
Crack closure model, proposed by Elber, suggests that the effective stress
intensity range is disturbed by the overload. Retardation effects associated
with low-high and high-low block loading(Fig.10.3), for example, can be
explained simply and successfully by the closure concept .. During the transi-

will differ from the expected value observed under CA-tion period

loading and as a result crack growth will be slower (High-low case) or
eff

faster (Low-High case). Crack closure and the transitional behavior during ,

step loading also follow from elasto-plastic calculations employing finite
2 J . Such calculations are fairly expensive but it is highly

instructive to know that crack closure considerations can be checked by
calculations also ! 3

Residual stresses acting at the crack tip are considered as another
possibility leading to retarded growth. Nonuniform stress distribution
at the (‘rack tip will induce residual compressive stresses upon unloading

element method

;-;v‘
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Fig.10,3: Explanation of retardation through closure concept [3 ]

from a peak load. Single-peak overload, for example, will cause a plastic
zone of size

rloading JL_ (10.1)y 2ir s
y

upon loading to a peak stress intensity factor, (Fig.ID.4). During
unloading a range of 2 Sy is available for the material, thus a zone
of reversed yielding is created at the tip extending by

r
unloading _ 1_

^AK ^22TT 2Sy
(10.2)y

where AK represents the range of the overload. For zero-to-tension
loading KQL =AK and it is observed that the size of the reversed plastic
zone is about 1/4 of the monotonic one. In a region larger than the
reversed zone but smaller than the monotonic zone, compressive residual
stresses act (Fig.10.4) which tend to close the crack tip. Thus, it is
reasonable to expect slower growth rates as the crack tip is enclosed
in this compressive field.

Since the material within the reversed plastic zone experiences
cyclic straining it might be expected that cyclic strain hardening
or softening would result, depending on the starting condition of the

material. This has been borne out by microhardness measurements made
by Bathias and Pelloux near the tip of a fatigue crack. Extensive sof-
tening or hardening within this reversed plastic zone may lead to changes
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Fig.10.4: Stress pattern at the tip upon a cycle of loading and

unloading

in FCP rates which may be another explanation of load interactions.

Crack tip blunting due to high loads is also suspected for leading

to retardation. Since the blunted crack would represent a less severe

crack tip state, following cycles would be less damaging and the crack

growth rate should decrease. The drawback of this model is that it cannot

account for the delay in retardation observed after a single overload

case.
Another aspect affecting the retardation could be the incompatibi-

lity or the mismatch between the load amplitude and the crack front orien-
tation. The low amplitude cycles produce a tensile mode fracture at 90°,
whereas the peak loads would produce a shear(45°)fracture. Thus the peak

load facing flat fracture surface due to the previous CA-loading will

experience a mismatch.
It is difficult to evaluate the relative significance of the various

contributions. In general, all or most of them could be operational in

a given case.
There is an overwhelming variety of different types of variable-

amplitude loading. For an analysis of present knowledge, the various

types of loading is classified in a number of groups in table 10.1 [4]
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Investigations on overload effects and step loading are usually aimed at
increasing the fundamental understanding of the crack growth mechanism
under VA-loading. Program loading, random loading or flight simulation
studies are more directed towards generating crack growth prediction models
and checking their success. The details of the various types of VA-loading
will be covered in the following subsections.

Table 10.1: Types of variable amplitude loading with main variables j

single overload
repeated overloads
blocks of overloads
magnitude of overloads(inclu-
ding R)
sequence in overloads

OVERLOADS

[ sequence of steps (hi-lo or lo-hi)magnitude of steps(including R)
STEP LOADING

Hi

sequence of amplitudes
size of blocks
distribution function of
amplitudes

PROGRAMMED
BLOCK LOADING

spectral density function
(narrow band, broad band)
crest factor(clipping ratio)
irregularity factor

RANDOM LOADING.

distribution function of load
cycles
sequences of flights
sequence of loads ih flight
maximum load in the test

FLIGHT-SIMULATION
LOADING

10.1 SINGLE OVERLOADS

Single overload is the primitive building-block of the variable ampli-
tude loading and represents the simplest situation involving retardation.
Thus, the response of the material to single overload must be understood

well enough for more versatile modeling of random load fatigue. ^A large number of single tensile overload experiments have been repor-
ted in literature but the issue is complex and no general concensus exists
as to the parameters controlling retardation. Excellent studies have been

done[̂ -lljmost of which attack different aspects of retardation phenomena.
V It is difficult to combine the loose ends and to get a coherent picture.;The

subject deserves more attention and needs ’’systematic investigation" of
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prospective variables as almost all researchers agree upon.

Single tensile overload experiments have been conducted either under

fixed load range (Fig.10.1) or under fixed AK (Fig.10.5). Symbols associ-
ated with such tests are included in figure 10.5. There is an initial

K -T-K TOL
Kmax

T AKOL
K -f I
I t

initial accelerate

delayed yr
rgtardatittrHT

s £D
0L /
jLa

N

Fig.10.5: A typical single overload case and the resulting retarded
growth (fixed AK)

acceleration observed in some cases right after the overload. Retardation

is not immidiate even if acceleration does not take place. The original

rate continues over a small distance and the retardation is a "delayed”
one. In rare occasions, there is no delay and minimum growth rate occurs

inmidiately following the overload. If the overload is strong enough, crack

arrest or abnormally low growth rate is obtained. This crack arrest depends

on the material and the stress ratio. R, but typically lies around K^.T /KJ r J OL

General agreement exists on the following features of single tensile

overloading:

(1) The magnitude of an overload is the most effective factor cont-

-2.5max

rolling the length of retardation. Different measures of overload .

ratio[8,12,13]severity have been used in literature. /K
j- -1 r OL max

**0L/AK L14Jand K /AK [l5,16j are among them. KQL^Kmax seems

to be the most suitable which will be denoted by overload ratio,

OLR, here. The results in the open literature, typically, fit an

exponential relation of the form
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# (axOLR)ND = b e (10.3)

*where Nn is used to express retardation rather than N_(Fig.lO.5) just for
convenience. Np or N^, by itself, does not have an absolute meaning, however,
because of the wide variation in the constant amplitude propagation rates.
Normalization with respect to number of cycles at which the crack would
travel through the overload effected zone at the overload uneffected rate
(i.e. at CA-propagation rate)might enable one to merge data of different
alloys or of different R[l7](Fig.10.6).

(2)Materials with lower yield strength display more retardation at

the same load levels, which implies the role of the overload
induced plastic deformation.

(3)Retardation increases as section thickness decreases. Schijve'

[4]reports for 2024-T3 Al-alloy, for example, doubling of
retardation as sheet thickness changed from 10mm to 2mm at
OLR = 1.33 and R = 0.67. For 7075-T6 aluminum a similar trend
is reported by Shih and Wei[b]at OLR = 2 and R = 0. Compa-
rable results on steel are reproduced in figure 10.7

Some of the issues still remain controversial. A group of resear-
chers report that retardation increases with increased base loading

and for a stress ratiorange, AK, for a given overload ratio, Kql/K
R approximately equal to zero. Most of the results relate to aluminum-
alloys[6,17,13,19]

max

. Another group observed that retardation decreases
with increased base loading range, for similar conditions. Most of the
latter results relate to titanium-alloys and steel[5,8,20] but also
to an aluminum alloy[15]. This is a puzzling point reflecting the
characteristic difficulties of single overloading.

Confusion also exists as to the effect of the R-ratio. Bathias and

[14] report that retardation decreases when R ratio is increased.
[15]on aluminum

alloy indicate, however, that retardation increases with R ratio, overload

Vancon

MThe data of Bernard et.al on steel and Thomas

ratio held fixed. For negative R, retardation is drastically reduced as

R becomes more negative[lO j . R value can be increased by keeping K

or by keeping Kconstant but shifting both K constant andand Kmin
changing just K .n - Hence it may be somewhat misleading just to quote

maxmax

R-effect without reporting the details of the overloading conditions that
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Fig.10.6: Comparison of some published data on the effect of overload
ratio on retardation[17J .

RETARDATION x 1000

Fig.10.7: Effect of overload level on retardation in Ducol W30B
steel specimens of various thicknesses[s]
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are compared.
Bretz et.al • M and Bucci et.al 21 studied the behavior of

7XXX alloys in simple overload experiments and identified two retardation
mechanisms: the overload plasticity leading to increased crack closure
and local cracking at second phase particles during high tensile overloads.
The first mechanism is the classical hypothesis and it is yield strength
dependent. The second mechanism causes part of the crack tip stress inten-
sity to be distributed among local fractures reducing the driving force
for crack extension. Thus, it leads to lower fatigue crack growth rates
during subsequent CA-cycles. First mechanism dominates when overload
plastic strains are too small to cause appreciable secondary cracking at

constituents. Local cracking mechanism is expected to be more effective
at high AK and K

UJ-i

alloy KJQ) cracking may even increase the FCP rate. Controversial behavior
related to R-ratio or AK-range pointed out above may well be due to

the interplay of different mechanisms at different load levels.
Retardation is commonly associated with the plastic zone created

by the overload and it is assumed to continue as long as the crack tip
lies within this overload plastic zone. Hence many investigators have
compared the retardation zone size, called a

^
in figure 10.4 , with the

Irwin (or Dugdale) plastic zone size, 2r^L. Some report favorible corre-
lation[7,9,14,22J others ^8,20j note poor agreement between the
calculated plastic zone size and the observed retardation zone size. The
fact that increased frequency affects the number of cycles of retardation
but not the retardation zone size, a

^
, [14] complicates the issue furt-

her.

values. At extreme values of AK and Kg^
Capproaching

There is large scatter in published data involving single overloads.
Mills and Hertzberg [23]caution that experimental errors which may have

little effect on constant amplitude FCP, can significantly alter retar-
dation behavior. It is probable that this unusual scatter disguised
certain features of single overloading, even misled researchers in
arriving at certain conclusions.

If the single tensile overload is followed immidiately by a compressive
overload, the retardation — which is expected due to the tensile overload—
is partially eliminated. It is related to the compressive overload wiping

Si -

out the residual stress patterns of the tensile overload. The growth rate,
then, is close to CA-case[4,24] (Fig. 10.8).

S'
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Fig.10.8: Highly different crack growth retardations caused by a

single peak load cycle with m a x m i n and min max sequence

[25]

Compressive overload becomes less effective when separated from tensile

Hertzberg[23]report that a separation of one—forth
of the overload effected zone of a single peak overload case, i.e. a

^
/4,

renders the compressive overload ineffective.

If the compressive overload preceeds the tensile overload it is

not effective as far as macrocrack growth is concerned since crack faces

close in compression and no singularity occurs at the tip. Thus the tensile

overload acts alone and retards the crack growth(Fig.10.8). Chang[24]
reports this case to be very similar to single overload results. However,

if initiation at a notch root or a small crack at the root of a notch

is considered, the compressive load is effective since it leads to tensile

residual stresses at the root of the notch.

overload. Mills and

10.2 INTERMITTENT OVERLOADS

When single tensile overloads are applied periodically the resulting

retardation depends on the interaction between these overloads. If these

overloads are far away from each other they act as isolated events. Mills

Hertzberg j_ 23^|be 3 a
^
, i.e. three times of the overload effected zone of a single peak

overload case. For closer overloads the retardation per overload increases.

report the minimum distance for no interaction toand
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The maximum retardation is claimed to occur when the second overload is
or when the crack advance between overloads is less
. In materials exhibiting delayed retardation it is

also possible that periodic overloads produce less retardation than single
[26]. Fleck reports [27] acceleration for very closely spaced

overloads (Fig.10.9).

applied at a
^
/4 [23]

than 0.18 r°L 19,1y

overloads

15 24mm thick BS 4360 508 Heel

*—* 24 mm BS 1501 32 A tieei

x«

K
• 10

6
o

00
<

00
1 3 10 100
Numb* of minor cyclot ptr ovtrlood, AN

1000

Fig.10.9: Acceleration effect of periodic overloads. is the ratio
of the measured rateper block to predicted rate by a linear
summation of the CA-behavior [27|

Y

Periodic overloads can be expressed in several ways. One neat way
[2lj is to define an accurrance ratio (OCR) as

the number of CA cycles between overloads and All
^

is the number of
overload cycles. Thus, 0LR and OCR need to be specified for the simplest
spectrum.

ANnT /AN where AN representsUL

The counterpart of periodic overloads is periodic underloads. Periodic
underloads—even if they are not compressive — lead to accelerated growth
[27,2a]
(Fig.10.10), In the terminology of aeronautical fatigue, life is shorter
as there are more Ground-to-Air Cycles (GTAC). The increase in growth rate

must be associated with the induced residual stresses and not with frequently
applied cycles with larger amplitudes. Otherwise the level of ground stress

would be important. Fig,10.10a indicates that there is no systematic
effect of ground stress S

^
.

. Closer underloads create more acceleration than remote underloads

In the case of initiation governed geometries

FRK_MONSTER
Typewriter
o
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Tig.10.10: Acceleration effect du
(a) Ref.[28](b) Ref

e to periodic underloads
|_27J, y same as in Fig.10.9.

(such as notched plates), however, life is shorter if the minimum load

in the GTAC is going farther down into compression(Table 10.2). It should

also be added that conflicting results about underloads do exist. The

acceleration due to underloads may be quite small ^ 29
*] or may be even

negative, i.e. underloads may lead to slight retardations instead of

accelerations ]30j.
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Table 10.2: The effect of minimum stress of .GTAC on fatigue life
of elliptically notched (Kt=4) plates-data of Naumann,
Imig and Illg as reported by Schijve [31J.

MATERIAL LOAD SPECTRUM SMlN in GTAC

kgf/mm^
LIFE

flights

7075-T6 Severe gust

spectrum

0 2699

-7.0 1334

T^-8Al-lMo-lV Fairly
severe spectrum -10.5
representative

of a supersonic

transport

0 > 52000

16600

-21.1 8500

Tension-Compression overloads are mentioned to be much more damaging
than compression-tension overloads in the previous subsection. If these
overloads are applied periodically the damage apparently depends on AN.
For large AN, there is no interaction and tension-compression sequence
leads to much faster growth. Misawa and Schijve[28]report, however,
very much the same behavior for periodic compression-tension or tension-4^?-,
compression overloads for N=4 as well as for N=99. They explain the
surprizing results by noting that the overload plastic zones are over-
lapping at low AN leading to a stationary retardation for max/min. or
min/max. cases. No systematic study is available on the effect of AN
in macro-crack propagation. But for initiation governed riveted lap joints
there is the data of Barrois which qualitatively agrees with the results
of Misawa and Schijve(Fig.10.11).

An interesting application of periodic underloads (compressive overloads)
is presented by Yu and Ritchie[32]. Cracks arrested at threshold(AK

^
)

cycling can be propagated through the application of periodic compression
cycles. The amount of crack advance before re-arrest depends on the in-
tensity of the overload (Fig.10.12), Among Al-alloys, 2090-T8E41 seems

to respond most to compressive overloads compared to 2124-T351, 7150-T651
.d 7150-T751.

Block or program loads may be simple step overloads (as shown in

Fig.10.3), periodically repeating simple blocks of fixed amplitude
'4
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SEQUENCE MHIGHER GUST AT
END OF FLIGHT)SEQUENCE o

STRESS
GTAC

I -21.7

nilJ
12.3

1CYCLES'
2.5

1 FLIGHT TIME

SPECIMEN : RIVETED LAP JOINT. 2 ROWS OF 5 RIVETS. 2024-T 3 MATERIAL

99949 99CYCLES PER FLIGHT CX> 5 10

58 400
51500

59 850
55 431

125 BOO
B4600

19740
22400

30 380
28 350CYCLESI

LIFE
1 168
1010

598 1263 290
3733

2762
2577FLIGHTS 554 85

0.37 0.630.53 0.51 0.44
51"/N 0.3B 0.34 0.470.60 0.48

ALL DATA ARE THE MEAN OF THREE TESTS
FOR GUSTS ONLY N « 205 300 CYCLES. FOR GTAC ONLY ( SmoJi * 2V.7 AND Smi„ * 2.5 kg/mm2 )

N »7360 CYCLES
RESULTS REPORTED BY BARROIS

Fig.10.11: The effect of Ground-to-Air Cycles on the fatigue life
in riveted joints \_3l\

400%OL rearrests
much later

300%0L

200%0L rearrests
pretty soon

100%OL

—200%OL

Fig.10.12: Crack growth promoted through compressive overloads[32]

(Fig.10.13a)or sequence programmed blocks(Fig.10.13b). The features of

periodic single overloads are carried over to block overloading. There

are no general rules, but isolated pieces of information are available.
As the number of overload cycles in simple blocks (N

^
in fig.10.13a)

increases the resulting retardation increases. Interaction is maximized

(i.e. maximum retardation is achieved) at a certain value of^,dininishing
as the overload blocks separate further [23]. Low-High-Low progran

(Fig.10,13b) leads to lower growth rate in the descending part than in

the. ascending part[4].
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load load

time time
(a) (b)

Fig.10.13: Typical block loads:(a) periodic simple blocks
(b)program loading with Lo-Hi-Lo sequence

r 1
It is also reported ^ 33 J that block loading below threshold levels

may influence the crack growth behavior. Application of fatigue underloads
with stress intensity ranges below the threshold can result in
significant transient retardations in initial growth rates when cycling
is subsequently resumed at base line levels above the threshold(Fig.10.14).
The magnitudes of the retardations are found to be dependent on the base-
line stress intensity AK and underload stress intensity AK .u

K

a

Retardation
N

Fig.10.14: A schematic illustration of the loading
to retardation (R=0.05 throughout)[33J

sequence leading

'
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10.3 RANDOM LOADING

physical phenomenon can be broadlyAny observed data representing

classified as being either deterministic, if they can be described by an

explicit mathematical relationship, or random (stochastic), if such a

defined relation between magnitude and time is no longer possible. There

are many examples of random processes in nature, some of which are gust

loads on aircraft, road roughness along different roads, Brownian motion

of particles. The main common feature is an indeterminacy in expected

behavior of any single record. Knowledge of the past behavior of a single

random record by itself does not give any precise indication of its-future
action. The best one can do is to make a particular measurement of interest

over large collections(ensembles) of records, then average these indivi-
dual results in different desired ways so as to determine some of the

apparent statistical variations.
A random process (or a stochastic process) is defined formally as an

ensemble of time functions {x
^
(t)} , -oo< t <«> , k=l,2,3..., such that the

ensemble can be characterized through statistical properties. The functions

{xk(t)} of a random process may be functions of time t explicitely, or

functions of any other single variable which would take the place of time.
For example, {x

^
(t)}might represent road roughness as a function of distance.

Consider a particular ensemble of time functions(Fig.10.15). The subscript

k is needed to distinguish one record from another. Ensemble average is

Fig.10.15: A typical ensemble of time functions
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the average value of x
^ft
) or any function of x

^
(t)over the ensemble

records at a fixed time t. This is an average "over Fig.10.15 in a vertical
direction at the point t=tj and is clearly a function of the particular
point tj chosen. At a different time t=t^ similar'ensemble’ averages may
be calculated and, in general, ensemble averages at t

^
are not related

to averages at t

^
. Random processes of this general type are- known as

nonstationary random processes.
For suitably restricted phenomena, it may happen that averaging over .

large numbers of different records at time t, gives the same answers as

at time t2 » - and, in fact, that all statistical quantities associated with.j-i,
the random process are invariant with respect to. time translations. Such
processes are known as stationary random processes and represent a subclass
of nonstationary random processes. If the stationary random process is f

further restricted so that:

(i) each record of the ensemble is statistically equivalent to every
othei record;

(ii) ensemble averages over a large number of records at fixed times
may be replaced by corresponding time averages on a single representative
record of the ensemble;
then such processes are said to be ergodic. In particular, referring to i-
Fig.ljP.i% averaging in a vertical direction at, say t=t. over 100 dif-
ferent records must give essentially the same result as averaging a single
arbitrarily chosen record x^

(t), k fixed, in a horizontal direction over'

100 different values of t.
Typical service loads are random in nature. But it is very difficult

to categorize such random processes into stationary, nonstationary or

V- 1

Is".
V

f

. •••
":

ergodic processes. Particulary,, if the available time functions are limited,
it is impossible; Mostly, it will be assumed that service loads are a

mixtyjre of stationary random loads and deterministic loads-such as ground̂
air-ground transitions. Stationary and ergodic signals are fully described
by their probability density function and power spectral density. The former

describes the distribution of amplitudes in the signal and the latter des-
cribes the frequency content. The overall magnitude of the signal can be~

V -r

.1

4 characterized by the root mean square (rms) value of the signal. The pro-
take many forms' such as uniform, triangular "VJYbability density functions can

or Gaussian(Fig.10.16).
A large variety of physically observed random waveforms can - be accdc-

. • i
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rately represented as sample functions selected from Gaussian processes.

The Gaussian process has also a number of mathematical features which

make analysis relatively simple in many situations which otherwise would

present great difficulties. A general mathematical solution for the

description of random vibrations does not yet exist; it is only available

for Gaussian processes.
A stationary Gaussian process is completely specified by its power

spectral density function, and is ergodic provided the power spectral

density function is continuous., The power spectral density function,$ ,

should be considered as a density distribution function of the energy *

in the frequency domain. Some examples of stationary Gaussian random

noise and the corresponding power spectral density functions are shown

in figure 10.17.
The energy is concentrated in a narrow frequency band in Fig.10.17(a).

This narrow band random loading is typical for resonance systems, which

predominantly respond at one single resonance frequency if activated by
probability

P(a)

/ s
\/

1/
\\

/ \
/ \-V-I 7*7—

i / /
' !W I\

/ \ II
/ >j

0 +1-1
a/amax

Fig.10,]6: Probability density functions: Gaussian(—), triangular
(—), uniform (-•-)

some external random process over a broader frequency range. In fig.10.17(c)
the spectral density function of the random signal covers a much wider

frequency band and the corresponding broad band random loading shows a

higher degree of irregularity. White noise is referring to = constant,

i.e. the same energy at all frequencies.
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St»0Ctral -density functions load - time histories

Fig.10.17: Typical random oscillations and their power spectral
[3 ]density functions

Since $(u>)fully characterizes stationary Gaussian random load

typical properties can be derived from $ . If we consider a stress a(t)

varying randomly around a (constant)mean stress 0

square of a -a follows fromm

the root meanm’

/ <„-»„> 2
00

1/2 1/21
f{ lim - .

T-K» T o
dt } = { / $( to) do) )• (10.4)arms o

Characteristic events of a random signal are the peaks and the mean crossings
(Fig.10.18). It will be clear that the number of peaks of a random signal

will always be larger than the number of mean-crossings, and this will
be more so far more irregular signals. This has led to defining an irre-
gularity factor k as the ratio between the number of mean crossings and

the number of peaks, with o<k<l. The relations to <£>(a0 are given below.

CO

1/2/ u? $do)1 oNumber of mean crossings -
per sec.( -> and )

(10.5)
•ft 00 1/ (b d(0

o
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50
4f 0) $dto ) l / 2

1 o= Ni =Number of peaks per

sec.(max.and min.)
(10.6)

7T <* 2
/ w $du)
o

oo

/ ttw /uT $du> -,1/2N

Nx "[ » 1o (10.7)
Irregularity factor = k *

2 2
(/ a) $dw )
o

The probability density function of the peak values (i.e the envelope)

can also be derived from $ , but it is a fairly complex equation. For nar-
row band random inaxijrto(lr̂ i)it reduces to a simple relation known as

the Rayleigh distribution. Fig.10.19 shows the probability density func-
tions, for maxima only. It confirms for narrow band loading that all ma-
xima occur above the mean (a
irregularly random loading (k~0.75) o

always larger than Q
^
), whereas for more

values below 0 do occur[3]max
ramax

The load on a structure in service can be measured, for a long period

in order to be representative. As a result, the series of maxima and minima

will become a very large one and for practical reasons it is then conden-
sed to exceedance curves. An exceedance curve — which is a cumulative

distribution function — specifies how often a certain event(e.g. the

given peak value, the crossing of a given level or a range of given

magnitude) is exceeded (Fig.10.21 or Fig.10.29). That is, if level A is

exceeded n

^
times and level B is exceeded n2 times, there will be n

events of a load between levels A and B. These loads will be lower than

B, but higher than A. Basically, there are an infinite number of load

levels in this range. However, there are only nj”n2 occurrences, which

mean's that the number of load levels to be encountered is finite; not

every arbitrary load .level will be experienced. As a consequence, the

spectrum must be approximated by a finite number of levels (as in Figure

10.21). A variety of counting methods have been developed to determine

ranges..^ level crossings etc. But, information on the sequence of load

occurences is lost in such a statistical exceedance description. Inves-
tigations on sequence effects have clearly shown their significance. Re-
sults of. a comparative study on crack growth with random and programmed

sequences are summarized in the figure below (Fig.10.20). Although all

sequences were stat isticall}* equivalent with respect to load occurences,

. the crack growth rates were significantly different. Moreover, the frac-
ture surfaces were also different,even macroscopically.Both the roughness

?y.

rn2

'J'ifr'A' 1,
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O s mean crossing

•s peak values

Fig.10.18: Peak and mean crossing values of a random signal

I
p (a )

max

ksl

k=0.75

amaxm

Fig.10.19: Probability density function of the peak values

of the fracture surface and the transition from the tensile mode to the
shear node were different. The conclusion to be drawn here is that complete
knowledge about loads in service should include information on load sequ-
ences[4].
10,4. FLIGHT SIMULATION LOADING

Flight simulation loading is a realistic simulation of the load
history in service. Flight simulation tests are carried out for various
purposes, such as

(1)Testing of full scale structures to examine fatigue critical
items of the structure

(2)Tests carried out on specimens to obtain crack growth data to

aid the aircraft structural design.
(3)Comparative tests to study the effects of certain variables,

e.g. type of alloy, surface treatment, joint design etc.

[34]:

- ...
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Fig.10.20: Cycles for crack growth from 24mm to 100mm in 2024-T3
alclad sheet specimens[3l]

(4)Tests carried out to generate data for checking prediction methods

on fatigue life and crack growth.
For the first and second purposes the load spectrum of the relevant air-
craft project will be used. For the third and fourth purposes the use of

"standard" load sequences has many advantages. Some years ago two standar-
dized load histories were developed for aircraft wings to use in compa-
rative flight simulation testing. The load history TWIST(Transport Wing

STandard) is supposed to be representative for the wing tension skin of

a transport aircraft. FALSTAFF (fighter Aircraft Loading STAndard For

Fatigue)should be typical for the wing root area of a fighter type

aircraft. More recently, standardized load histories for helicopter

rotor components have been proposed. Helix and Felix represent the loading

standards for helicopters with hinged and fixed rotors, respectively. In

hinged or articulated rotors the point of maximum bending moment is loca-
ted at about half rotor radius whereas in fixed or semi-rigid rotors it

occurs at the blade root.
The essential requirement for a flight-simulation test is that it

- v
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should produce the same fatigue damage accumulation in a much shorter time
than the simulated service load history will do at a fully different time
scale, that means the same damage after the same number of flights. Because
a flight-simulation test should be completed in a relatively short testing
time, it has to be an accelerated test. The sequence of load peaks(maxima
and minima)can still be representative for the service load history, but
the time scale is transformed considerably. Periods without load variations
are omitted, small cycles, which are assumed to contribute insignificantly
to fatigue are also left out, and loading rates are increased. It is cer-
tainly possible that time-dependent influences(e.g. corrosion fatigue)
can be more serious in service. But comparative flight-simulation tests at
10 Hz, 1 Hz and 0.1 Hz have shown the same crack rates in 2024-T3 Alclad
and 7075-T6 clad material with water vapor as the aggressive element.
Present knowledge appears to indicate the constant effect of water vapor
on many service conditions as well as on testing in the lab[4].
aggressive wet environments the time scale may certainly be significant.

For more

10.4,1 Standard Load Sequences; Some essential points of standardized
load sequences used in aircraft industry will be discussed in the following.
The discussion is limited to mechanical loading histories. Temperature
profiles and humidity cycles used in testing of nonmetallic materials(e.g.
fiber reinforced composities)or turboject engines are not covered here.

FALSTAFF
i
!

common to fighter aircraft the
loading environment for fighters may be roughly* characterized as follows.
Loading is primarily due to manoeuvres causing upward bending moments

with wing tension skins often being fatigue critical. Usually, the mean
flight stress level is relatively low and the ground-air-ground transition
is relatively small. Often, the subsequent manoeuvre loads appear in a

systematic manner, contrary to the random order which is typical for gust

loading.

In order to determine features

FALSTAFF is a loading standara considered representative for the load
time history in the lower wing skin near the wing root of a fighter aircraft
[35]. It represents a block of 200 flights which is the average european
annual fighter utilization. The data used was selected from actual loading
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data pertaining to five different fighter aircraft types operated by three

different air forces. The overall manoeuvre spectrum of the 200 flights

is markedly asymmetric(far more positive than negative load increments)

with the upper part having a convex shape. Loading spectra derived for different

fighters usually have this characteristic shape but differ mainly in severity.

From the loading data a stress history was derived such that the final result

consisted of a uniquely defined sequence of 17 983 peaks and 17 983 troughs,

ranging from 1 to 32 (equidistant discrete levels with 1 corresponding to the

lowest trough value and 32 to the highest peak value). Fig.10.21 and table 10.3

desribe the details of the spectrum. Ground loads were represented by insertion

of two full cycles before and after each set of airborne loads. A sample of

the FALSTAFF loading sequence and the distribution of severe flights are given

in Fig.10.22 and 10.23. respectively.

FALSTAFF load level units

30

20

10

.17963 cycles
9006 cycles

0 103
Exceedances in 200 flights

10s
•102 104101

Fig.10.21: Standardized non-symmetrical load spectra for FALSTAFF
and short FALSTAFF (see also table 10.3)

In order to save testing time a shorter version of FALSTAFF was

proposed, labeled as "short FALSTAFF". It was obtained by omitting small

ranges as counted by the rainflow count method. Ranges equal or smaller

than three FALSTAFF load level units were omitted (see fig.10.21 and
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table 10.3). This reduced the number of load cycles by about 50%, which
implies a reduction of the average number of cycles per flight from 90
to 45 cycles.:

Table 10.3 Load spectrum for FALSTAFF and short FALSTAFF[35|

block of 200 flights

FALSTAFF short FALSTAFFlevel
no of
peaks

no of
throughs

no of
peaks

no of
throughs

32 0‘2 2 0
31 0 0 0 0
30 77 0 0
29 10 0 10 0
28 24 0 23 0
27 45 440 0
26 76 74 00
25 104 101 01
24 / 193 183 12
23 233 3 213 1
22 404 3774 1
21 533 484 21.2 >20 640 540 323
19 954

987
1151

805 1037
18 803 2069
17 868135 35
16 1282 . 943

1304
85234

15 1999
4145
4058

143327
14 1398 228511

716
1445
4387
6711

13 218 377
12 . 493 9 750
11 43 16400
10 0 0 2871

14579 0 1941 0
8 455 445 500543
7 155 3636 155

06 5080508
05 0 327327

4 60 6 0
3 0 101
2 0 22 0

01 202

17983 17983 9006 9006l

'i
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Fig,10.22: Part of FALSTAFF sequence

32 Maximum
load level in the

30 severe flights
29

S s \ \\?u"> <£> »— rsj
Nrsinnm

S £ 5 £§v> Ory n
(N

CO Flight No

Fig.10.23: Sequence of the severe flights in FALSTAFF

TWIST

The TWIST standard represents the loading environment of lower wing

skins of transport aircraft due to gust loading.General features of this

type of loading are that the flight load cycles were superimposed

tensile 1-g. flight stress. Taxi load cycles were superimposed on a comp-
ressive ground stress giving rise to a

on a

pronounced ground-air-ground
cycle. Measurements on a variety of transport aircraft showed the sym-
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metric gust load spectra with a concave shape. The stepped test load spec-
trum for 4000 flights is shown in fig.10.24 and table 10.4. All gust loads
start from the mean stress in flight, S and return to this stress level.rat
The mean stress in flight is the characteristic stress level of the TWIST
load spectrum. All other stress levels are directly related to S Taxi
loads are represented by one transition only to a "severe” ground level.

mf *

1
3

8
26

782.0
230

1030
*

6200(/> i E1M OMITTEO IN MINI TWIST

40000UJ

398665
// 0.222/0.841.60 1-30 1.18 0.995 0.685 0.53 03751.50? 1.0

i IVi n in VI VII VIII IXV
a 58442 (MINI-TWIST)GUST

LEVELSuj

>
i~
5 GROUND AIR GROUND TRANSITIONSin
oc 0

TAXI LOAD LEVEL 4000-0.5

102 103 104 105 106101

CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY PER BLOCK OF 4000 FLIGHTS

Fig.10.24: The test load spectrum pertaining to TWIST and mini TWIST[36]
A sequence lengths of 4000 flights was thought to be sufficiently large

to ignore any sequence effect. The loads were distributed over 10 diffe-
rent flight types varying from very smooth(J-flight) to extremely rough'

(A-flight), each of them having loading spectra with similar shape but

differed in severity. The final TWIST sequence consists of 398 665 gust

load cycles plus 4000 ground-air-ground cycles and is uniquely defined
by its spectrum content from Fig.10,24 plus a sequence generation algo-
rithm. The average flight length is about 100 cycles per flight. A sample
of the TWIST standard is given in Fig.10.25.

Since the number of 100 cycles per flight was sometimes considered
as relatively long a shortened version was created, called mini TWIST
[36], Omission of most of the cycles of the smallest amplitude(Fig.10.24)
resulted is mini TWIST having about 15 cycles per flight which gives



Table 10.4: Load levels, numbers of cycles and flights in one black of 4000 flights
according to the TWIST load sequence[36], Number of cycles for mini TWIST
are given in parantheseir.

s

Number and magnitude S
^
/S
^

of amplitude level Total

Number of flights

in one block of

4000 flights

numberFlight

type

I IX V VI VII VIIIIII IV IX X
of cycles per

flight
0.3750.841.60 1.50 1.15 0.995 0.685 0.531.30 0.222

Number of cycles per flight

900 (0)

899 (0)

879 (0)

680 (0)

603 (0)

512 (0)

412 (0)

233 (23)

69 (4)

1 1 8 18 64 112 391 (391)

366 (385)

277 (286)

208 (208)

165 (168)

1500 (600)

(520)

A 1 1 4

761B 1 5 11 39 14001 2

C 3 2 7 22 611 1 1250 (380)

29 1 *4D 1 44 950 (270)

800 (200)

650 (130)

E 1 i 6 2424

F 60 1 3 19 115 (107)

70 (72)

16 (16)

1 (1)

490181G (80)1 7

H 420 250 (40)1

I 1,090

2,211
70 (5)

J 2525(2) (2)

Total number of cycles

per blbck of 4000 flights
2 52 152 8005 18 4170 34800

(34800)
358665
(18442)

1

Cumulative number of load
398665
(58442)10301 3 8 78 230 4000026 5200cycles per block of 4000 fl.

to

*
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Fig.10.25: A cutout of a "D" flight loading trace within TWIST [.37]

much shorter testing times (Fig.10.26).

Helix and Felix

The forces acting on a rotor blade in a helicopter consist of a lift

force, a drag-moment and a centrifugal force. In general, each rotor revo-

lution gives one basic load cycle. Normal rotor speeds are in the order

of 3 to 7 cps yielding 10 to 25 million cycles per 1000 flights. Thus,

the dynamic loading may be characterized by a large number of flight

load cycles with relatively small amplitude superimposed on a constant

tensile stress due to centrifugal forces. Compared to the rotorspeed

the amplitude of these cycles varies slowly so that a sample of a load-
time trace has the appearance of a sequence of different blocks repre-
senting periods r.pent in discrete manoeuvres, with each of those blocks

containing cycles with relatively constant amplitude. Between the flights

pronounced ground-air-ground cycles occur associated with rotor stop

and downward heading of the blades under their own weight. Because of
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Fig.10.26: Comparison between ljjad^
histories of TWIST and mini TWIST.

The first 6 flights

the high cycle character of helicopter fatigue it must be expected that

a relevant standard must have an extensive sequence length. Helix and

Felix, indeed, have more than 2 million cycles representing 140 flights.

The positive level cross count of these standards is shown in Fig.10.27
and a sample of the Helix sequence is reproduced in Fig.10.28.

10.4.2. Planning Flight-Simulation Tests: Carrying out a flight-simulation
test necessitates decisions on load spectrum, load sequences, truncation

of high loads or omission of numerous low-amplitude cycles, etc. In

order to weigh the consequences of such choices the available empirical

trends should be studied [34]:

Truncation of high loads: In flight simulation tests it is well established

that the application of rarely occuring very high loads can decrease the

crack growth rate significantly. Truncation of the high loads(reducing

%
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Fig.10.28: Beginning of Helix training-flight (representing 90
seconds flight time)[37"|
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the amplitude)usually implies a shorter fatigue life and faster crack

growth(chopping of the high loads is termed "clipping11 by some authors).
The effect is larger for crack propagation as compared to crack initia-
tion life.

In notched geometries (initiation governed)the effects of truncating

high loads are' more significant for gust dominated spectra than for mano-
euvre dominated spectra, which is associated with the differences between

the shapes of the two types of spectra. Fatigue under a manoeuvre load

spectrum is more similar to high-level fatigue. Fatigue under a gust spectrum

with rarely occuring high loads is more sensitive to fatigue damage inter-
action effects, such as caused by truncation of high loads. In macrocrack

growth, there is no clear difference between the truncation effects for

gust spectra and manoeuvre spectra.
In a full-scale test very high peak loads should be avoided in view

of their beneficial effect on fatigue,, which could easily lead to uncon-
servatively optimistic results. Since all aircraft of a fleet will not

meet those rarely occuring high loads, it is suggested by Schijve and

coworkers that the load spectra should be truncated at a load level, which

(on the average) will be exceeded, say, 10 times in the aircraft life

(Fig.10.29).

Omission of low amplitude cycles: Large reductions of testing time can be

obtained by omitting low-amplitude cycles or small load variations (some

authors prefer to call this truncation). The time-saving can be significant

for a civil transport wing spectrum, but it will be smaller for a fighter

wing load spectrum (Fig.10.29). Unfortunately the empirical data suggest

that omissions lead to significant increases in life for civil transport

(gust) spectrum. The effect is smaller for the manoeuvre spectra. Fatigue

under fighter wing spectra being more related to high level fatigue, it

can be argued that the contribution of low amplitude cycles in such spectra

will be relatively small. Specific correlations cannot be deduced from

experiments in view of the large variety of test conditions. As far as the

standardized load sequences are concerned, both initiation and propaga-
tion lives for MiniTWIST were about twice as long as for TWIST. Differences

between FALSTAFF and short'FALSTAFF were small or negligible in most test

series M •

The omission of small cycles from a full-scale fatigue test is a
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particularly serious problem. In such a test much is to be gained if many
cycles can be dropped. However, a structure contains many different notched
elements, materials and thicknesses, and as a consequence the effect of
omitting small cycles can be different for different components. In addi-

truncation levels

load i

i

i
I
I
I
I
)

I
omission of
low - amplitude cycles

i
i
i

1

number of exceeding*proposed for truncation
of high loads

!n one aircraft life time

Fig.10.29: Truncation of high loads and omission of low amplitude
cycles L34|

tion to that, the stress history can also be different for different
components — such as that of the lower and upperskin of a transport

aircraft wing. A full scale test should be preferably complemented by
flight-simulation tests on specimens to explore the effect of small cycles.
The specimens need to be representative for fatigue critical details of
the structure (e.g , joints, materials, etc.).

Design stress level: In flight-simulation tests a characteristic design
stress level is adapted such that if the design stress level is changed
all stress levels of the load spectrum will vary in a linearly propor -
tional way. For TWIST the mean stress in flight (S ~)was adopted, while
for FALSTAFF the maximum stress (S

was used.
)of the untruncated load spectrummax
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Higher stress levels are observed to lead to shorter lives for both

initiation and propagation cases. Typically

- log N (10.8)log S r. Constant -
m

with m values clustering around 3-6. The m values depend on the category

of spectrum, the kind of structural detail and the type of material.

Schijve’s compilation[34 J for Al-alloys is given in table 10-5. Log

linear relation does not hold at low fatigue lives and higher m values
LIf t

At lives below 10 flights m valuesare obtained at high stress levels,

extend up to 10-13. The scatter is fairly large.

Table 10.5: Median values of slope factor m for Al-alloys [34]

structural detail load spectra

fighter wingtransport wing

7XXX7XXX 2XXX2XXX

open hole

double shear joint

single shear joint

lug

bonded lap joint

6 3.75 5

4.25.6 5

4.2-8 4 4.7 4.2

3.88.3 4.5 3.5

4.7

crack growth

(through cracks)

4.7 3 3.3 2.8

Sequence effects: Sequence effects on life (initiation) and crack growth

(propagation) appear to be minor provided a randomized sequence of flights

or randomized sequence- of loads in a given flight is considered. Negative/

positive peaks or positive/negative peaks seem to yield the same growth
r l

rate in a flight-simulation test [34 \. The rather dominant sequence

effect of intermittent overloads is no longer significant in flight-si-
mulation tests (Fig.10-30).

i
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The minimum stress of the GAG cycle and clipping of the compression loads:
The ground-air-ground (GAG) cycle is important for civil transport wing
(gust dominated) spectrum. The minimum stress of this cycle has an acce-
lerating effect on fatigue crack initiation as well as propagation. Large
amount data indicate that a more severe GAG cycle gives shorter lives.
Clipping the negative part of the GAG cycles or clipping the negative
part of the flight loads are analogous and lead to larger life, in gene-
ral. If one compares these results with those of Misawa and Schijve
(Fig.10.10a)— where there is no effect of lower S
observes that the conclusions of intermittent loading do not coincide
with those of flight-simulation loading.

on life — oneground

crack propagation
life ratio

1

0.96

0.98

Fig.10.30: The effect of cycle sequence in flight-simulation tests on
2024-T3 and 7075-T6 Al-alloys. The crack life covers pro-
pagation from 2a=20mm'to complete failure of the sheet
(W= 160mm)[34 J

10.5 PREDICTION MODELS
I

Service simulation fatigue tests are extremely time-consuming and
expensive. The analytical alternative is to develop a prediction model
and obtain information on crack growth through numerical computation. In
the literature three different categories of prediction models for VA-
loading are presented.

(1)Non-interaction models
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(2) Cycle-by-cycle models, including some interaction mechanism

(3)Empirical models, not employing CA-crack growth data

Some of the approaches are extremely detailed and require long com-
puting times whereas others may be evaluated using a simple calculator.

The prediction model is the vital element for reliable and accurate crack

growth predictions under VA-loading. However, even if we have a good pre-
diction model, there are still several other problems involved, which will

effect the reliability and the accuracy of the predicted crack growth. The

significance of these problems can be judged only after a detailed analysis

of all steps schematically indicated in Fig.10.31. It is not reasonable

to require a high precision of the prediction model if the input data are

not accurately known.
The amount of retardation in a given VA-loading depends on the material.

Ti 6A1 4V, for example, exhibits nearly two times more retardation than

[38]. Since retardation can reduce

near threshold fatigue crack growth behavior may contribute significantly
to spectrum fatigue performance. Therefore the sensitivity of near-threshold
7075-T351 AKeff to very small values,

service
utilization

assumed

I
load

spectrum
statistical

data

i material
datadynamic

responsestructure

I ±
prediction

model
stress

spectrum > K-history -

environmental effects!?)

service simulating
^ fatigue tests

Fig.10.31: Prediction of crack growth in a structure : Survey of the
problem
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fatigue resistance to alloy microstructure can carry over to FCP under

VA-load spectra. It is reasonable, thus, to have some material dependent

variables in the prediction models but employing fudge-factors freely

limits the applicability of the model.

10.5.1 Non-interaction Models: In the so-called non-interaction concept
' Aa£= da/dN as observed in CA-tests at the same nominal K-cycle. The value

of La
^
does not depend on crack growth and cyclic loads in previous cycles. Only

the present crack length and the present K-cycle are significant. There is

no material memory for the past history. That is why it is called non-
interaction. Retardations and accelerations do not occur in this concept.

Hence predictions on crack growth will be., in general, conservative; but

unfortunately, they can easily be over-conservative. Trend predictions

on variations of the load spectrum are highly unreliable. For instance,

the effect of occasional high loads will be a small reduction on crack

impressive life ex-growth life, whereas in reality it can lead to most

tensions, due to crack growth retardations. Random loads, in general, lead

to retardation rather than acceleration. But there is no guarantee for non-
interaction models to be conservative. If there are sufficient underloads

in the spectrum(see sec..10.2)the non-interaction model may easily be

non-conservative.

10.5.2 Yield zone Models: First generation interaction models try to pre-
dict retardation by comparing the overload induced plastic zone with the

current plastic zone size. The physical bases are weak, but the models

are simple to program and use.
Wheeler model

reduces the CA-crack growth rate da/dN.
[39]is based on a retardation factor which directly

n

an - ao * Cpi (10.9)(da/dN)
i=l

where '

, . OL.m(r /r )
y y for a+r < ay P

C . =Pi
1 for a+r > ay P
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and a represents the maximum excursion of elastic-plastic interface. The

exponent m is called the shaping exponent and has to be determined empiri-
cally from a VA-test. The particular retardation factor chosen by Wheeler

satisfies the boundary conditions that it should be bounded between zero

and one, and that it should increase from its smallest value immidiately

after a high load to its maximum value of one at some later time. But the

uniqueness of a particular m to one material and/or to one spectrum limits

the usefulness of the model in prediction of growth behavior of a particu-
lar structure under an entirely different spectrum shape. Typical values of

the exponent m as reported by Broek M and Schiitz are:

m = 1.8 for Ti6A14V

m = 1.4 for A1 alloys 2024-T3 and 7075-T7351
m = 0.7 for maraging steel.

Willenborg Model ^42] attempts to model load interaction concept

crack growth rate data. Willenborg assumed thatsolely based on the CA

retardation is proportional to a reduction in the maximum applied stress

due to residual stresses set up by a preceeding overload. An effective

AK is determined by assuming a form for the residual stress °red’ pre"

sent at the tip and reducing the applied stresses by this amount. Once

obtained, this effective AK is used in conjunction with constant amplitude

growth rate data to determine the increment of crack growth.
To illustrate the mathematical development and the operation of the

model, the case of a simple spectrum is considered (Fig.10.32). Following

the peak loading 0 (max)a plastic zone is is created at the tip. Theryil

(max)
(max)(max)02

a

02(min)

t

Fig.10.32: A simple spectrum used to explain the development of the
Willenborg model
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crack continues to grow under cyclic loading c^Cmax)- a^Cmin) within
this plastic zone. Q ^

(max) being larger than(^(riax.) leads to a retar-
dation, which continues as long as the growth remains within the zone of
plasticity caused by O (max). Irwin plastic zone is used in the model

in a slightly modified form, giving the extent of the zone (Fig.10.33a)by

= —(K./S )2y l y
cm

(10 .10 )r

where . a= 2 for plane stress and ot = 6 for plane strain. The step-by-step
structure of the model is outlined below for plane stress conditions:
1- Total affected crack length, after o

^
(max) is applied, is denoted by

a

^
and calculated as(Fig.10.33a)

*5
(10.11)+ aa 1P

2 -iiSy2

2- To determine retardation the applied stress, tt necessary for theapp’
plastic zone to reach a

^
is calculated (Fig.10.33b).

(a I/
'

TT a 3)
2

appv c
K

2

app (10.12)r = a -a s:
CPy

2 Tr S
22TTS2y

V *

*-rryl app
I

r
r*1 y a

c
a aP P
(a) (b)

Fig.10.33:(a)Yield zones immidiately following the application
of a2(o)Yield zone condition for termination of inter-
action.

Solving for aapp5 one °btaines
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S|2(a -a )a _ -Z.ll E 9__
aPP 3

(10.13)
a
c

where ac is the current crack length. At the beginning of the second cycle,

then, a = ac ^ and eq.10.13 becomes

sy|K-V°aPP 6 al
is bounded by valueswhich is nothing but (max) itself. Note that o

âpp ’al
S6nSe’°appfollowing the application of which is capable of causing retardation

for stress o«<o at a crack length still within the zone caused by the2 app 6

overload,

aPP
(Fig.10.34). In a physical
P-0 over the increment a

^may be thought of as the effective portion of remaining

(max) and o -aapp

Ojfaax)

0 Ared

oapp
a

ai a ac P
Fig.10.34: Schematic of o following overloadapp

3- Retardation is assumed to be proportional to the difference of a
as defined in eq.10.13, and

app’
the maximum value of stress in ao ,max

given cycle. This difference is termed "reduction in applied stress,

ared" and signifies the residual stress available to retard the next

load cycle. Thus,

°red (10.14)= c 0maxapp

which becomes for the second load cycle

ared = oapp “c^roax) = o1(raax) -c2(max)

4- Both the maximum and the minimum values of the next load cycle are

yieldingreduced by the amount ored 5

(10.15)(0 ) ££max eff = o °redmax
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^min^eff amin 0red (
,

(10.16)

which become for the second cycle

(o2(nax))eff = a2(max)-ared

(a2(inin))eff = a2(min)~CTred .

If either of the effective stresses is less than zero, it is set equal

to zero.

5- Effective values of R and K are now calculated using eg's.10.15 and

10.16. The crack growth law is then applied directly, using the effective
R and AK > to obtain the growth during the interval. At the end of

the second cycle we obtain a

^. !

6- The current value a„ is compared with a . Since a„ is less than a ,z p z p
the growth is still retarded (Fig.10.35). Returning to step 2,the new

becomesvalue of aapp
2(Va2)S

CTapp B a2

which reflects the diminishing o

equals a
There are three district modes of retardation possible with the

as a
^

approaches a

^
.

Cred is zero and retardation is no longer present.
When °appapp

max’

Willenborg model.
(a)Both o2(max)and a2(min)reduce by the same amount(ared),

=AK. But being reduced, slight retardationkeeping AKgff
occurs.(Not, if Paris law is used)

(b)o2(min)reduce to negative values so that the resulting AK^̂and Rg££ being reduced— in fact, Rg££ becomes< AK. Both AKef£
zero now — retardation occurs.

(c)o2(min)as well as reduce to negative values so that the

resulting êff = êff = '' T^ere remains no crack driving

force and growth stops. The model predicts arrest at^(max)/(max)>2.002
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I

—1
a.
1— al

a2
a3

*a
P

Fig.10.35: Crack tip at different cycles with respect to the overload
yield zone

Willenborg model starts from a strange assumption, which implies
instead of a reduction

Crack closure

.< 0. From a mechanistic point
min

of view, the Willenborg model does not agree with the present understanding

that the retardation is due to a reduction of Kmax M .of AKeff. This is considered to be physically incorrect
in the model is supposed to occur only if K

of crack closure. The model ignores all portions of a stress level which

are less than zero. On the face of previous discussions, this can be se-
rious when a severe compressive load follows a tensile overload. Another

shortcoming stems from the fact that the model treats each overload as a

single discrete event. Hence, any cumulative effect of multiple overloads

are not accounted for. Delayed retardations and accelerations are not

included in the model , either.

In view of limitations, the Willenborg model was modified by Gallagher

to the "generalized Willenborg model 11[44,43 J . Physical arguments were
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used for the modifications. Instead of calculating the effective value of
the stress, Gallagher modified the stress intensity factor directly. Eq.
10.14 is replaced by!

.

(i- )1/2KW ,KOLmax K ( 10.17 )red maxZ
0L

where KW 01,

re<j
ir. the Willenborg residual stress intensity factor, K

the maximum stress intensity for the overload cycle, K

ismax
is the maximummax

stress intensity for the current load cycle, La is the crack growth incre-
ment between the overload cycle and the current cycle and Z is the over-0L
load induced plastic zone diameter. In the terminology of Willenborg

represents — completely analogous to eq.10.14 — theand K 'OLZnr = 2rOL y
difference between the stress intensity required to produce a current plas-

red

tic zone equal to a -a and the current applied stress intensity Kn p c J max
A further modification was the introduction of a proportionality factor

such that

*KW (10.18)K , =red red

The term adjusts the amount of retardation according to several mate-
rial parameters through

Kth1- K
(j) '!= max (10.19)

S-l
where K ^

is the threshold maximum stress intensity factor for no fatigue

growth at R=0 and S is the overload shut-off ratio i.e. OLR at which

arrest occurs. The effective quantities become thus

i
(10.20)^max’eff = K - Kredmax

m̂in^ff (10.21)= K . - K .mm red

- =(K . ).,/(K )mm eff max eff (10.22)Reff

The occurrence of crack closure at positive

(tensile)stresses has been discussed in Sec.9.2 as a probable mechanism
10.5.3 Crack Closure Models:
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to account for both crack growth retardations and accelerations. Several

models have been develpped based on closure phenomena. Among those are

[47], DeKoning’s

. These models are similar
Bell’s model 46 J , Baudin and Robert’s ONERA model

CORPUS model [48],
in structure but different mathematically. De Koning’s model will be

detailed here as a sample closure-based model.
DeKoning assumed that overloads lead to plastic deformations in the

wake of the crack tip which he called ,*humpsn. These humps are created

at the crack length at which the overload is applied and correspond in

width to the monotonic plastic zone size. Reversed plasticity due to

unloading the spike load, however, reduces the hump width — flattens the

hump — somewhat(Fig.10.36). The presence of the hump decreases locally

the COD and the crack remains closed for a larger range of the subsequent

applied load.

The variation of hump opening stress, S

and Aliaga’s model[49,50]

with crack advance is
op’

LOAD

•KJo" olCRACK LENGTH -

I

HUMP OH THE
CRACK SURFACE

±jL

CRACK LENGTH

Fig.10.36: Effect of plastic deformation left in the wake of a
growing fatigue crack[4Sj

observed to be a gradual decay. But the model assumes for convenience an

"on/off delay switch1' behavior described by

.r n
^ n

^
OL

if a < a < a +rsn = g ( S? SL)max’op y
(10.23)

. v n OL
if a > a +Sn = 0op
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i.e. no closure effect remains as soon as the crack has grown through the
overload plastic zone. The g (Sn ,Snmax ) function is an empirical relationmm
obtained in CA-tests similar to the expressions in Fig.9.6 or Fig.9.7.
The hump opening stress changes everytime a more severe underload is applied,
according to the function g. This effect is illustrated in Fig.10.37.
As a result of application of

stress is determined by the value of the underload

constant provided that the ’’delay" switch is not set-off.. Appl ication of

underload Sn.

a hump n is created. The hump opening
This level is

max

min,1 *

2 changes this state, however, the new opening level being
mm *

sn = g (s“ sn* min,2)maxop

APPLIED LOAD

t
O-*N0 CONTACT BETWEEN

THE SET OP HUMPS A

S"op

S'Vntn,2

TIME

Fig.10,37: Effect of underloads on the hump opening behavior [48.]

In a VA-loading there will be a hump associated with each overload
and the crack is opened if all humps have lost contact. Thus, the crack

will correspond to the hump that lost contact lastopening stress aop

= max (Sn ) (10.24)aop op

This illustrates the limited memory aspect of the model; as a result of
application of

the material,
Using the loading sequence presented in Fig.10,38 some other pro-

perties of the model are discussed in the following. To indicate parts

the value of Sn is erased from the memory ofmin,2 min,1
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of load cycles for which the crack is open and propagation, the load sequence

it is seen that the

and, subsequently, flattened by
is also plotted versus the crack length. From this sequence

first hump is created by application of S1max
S1min’

LOADLOAD

t
5I
J max S*J max

TIME

°op~^op

S2op

^min ACTUAL CRACK

OPE N I N G STRESS Cop
OPE N I N G STRESS
OF HUMPS n

« — SZop
SV‘

Snin ^min )C70p-mox (S"op)

CRACK LENGTH o

Fig.10.38: Examples of hump and crack opening behavior [48]

1The opening stress S of this hump is given by
op

S1 = g (S1 , si. )
op 0 max min

Then the effective stress range An for the next cycle is given by

Ao* = s2 - S1eff max op

2The second hump 1$ created by application of S
TT13x 2

experienced si. , bur in the next cycle it is flattened by S . .
min J J min

the opening stress of this hump is given by

. This hump has not

Thus

2 2S = g (S_ , S2. ).
max mmop

The first hump has experienced a minimum stress . Application of

S2. will not produce a further reduction of this hump provided that

^nin > roin ’ There^ore t^)e opening stress of the first hump, denoted by
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and the crack is fully opened at a level corresponding to the new value

of S1', this being the highest opening stress level. It is concluded

that the hump created first’ is still dominant, that is,0
Op= ^op'

Suppose that the maximum load applied in the next cycle

greater than all maximum loads S^ax, S2.^
, S3

^
applied previously. It

will be shown that the hump created by application of S^axthe effect of bumps 1,2, and 3. Therefore, two subsequent negative load

steps will be analyzed. In the first place S^ipiL^in gi-ves S^̂ and

hump '4 becomes dominant. On the other" hand, if ^min< m̂in* t*len humps'

1,2' and 3 experience a minimum load more severe" than the previous mini-
mum S3.n..

'For the' updated values'of the hump'opening stress it follows

that > S3 > S2 > S3 . It is seen that after'application of any’negative
. op- op - op,;;op. ';.f i, 7: 7 •vS? . •

load increment hump 4 governs the crack opening" behavior. In general, !

.'H'- • - .7; - - '7-'. -it Can be concluded that the effect of a previous hump, j,
opening behavior is overruled by application of'a more severe maximum
load: Sn • that is, Sn > . In'this way' application of a relatively
high;load'level'..erasfes .part of the memory effect,

'"r '• • • •
'•v ^ ••• T V- . r V"\v -V - ,

In the fqpegoing, it was assumed that a hump can actively influence
the crack opening behavior as long as the crack tip is situated in the

i

is

!
dominates

on'the crack “
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plastic zone associated with that hump. It follows that the effect of

hump j is also erased permanently if a >^+r^.10,5.4 Strip Yield Models: Finite Element studies confirm the occurrence

of crack closure and the interaction effects associated with closure. But

such calculations cannot be made for many cycles to follow crack growth.
(

No closed form solutions for elastic plastic cracked bodies being present

the Dugdale(strip yield)model was extended by several workers to arrive ,

at a crack growth model, which leaves plastic deformation in the wake of

[51.52] .

[5l] developed his model for center cracked panel of finite
the crack

Newman

width subject to uniform applied stress. It is composed of three regions

as shown in Fig.10.39: ‘(1)A linear elastic region containing a fictitious

crack of half length c+p; (2) a plastic region of length p ;and (3) a

residual plastic deformation region along the crack surfaces. The physical

crack is of half length c. Region I was treated as an elastic continuum,

and the crack surface displacements under various loading conditions were

obtained from literature and modified for finite plate size. Regions 2 and

3 were composed of rigid-perfectly plastic (1-d) bar elements. The shaded

regions in Fig.10.39(a) and (b)indicate material which is in a plastic

STOX s m i ny y
± x J

— x— x

t~P-c

TT T

- a o0 -

0 x 0

j

- °0-°°o- ao0
Cb> Mlnlmun stress(a> Maximum stress

Fig.10.39: Crack surface displacements and stress distributions along

crack line as used in Newman model[sij

:-r" J
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state. At any applied stress level, the bar elements are either intact
(in the plastic zone)or broken(residual plastic deformation). The broken
elements carry compressive loads only, and then only if they are'in
contact. An analytical crack closure model was used to calculate crack
closure stresses as a function of crack length and load history. In turn,
the crack opening stress was used to calculate the effective stress inten-
sity factor range and consequently the crack growth rates.

Strip yield models do account for delayed retardation after overloads

because conceptually they include plastic deformation ahead of the crack
tip and building up of plastic deformation in the wake of the crack after

some crack growth. But they are quite sophisticated in mathematical struc-
ture and take longer computer times.

10,5,5 Empirical Interpolations: If lots of data on crack growth under VA-
loading are available it might be hoped that interpolations between existing
data can be made for practical problems. In such cases the results of simple
tests with overload cycles are of little value. For an aircraft service load
spectrum available results of flight-simulation test may be used if the data
are relevant to the problem considered. In view of the large number of va-
riables(spectrum shape, stress level, type of material, thickness, geometry)
the relevance can be questionable. But, available data can give useful in-
dications, at least, on the order of crack growth rates under flight load

histories.
A special case of empirical interpolation is the characteristic K

method. The basic idea is that the random variations of the stress in the

crack tip zone are fully described by AK and thus:rms

da (10.25)— = f(AK )rmsdN

\fW5T. The function f applies to one type of random loading,with AK
characterised by its own statistical properties.The relation may depend on

= Adrms rms

A stress ratio R as defined for CA-loading cannot be

defined in the same way for random loading, but the relative severity of

the mean stress is given bv

the mean stress a .m

Y= ajqrms
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and eq.10.25 may be written as

—-f(AK (10.26).Y)•rmsdN

[53]investigated several steels under variable amplitude random-
sequence load fluctuations and concluded that the average fatigue crack

growth rates per cycle can be represented by eq.10.25, the functional form

f being that of Paris(Eq.9.2). Moreover the average growth rates for the

various steels studied under VA-loading were equal to the average growth

Barsom

rates obtained under CA-loading when the AK under CA-load fluctuations

of the VA-spectra. The rms-approachis equal in magnitude to the AK

cannot be applied, however, to spectra which contain many discrete events

such as GAG cycles or rare overloads.
Schijve [3]has extended this idea to crack growth under stationary

flight simulation •loading by defining

rms

(10.27)Y 0KFS TTachar

where is the characteristic K-value for a specific flight-simulation
load history. achar can the. mean stress in flight (S ^

)or the maximum

stress of the load spectrum (S ). Because S are a kind of aor Smfmax
scale factor for the stress history, a unique relation may be expected

between the growth rate and K

max

FS*

da/dN = fCKpg) (10.28)

The early studies reporting unsuccessful correlations are believed to be

due to. initial transient effects of cracks initiating at notches. Schijve

hopeful [43]that eq.10.23 can account for different geometries and

stress levels, if not for different load spectra.
is
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Problems:

1. Experiments on 7075-T6 sheets indicate that

2.93^= 6.94x10 7(AK) (in units of MPa i|m and mm/c).

Single overload tests on the same material yield that retardation N*
be expressed as

N* = 0.0124 exp(7.22 x OLR)

compact tension specimen cycled between K=1.7 and 16.7 MPa un ,
estimate the number of cycles for the crack to grow from 33 to 41
if a single overload(KQL=33.3 MPa'Tin)is applied at a=36mm.

Answer: 26300 cycles

can

or a

mm

2. Using the random load sequence supplied below(flight No.123 of FALSTAEF)
and a maximum stress of 85 MPa, estimate the amount of crack growth in
a. center cracked panel with 2a^=40mm, W=90mm. First ignore any interac-
tion, then improve the estimation using RMS and Willenborg models. CA-
data is the same as in Prob.l.(Load sequence: 8 5 7 5 17 10 15

11 20 17 20 11 22 11 14 11 17 13 17 10 14 11 21 11 14
10 13 10 13 10 19 15 18 11 16 11 22 8 14 10 14 11 14
10 14 10 13 10 14 11 19 12 19 15 24 10 18 11 14 10 13

10 13 9 14 10 13 6 8 6)

3. Limited tests indicate that maximum interaction between periodic overloads

occur when the overloads are applied at Aa«0.25 a(Sec.10.2). Based on this

information estimate the occurence ratio(OCR)at which maximum retardation

will occur as the crack grows from 37mm to. 47mm in a C(T) specimen with'

W= 74mm,B=4.9mm. The material is 7075-T6 Alclad, with S

^-
460 MPa Jm,P

295kgf, AP=20-180kgf and CA-growth rate is the same as in Prob.1. -Assume

aD3i2r^L in the absence of single overload data.(Actual tests reveal that

OCR=1/500 leads to maximum retardation under prescribed conditions.)

0L“

:
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11. TIME DEPENDENT FRACTURE MECHANICS

11.1 INTRODUCTION

Creep crack growth is an important design concern for elevated

temperature components and is also important in predicting the residual

life of these components which are in service. Thus, there is conside-
rable interest in developing time-dependent fracture mechanics(TDFM)

concepts for the creep regime.
Creep damage is often manifested in terms of nucleation of voids

or holes at microstructural inhomogeneities which grow and coalesce to

form cracks with the final failure occuring by the interlinking of these

cracks through the whole cross-section. If the applied'stresses in the

section are uniform, nucleation of voids and subsequent formation of

cracks are also uniformly dispersed. For uniformly stressed specimen,

the major part of its life is generally spent on the nucleation and

growth of voids with a minor fraction on the growth and interlinking

of cracks. An analysis which considers an average strain response to

an average applied stress is usually adequate to describe this creep

behavior.
Components in service, however, are seldom subjected to uniform

stresses. Pre-existing flaws or defects produced during processing or

welding will give rise to stress concentrated regions. Non-uniform cross

section or eccentric loading will also give rise to stress gradients.

Thus, there is some localized creep behavior where failure occurs by

the initiation and propagation of a single macroscopic crack. In these

cases, the material behavior might be better characterized by fracture

mechanics.
There are two competing mechanisms involved in creep crack growth.

Crack tip blunting due to creep deformation relaxes the crack tip stress

field and tends to retard crack growth. But creep damage leading to v
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formation of voids and microcracks enhance crack growth as these voids
coalesce. Steady state creep crack growth will occur when an equilibrium
between these two effects is attained.

Study of the time dependent crack growth behavior in several alloys
indicates that the growth occurs either by a brittle mode or by a ductile
mode. In the brittle mode, the growth occurs in essentially a continuous
manner along grain boundaries. Grain boundary sliding provides a major
driving force for this type of growth which generally occurs in high
strength materials. While an aggressive environment generally accentu-
ates this process, creep deformation of the matrix may relax the crack
tip stress field and retard the growth. Since crack growth occurs rapidly
before any extensive creep deformation LEFM can adequately describe this
growth. In constrast to this, the ductile mode of crack growth occurs
by the nucleation of microcracks ahead of the main crack and their
growth and subsequent coalescence with the main crack. Growth of these

microcracks occurs predominantly by deformation and results in consi-
derably slower crack growth rates requiring higher stress intensities
than for the brittle mode. Non-linear parameters may be required in
such instances. In line with these arguments, creep crack growth has
been characterized in literature in terms of stress intensity factor K,
the net section or reference stress across the uncracked ligament,
crack opening displacement and the creep fracture mechanics parameter

C* which is the creep equivalent of the J-contour integral. C*, being
the most popular parameter, will be studied in some detail.

11.2 STEADY STATE CREEP

For materials in which secondary(steady state)creep dominates,
the uniaxial creep law can be written as

t= Bon (11.1)

where e is the creep strain rate, a is the stress and B and n are ma-
terial constants. The crack tip fields for a stationary crack is given
by[l]
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C* y(n*l)
( ) f(0,n) Io.. =

Br (11.2)

rj/tn+l)
g(©,n)= (Eij Br

which is in complete analogy to eq.7.14. It follows that C is the load-
ing parameter that determines the strength of the crack tip fields in

a body undergoing steady state creep. Explicitely,C* is the path inde-
pendent integral

3u.—- dsC*= (11.3)/ w(cij)dy-t.
r 1

3x

in which
£ij

w(^ij)“ / Ops diPg
o

is the strain energy rate density and the contour T is an arbitrary

loop enclosing the crack tip and no other defect(Fig.7.3). The proof

of the path independence of C* follows along the same lines as that for

path-in dependence of the J-Integral (Sec.7.1.1).
Alternatively, C* can be expressed as

3PEC* = -1(• (11.4)
B 3a

where
/ PdiPE =
o

is the rate of work done by the load P acting through the conjugate

displacement rate

Examination of eq.(11.2)indicates that when n=l, C* predicts the(

same stress distribution ahead of a crack tip as K. In the limit as

n-°= the singularity at the crack tip disappears and C* and the net

section or reference stress concepts give equivalent stress distribu-
tions. The parameter C* has, therefore, the attractive capability of

j f .
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encompassing the other parameters as limiting cases.
On first loading, in the absence of plasticity, an elastic stress

field will be generated ahead of a crack tip. Subsequently creep defor-
mation will cause stress re-distribution. If cracking commences before
this stress redistribution takes place then characterizations of crack
growth in terms of K will be expected; whereas, C* is the appropriate
loading parameter for large scald creep deformations at longer times.
The transition time from "small-scale creep" to "extensive creep" can

through [2]be estimated

K2(l-y2)/E
(11.5)tT (n+l)C*

The extensive creep case is completely analogous to the fully
plastic state which has been discussed in depth in chapter seven. The
size of the zone of C* dominance is strongly dependent on the relative
amount of bending to tension about the ligament. If the load on the li-
gament is primarily bending, the zone of C* dominance is a physically
significant fraction of the uncracked ligament and the size of the zone
does not depend on the creep exponent. If the ligament is subject to
primarily stretching, the zone of C* dominance is substantially smaller
and the size of the zone depends strongly on the creep exponent[3].
11.2.1. Creep Tests: Creep crack growth rate testing is performed,typi-
cally, either under constant displacement rate or under constant load
level.

In constant displacement rate method the tests are conducted under
constant ram deflection rate using a servohydraulic test system, which
approximately corresponds to constant load-line deflection rate. During
the test, specimen load P, load-line deflection u , and crack length
a are monitored continuously on a strip chart recorder. This method is
useful at relatively high crack growth rates, typically above 5 Um/hr[4]. At lower crack growth rates it is not practical since it requires
an expensive servohydraulic machine for a long time. Also, under nearly
static conditions for long periods of time, the performance of servo-
hydraulic machines can be erratic.
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Constant load tests are conducted using deadweight type creep

machines which are relatively inexpensive. Hence it is very suitable

for obtaining data at da/dt<5 ym/hr. The major disadvantage of. the tech-
nique is that only data over relatively short crack extensions can be

obtained. Since the load is kept constant in time, instability occurs

early in life; At higher loads, the amount of crack extension prior to

instability can be so small that the technique may become impractical

[4], The deflection rate is obtained through dial gage readings at spe-
cific time intervals. Crack growth is monitored mostly using potential

drop technique.

11.2.2 Determination of C*: Parallel to the developments in EPFM, three

techniques are available to estimate CK. These are the multiple specimen

graphical method, the fully plastic J-solutions based oh EPRI Handbook

and a method utilizing the P-A curves directly. •

Multiple specimen graphical method is developed by Landes and

Begley [5 J and is based upon the definition in eq.11.4. First, multiple

specimens are subjected to different constant displacement rates. The

load and crack length are measured as a function of time as depicted

in Fig.11.1. Then, this information is cross plotted to yield the load

asa function of the displacement rate for fixed crack lengths(Fig.11.1,
step 2). The area under the curves in step 2 is the rate of work done,

PE. It is plotted versus crack length in step 3. The slope of the curves

in step 3 is then C* as defined in eq.11.4. C* can be plotted as a

function of displacement rate, step 4, which is the counterpart of the

calibration curves in J-determination procedure depicted in Fig.7-15.
If testing is performed under constant load, then the load-point

displacement and the crack length are recorded as a function of time

(Step 1). For a fixed crack length, the load and the displacement rate

are determined from those plots and the procedure is continued through

step 2.
To obtain growth rate variation with C* tha data in step one is

first converted into crack growth rate vs. crack length plots for

> various deflection rates and then used in conjuction with C* A plots.vs.

!

A
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fixed A method fixed P method

atA^ atP1
atA2 A

a

t
atA3 t t

step 1

t t

I

P

Step 2

A

step 3 PE

a

c*step 4

A

Fig.11.1 Schematic showing the steps involved in determination of
CK from experimental measurements|5J .
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Analogous to the area technique commonly used to determine J-Integ-

ral (Sec.7.2.2), the area under the load-deflection rate curve can be

used to estimate C*. Smith and Webster [b]showed that

'

C* = — F
BW .

(11.6)

where the nondimensional factor F is obtained from approximate limit

analysis techniques,as

dPlimitW (11.7)
daPiimit

n being the creep exponent used in e-q.11.1. This factor F is found to

be dependent on specimen geometry and crack length but to be relatively

insensitive to the creep stress index n. Using the Merkle Corten limit

load solution they arrived at the expression

FA nC = Bb n (11.8)

for C(T) specimen, where

ri = 2 {1.261-0.261 (a/W)} =2+0.522 (b/W)

is valid for a/W>0.4 [4].. The term- PA(n/n+l) in eq.11.8 represents

the area under the load-deflection rate plot.
Using the Haigh and Richards limit load solution for center cracked

plates in tension, Smith and Webster [b]arrived at the expression

r-x _ PA n
Bb n+1

which is very close to the earlier analysis of Harper and Ellison [7]
giving

(11.9)

;

* PA n-l
Bb n+1

for both M(T) and DE(T) specimens. The corresponding expression for SE(B)

geometry is [&]
- ik ?-nBb n+1

(11.10)

c* (11.11)

Fully plastic J solutions based on EPRI Handbook are covered in
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sec 7.2.3. By analogy, these solutions can also be used to calculateaC when secondary creep conditions dominate in the entire specimen. The
relevant equation for C(T), for example, will be

C*= Bbh.(a/W,n){P/P }n+11 o (11.12)

where B and n are the material constants in eq.11.1, h
^

is the nondi-
mensional function of a/W and n, listed in Table 7.2 or 7.3 and P iso
the reference load given in eq. 7.31 or 7.32, depending on the plane
strain or plane stress conditions.

11.2.3. C* Based Correlations: For stationary cracks(^characterizes
completely the crack tip conditions. For growing cracks, however, one
cannot be sure that the stress and strain fields are controlled by C*
and that the HRR singularity is valid. Hui and Riedel[8]
that for growing cracks in creeping material, a new type of singular
stress and strain rate field develops which is considerably different
from the HRR field. This new singularity is independent of the applied
loading and the geometry of the body and is dependent only on the
current crack growth rate a and material parameters. Consequently, any
fracture criterion that involves only a combination of these fields
will lead to a crack growth rate that is independent of the applied
loading and that is universal for all flawed configurations of the same
material. This is contrary to observed behavior. In addition to this,
for steady state creep the new singularity is engulfed in a larger zone
in which C* characterizes the stress and strain rate behavior. And

have shown

for all practical cases, the size of the new singularity zone is much
smaller than the crack length or the other pertinent linear dimensions
of the component[4]. Thus, the growth rate da/dt is expected to corre-
late best with C*. Experimental support to C* is summarized in the follo-
wing.

Cr-Mo-V steels which are extensively used in steam turbines have
been studied by several investigators. Saxena et.al {^4 J obtained good
correlation between da/dt and Cx
orders of magnitude) and crack growth rates( three orders of magnitude).
For A470 Class 8 steel at 538°C, the relation reported is

wide range of CK values(fiveover a
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± = 10-4(C*)0-67 (11.13)
dt

o

where a is in mm/h and C* is in J/m /h(Fig.11.2). For a similar mate-
rial, lCr-Mo-V steel at 565°C Smith and Webster[9]found a parallel

offset curve the meantrend of which is included in Fig.11.2.Geometry
dependence observed in correlations using stress intensity factor or

joules/*
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Fig.11.2: Creep crack growth rate as a function of C*[4]
10 ic

reference stress is eliminated through the use of C . Carbon steels in

the temperature range 400-500°C exhibit much less scatter in terms of

C~ as compared to net section stress or stress intensity factor[lo]. The

relationship of da/dt vs. C was almost independent on the width of

plate specimens, the test temperatures, the testing environments and

the fracture mode.

Austenitic stainless steels, being another common material for

elevated temperature applications, are also investigated in depth. Tests

type 316 stainless steel at 600-650 °C Flo] , type 304 at 650 °C
!_10,ll] and type 304 at 594 °C [12,13]show that C* is superior to

others. Considering the wide spectrum of specimen geometries used, all

of the data fall in a relatively narrowband with crack growth rates for

on
r
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a given C* value varying only by a factor of ten-as opposed to a variation
of more than twer orders of magnitude for a given K value[14] „

In contrast to low alloy steels and austenitic steels, superalloys
are generally high strength creep resistant alloys with limited ductility.
Thus, If crack growth can occur at low stress intensities then LEFM may
be adequate to correlate crack growth rate. The work of Landes and
Begley[5]involved both C(T) and M(T)and the authors concluded that C*
parameter is better than K iir correlating the data on Discaloy at 649 QC.

and on In 100Tests on Inconel 718 at 538°C using C(T)specimens [is]
at 732°C using Ring specimens[l6], however, do not yield any improvement
when analyzed in terms of C*.

Aluminum alloy RR58 has been studied by Nikbin et.al[17]using several
different specimen geometries and crack lengths. They found that growth
data for all geometries fall on a narrow band when Cx is used as the load
parameter. Based on their analysis C*appears to correlate the data better
than K.Radhakrishnan and Me Evily [l8j performed
on 6061 in the temperature range 220-320°C. They again witnessed a su-
perior correlation of C*"

over K, but even in terms of C* they found a
systematic variation with load. Dependence on load, certainly, limited
the effectiveness 6f C .

creep crack growth tests

Nikbin, Smith and Webster[19]develop
and concluded that the universal growth expression

a model of creep crack growth

*.0.85da 3CCD (11.14)
*dt ef

gives satisfactory fit to existing data in literature, £* in this ex-
pression is the creep ductility appropriate to the state of stress local

to the crack tip and is usually approximated by the unaxial creep ducti-
lity for plane stress loading, £,-. Crack growth rate a is in mm/h,C

2is in MJ/m /h in eq. 11.14. Based on models of void growth which indi-
cate that ductility can be decreased by a factor of 25 to 80 for the
stress state relevant to plane strain situations, Nikbin et.al. chose
e*~£f/50 for plane strain. Thus, crack growth rates about 50 times fas-
ter are anticipated at the same value of C* under plane strain loading
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than plane stress. Whether plane stress or plane strain conditions are

expected will be dependent upon the test piece dimensions and the creep

deformation which accompanies fracture. Low creep ductilities, large

sample sizes and the presence of side grooves will favor plane strain

situations.
Satisfactory estimates of creep crack propagation rates are obtained

in a broad range of materials when eq.11.14 is utilized. The shaded region

in the plot of aE£ vs. C*(Fig.11.3) represents the spread of the experi-
mental results on 2-1/4Cr-Mo steel at 538 °C, Al-alloy RR58 at 150°C,
0.16 C steel at 500°C, 1 CrMoV steel at 538°C, A470 class 8 steel at 538

and 482°C, 316 stainless at 593°C, Inconel X750 at 650°C, 2219-T851 at

148°C and lead at 20°C. It can be seen that the equations

0.85ae£ = 3(C*) (11.15)

for plane stress, and

0.85
aef = 150(C*) (11.16).

for plane strain approximately span the data. Thus, Nikbin et.al propose

C' (MJ/in* h)

Fig.11.3: Material independent engineering,creep crack growth assess-
ment diagram of Nikbin et.al fl9 i .
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to use equations 11.15 and 16 as engineering creep crack growth

ment diagram to assess the susceptibility of cracked components to creep
failure without further knowledge of material properties. It suggests

that regions of low material ductility and high constraint are most

likely to be prone to cracking and that heat treatments and fabrication
procedures leading to reduced ductilities should be avoided. If, for

example, reducing failure strain by a factor of 10 causes, in addition,
a change from plane stress to plane strain conditions then propagation

rates of over two orders of magnitude faster could be observed in a given

circumstance in embrittled regions.

assess-

[20]partition

the load line deflection rate of a cracked component into three parts,

11.2,4. Other Correlations: Saxena, Ernst and Landes

(11.17)A = Ael + A .
, + Api

which correspond to the elastic, plastic and creep deformations, respec-
tively. At constant load, P, it becomes

i - » <Tr->p * (11.18)+ Ac

In materials where Afi is large compared to the two other terms combined
in(11.18), C* is expected to characterize the crack tip conditions and

thus da/dt also. On the other hand, they claim that in materials which

exhibit high crack growth rates and a high resistance to creep deforma-
tion(i.e low deflection rate due to development of creep), J characte-
rizes the growth behavior, rather than C*. Tests on 316 stainless'steel
at 594°C, indeed, correlate better with J than CK, whereas at 650°C —
creep being more dominant—C* prooves to be a superior parameter [20J .
In fact, if the time independent plastic deformation is negligible in
eq.(11.18)compared to the elastic deflection, K may characterize the

crack tip condition and da/dt.
If .creep deformations occur rapidly crack tip blunting is excessive

and the stress concentration is relaxed at a rate faster than the increase

of stress due to crack extension. Under these conditions no special

significance can be attached to the singular crack-tip fields and the
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stresses are essentially homogeneous except in cases where severe bending

moments exist. The specimen under such conditions behaves more like a

creep rupture specimen. Creep life then could be predicted using net

section stress, or more accurately, the reference stress which takes

into consideration the presence of a crack in the specimen.
A reference stress is defined for a component as that stress which

when applied to a uniaxial specimen will give the same displacement rate.

In engineering terms a single stress can be specified for a component

under a stress gradient which will predict its deformation behavior re-
lative to uniaxial tests. Williams and Price[21J have

reference stress in a cracked body is equal to the stress at a skeletal

point which is a position within the structure where stress is approxi-
mately constant for all values of creep index n. Reference stress expres-
sions for different fracture mechanics geometries developed by Williams

shown that the

and Price are reproduced in Table 11.1. Thus the life of a structure con-
taining a flaw can be predicted from conventional creep rupture data.

11.3 TRANSIENT CREEP

Creep crack growth can occur at three different levels of creep

deformation. Under small scale yielding, the creep zone size is small

in comparison to the crack length and the pertinent dimensions of the

body. Under steady state conditions, the creep zone will have penetrated

through the cracked body. The transition creep condition represents the

intermediate region. The small scale yielding and transition creep regi-
ons are under non-steady state(transient) conditions and are charac-
terized by a time-dependent load versus load-line deflection rate beha-
vior. The crack tip stress distribution under non-steady state conditions

is a function of time even when the crack is considered stationary.
The problem of creep crack growth under transient conditions is of

considerable practical significance to large components which are sub-
jected to stress and temperature gradients. Because these components are

designed to resist creep deformation, significant creep deformation is

likely to occur during service only in localized regions near crack tips.
The material surrounding the crack tip will most likely be under dominantly

linear-elastic conditions. This is an ideal situation for crack growth
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Table 11.1: Reference Stress for some fracture mechanics specimens[21J
Specimen Reference Stress

p for crack geometries
= —(that do not includeCenter Cracked

Rb a bending component
= a

M(T)
)°ref net

Compact tension
(1+a/W)

(1-a/W)2
= — {2.02 }C(T)
BW

Three point
Bend, SE(B) = —{0.833 - — 2

}
W (1-a/W)BW

Four Point
i-^~}W (1-a/W)

= —2—{0.67 —Bend
BW

Single Edge

Notched
SE(T)

1.004 (—) for a/W<0.5=
(1-a/W)- BW

P/BW= 2.007(—) for a/W>0.5
I I

W (1-a/W)
under non-steady-state conditions to occur..

11.3.1 Growth Rate Correlations: Saxena[22]proposed a crack tip para-
meter, Ct, for characterizing creep crack growth behavior under non-steady-
state creep conditions. Ct is defined as the instantaneous value of the
potential energy rate difference between two identically loaded bodies
having incrementally differing crack lengths

1 3P‘Et
(11.19)C = -t B 3a

where B is the thickness and SPE
^

is the area between the P-A curves
for specimens of crack lengths a and a+da. To be more specific, consider

(
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several identical pairs of cracked specimens. Within ectch pair, one spe-
cimen has a crack length , a, and the other has an incrementally differ-
ing crack length, a+Aa. The specimens of each pair are loaded to various

load levels ,1>
3
_
1>i

_
’etc# at e*evate£* temperature, and the load line

deflection as a function of time is recorded(Fig.11.4a). The load-line
deflection due"to creep is A . It is assumed that no Crack extension o-~irs

t
A

(a)

time

A

Fig.11.4: (a)Load line deflection as a function of time a
load levels,(b)Definition of parameter[22J

t various

in any of the specimens and the instantaneous response is linear elastic.
For small scale creep conditions, characterized by t/t,j,

<< 1, load versus

deflection rate behavior is shown in Fig.11.4(b), at some fixed time t.
Several such plots can be generated from the tests by varying time. The

area between the P-A curves for specimens of crack length a and a+Aa

is called APE
^
. Physically, APE

^
represents the difference in the energy

rates supplied to the two cracked bodies with identical creep deformation

history as they are loaded to different load or deflection-rate levels.
X , 0 #

, , by definition of C . That is, under extensiveAs t/tT — oc
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creep conditions, Ct(being the same as C*)characterizes the HRR field.
In small scale creep, the parameter does not characterize the crack
tip singularity and thus cannot be interpreted in terms of the HRR crack
tip field.(Riedel and Rice[23]
sity is given by

have shown that the near field inten-

K2(l-y2)/E (11.20)
(n+l)t

for small scale creep). But Ctis proportional to the rate of advance
of the creep zone under small scale creep conditions and, essentially,

beyond[24]. This is true even when primary creep is added to the
constitutive description. Therefore, it is possible that the parameter
reflects the accumulation of the history dependent creep damage ahead
of the crack tip and is hence a physically viable candidate for charac-
terization of creep crack growth rate in the small scale creep and
transition regimes.

A wide range expression for estimating is developed[25]based
on load and deflection rate:

well

PA F'
_
c*[- FVF

_
XJC = —t BW F n

1/2where F= K calibration factor given by F=(K/P)BW
P= applied lpad

W= width of the specimen
F'= dF/d(a/W)

A - load line creep deflection rate

C*= analytically calculated value of C*
n» calibration factor defined as

DVi

steady state value of A

PAas
i-|(a/W,n)with A beingss

Saxena[22] reports excellent correlation between da/dt and
values for a range of over five orders of magnitude in and three
orders of magnitude in crack growth rates for A 470 Class 8 steel at

538°C. Crack growth data on 2.25 Cr-1 Mo,1.25Cr- 0.5 Mo and 0.5 Cr-
0.5 Mo-2.25 V steels available in literature have been reanalyzed and
correlated with the C

£ parameter[25]. The conlusion is that the
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effects of prior service exposure, test temperature and material type

on creep crack growth behavior are normalized to a first approximation

if the growth rate data are expressed as a function of the parameter.
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25-
of Pressure Vessel Techno-

Problems

One inch thick C(T)specimens(W=50.8 ram) machined from A 470, Class 8

steel-forgings are subjected to creep tests at 538°C under constant

-load conditions. Assume n=ll for this material and plot da/dt vs. C*,

using the data provided below.

1-

Test durationDispl.rate
ram/h

load Crack ext.Crack length

kN h
.. mm mm

5 .08 10-5

2 .38 10
-3

1 .27 10
-3

6.6 10
”5

3 .81 10
-3

1 .09 10
'2

35 .6. 16 .69 0.787 2035

'r 26.7
22.2

26.34 7601 .702

1 .346

1 .727

1 .499

26 .44 950

20.0 26.42 4203

17 .8 26.54
•>.26.0.0

4847

28.9 2200.965
:C
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Answer: C*[j/m2/lJ- 4.87; 230; 102.1; 4.78
2.45; 1130;

lO x̂a[mm/hj=3.86; 22.4; 14.2; 4.11
3.09; 43.8;

I

2- Derivation of the eq.11.3 for C* assumes implicitely that A = constxPn;
(thus, the area under the load-deflection rate is expressed as P A(n/n+l)).
Check how well the data in problem 1 obeys such a relationship
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APPENDIX

FULLY PLASTIC SOLUTIONS

The superposition technique discussed in Sec.7.2.3 includes fully

plastic solutions for compact specimen only. For other common fracture

specimens the tabulations of EPRI Handbook(Shih, Ref 7.30)are given below.
In general

jpl=“e0o^ gl(|)h1
(i,n)(p/Po)Btl

V=Ha S3(^ h3
(t*n)(P/Po)n

“ Eoa g2(t} h2(t’n)(P/Po)n5Pi

where A is the load poin t displacement, 6 is the crack mouth opening displa-
cement, b is the uncracked ligament.(The functions g^ are unity for C(T)

specimen, as evident from eq.7.30)
Single Edge Notched Specimen, SE(T): The functions hf are given in table A.l
and A.2. The function g

^=
a/W and 82=®3=**

'^ie limit load is

P = 1.455aTbB0o o
P = 1.072a’bBa
° o °where a
,='(l+(a/b))i/2-a/b.

Double Edge Notched Specimen, DE(T); Based on Fig.7.19 the functions h^ are

given in table A.3 and A.4. The functions g
^=

l and g2*g^=
W/2a-l. The limit

load is

plane strain

plane stress

P =(0.36w+0.91)Bao o
P =2bBO /0o o

plane strain
plane stress
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Table A.l: Plane Strain h-Functions for a Single Edge Notched Specimen

n=2n-1 n»3 a*7n=5 n=10 n=I3i n= 16 n=20

h 4.95 6.93
6.47

25.8

8.57
7.56

25.2

13.5 16.1
12.9
23.2

11.5
9.46

24.2

18.1
14.4
23.2

19.9
15.7
23.5

21.2
16.8
23.7

a /W=l /8 h
1

5.25
26.6

11.1
23.6

2
h

3

4.34
4.76

10.3

h 4.77
4.56
7.64

4.64
4.23
5.87

3.82
3.39
3.70

3.06 2.17
2.64
2.48

1.55
1.25
0.970 0.654 0.404

0.712
0.552

1.11
0.875a /W=l /4 h

1
1.81
1.50

2
h

3

3.88
4.54
5.14

3.25
3.49
2.99

h 2.63
2.67
1.90

1.68 1.06 0.539
1.57 0.946 0.453
0.923 0.515 0.240

0.276 0.142 0.0595
0.229 0.116 0.048
0.119 0.060 0.0246

a/ Wb 3/8 .
2

h
3

3.40
4.45
3.15

h 2.30
2.77
1.54

1.69
1.89
0.912

0.928 0.514 0.213
0.954 0.507 0.204
0.417 0.215 0.085

0.0902 0.0385 0.0119
0.0854 0.0356 0.0110
0.0358 0.0147 0.00448

a /W=l /2 h~2
h

3

h 2.86
a /W=5 /8 h, 4.37

2.31

1.80
2.44
1.08

0.697 0.378 0.153
0.0806 0.423 0.167
0.329 0.171 0.067

0.0625 0.0256 0.0073
0.0671 0.0272 0.00823
0.0268 0.0103 0.00326

1.30
1.62
0.681h

3

2.34
4.32
2.02

h 1.61
2.52
1.10

0.769 0.477 0.233
1.03 0.619 0.296
0.435 0.262 0.125

0.116 0.059 0.0215
0.146 0.0735 0.0267
0.0617 0.0312 0.0113

1.25
1.79
0.765

a /W=3/4 h
1
2

h
3

h 1.91
a /W=7/8 h, 4.29ht 2.01

1.57
2.75
1.27

1.10 0.925 0.702
1.55 1.23 0.921
0.713 0.564 0.424

1.37
- 2.14

0.9883

Table A. 2: Plane Stress h-Functions for a Single Edge Notched Specimen

n=l n=2 n=5 n=7 n=10 n=13 n=l6 n=20n=-3
h 4.55

5.43
21.6

3.58
5.15 .

26.1

5.06
6.05

18.0

5.30
6.01

12.7

4.96
5.47
9.24

4.14
4.46

5.98

2.60
2.74
2.72

3.29
3.48
3.94

1.92
2.02
2.0

hia /W=l /8 2
h

3

hl 0.615
0.656
0.362

3.14
4.67

10.1

3.26
4.30
6.49

2.92
3.70
4.36

0.400 0.230
0.419 0.237
0.224 0.123

2 . 1 2
2.53
2.19

0.9601.53
1.76
1.24

a /W=*l /4 h 1.052
h 0.6303

2.37
3.43
2.65

h 2.31
4.47
5.05

1.94
2.63
1.60

0.677
0.762

0.328

1.37
1.69
0.812

1.01
1.18
0.525

0.474
0.524
0.223

0.342 0.226
0.372 0.244
0.157 0.102

1a/W=3/8 h2
h

3

h 2.46
4.37
3.10

1.67
2.73
1.43

1.25
1.91
0.071

0.776
1.09
0.461

0.510
0.694
0.286

0.286
0.380
0.155

0.164
0.216
0.083

0.0956 0.0469
0.124 0.0607
0.0506 0.0247

1
a/W=l /2 h2

h
3

h 2.07
4.30
2.27

1.41
2.55
1.13

0.755
1.16
0.478

1.105
1.84
0.771

0.551
0.816
0.336

0.172 0.107 ’

0.242 0.150
0.100 0.0616

0.363
0.523
0.215

0.248
0.353
0.146

1
a /W=5 /8 h

2
h

3

1.70 1.14
2.47

h 0.624

1.15
0.494

0.910
1.31
0.784

0.447
0.798
0.344

0.113 0.0670
0.203 0.115
0.0581 0.0496

0.181
0.314
0.136

0.280

0.490
0.211

h
2

a /W=3/4 4.24
1.98h 1.09

3

1.38 0.677
1.27
0.591

h 1 . 1 1
2 . 6 8
1.25

0.962
2.08
0.969

0.792
1.54
0.716

0.574
1.04
0.483

h2a /W=7 /8 4.22
1.97h

3
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T a b le A.3: Plane S t r a in ,h-Funct ions for a D oub le Edge N o tched Spec imen

n=16 n=20n=10. n=l3n=2 n=3 n=7n=r5n=l

2 . 4 4
2.17
2 .29

2 .08
1 .94
1 .74

1 . 6 1
1.30
0 .911

1 . 8 6
1.70
1 .30

1 .35
1 .29
0 .571

0.922
0 .961
0.200

1 .13
1.14
0 .372

h 0.572

2a /W=l /8 h« 0.732

hi 0.063

0.772
0.852
0 .126

3

1.89
1 .78
2.49

1 .921 . 8 6
1.79
2 .25

1 .82
1 .81
1 .92

1 .75
1 .80
1 .47

1 .38
1 .70
0.698

1 .65
1 .78

1 .32
1 .63
0.479

1 . 1 0
1.56
0.267

h

2a /t t=l /4 h* 1.76
2 .731 . 1 1h

3

1 .32
1 .25
1 .92

1.12
1.05
1 .67

1 .84

1 .94
2 . 1 1

1 . 6 8
1.63
2.20

1.49
1 .44
2.09

h 1 .92
2 .15
1 .87

1 .83
2 .41 .
1 .05

1 .92
2 .35
1 .40

1 .61
2.51

0.637
2a /W=3/3 h*

h
3

1 .51
1 .38
1 .94

1 .60
1 .40
1 .99

2.32
2 .37
2 .85

1.912 .43
2 .71
2 .79

2 . 1 2
2 .01
2 . 6 8

2 .48
3 .15

2 .37

2 . 2 2

3 .73
1 .26

2 .43
3.40
1 .92

h

2a /W=l /2 h* 1.72
2 .40h

3

2.36
1 .82
2 .40

2 .273 .28
2 .57

3 .68

2 .54
2.02
2.66

3 .00
2 .48
3 .23

3 .38
4 .76
3 .29

3.42
3 .46
3 .90

3 .16
5 .57
2 .36

3 .45
4 .23
3 .74

h

2a /W=5 /0 h * 1 . 6 6
2.19h

3

11.3
7 .14
8 .58

17.4
11.1
13.5

10 .5 11 .9
7 .79
9 .40

8 .44
6 .64
7 .63

9 .46

6 .83
8.14

7.17
7 .14
7 .03

6 .29

7 .76
6 .26

h 5 .24

2a /!v=3/4 h* 9.10
b: 4.73

7 .43
9.04

3

777.0
294.0
327.0

1570.0 3820.0
585 .0 1400.0
650 .0 1560.0

341 .0
133.0
145.0

78 .4

36 .1
40 .4

140.0
58 .9
65 .8

24 .8
19 .4
18 .2

39 .0
22 .7
24 .1

h 14 .2
2 a /W=7 /3 h * 20.1

h Z 12 .7
3

T ab le A.4: Plane S t r ess h-Funct ions for a D oub le Edge N o tched Spec imen

n=20n=7 n~10 n=13 n=16ns2 n =3 n=5n=l
4 .62
4 .70
4 .73

2.84
2 .96
2 .18

2.24 3 .54
3 .65

1 .37
1 .55
0.504

1 .71
1 .87

0 .821

0.825

1 .05
0.159

1.020.583
0.853
0.0729

h
2a / t\=l /3 4 2.38

1 .41
1.23
0.26 3 .16

h
3

1 .59
1 .70
2 . 2 0

1 .59
1 .75
2.12

1.48
1 .92
1 .17

1 .54
1 .91
1 .49

1 .58
1 .85
1.S2

1.59
1 .80
2.02

1.361 .23
1 .82 1.39

h, 1.01
1 1.73

0.296 0.537 p.770
2a /W=l /2 h

2
h

3
0 .674

0.709
0 .830

0 .873
0.922
1 .07

0 .970
1.07
1 .23

1 .34
1 .86
1 .52

1 .24
1 .59
1 .55

1 .09
1 .28

1 .41

1 .43
2 . 2 2
1 .30

1 .42
2 .39
1 .04

. 1.29

4 2 - 59
b: 0.65S

h

2 a / lv=3 /8 h

3

0.280
0.232

0 .266

0.732
0 .762
0.809

0.625
0 .630
0.662

0.S45
0 .944

• 1 . 0 1

1.17
1 .67
1 .56

1 .43
3 .51
1 .18

1.47

2.82
1 .58

1 .38
2.34

1.01
1.28
1 .32

b

2a /tvs1 /2 4 1.89h
3

0.466
0.473
0.487

0.0202
0.0277
0.0317

0.649
0 .657
0.665

0.882
1 .06
1 .09

0.737
0 .790
0.809

1 .29
2 .32
1 .95

1 .04
1 .45
1 .44

1 .45
3 .15
2 .14

1 .59
4.56
1 .93

h

2a / lv=r5 /8 b
2

h
3

0.297
0.312

0 .318

0.630
0.636
0 .638

0.834
0 .966
0 .978

0 .701

0.741
0.747

‘1.43
3.37
2 .67

1 . 2 2
2.22
2 .06

0 .979
1 .30

1 .65
5 .90

“3 3.09

h. 1.69
S.02
5.07

h

2 a / I v=3/4 4
h? 1.31

0.614
0.596
0.597

0.562
0 .535
0 .533

0.845

0 .971
0.980

0.664
0 .663
0.665

0.979 0 .738

0.775
0.779

1 .43
3.51

3 .18

1 . 2 2
2.14
2 .16

2a / W s 7 /8 4 1.27 bn

1 .30h

/

;
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Center Cracked Panel Specimen, M(T): Based on Fig.7.19 the functions
are given in table A.5 and A.6. The functions
limit load is

2a/W and ,<!2=83=1* TheS l =

P =2bBC T /iR
o o ’

plane strain
plane stressP =bB°o

Three-Point Bend Specimen. SE(B): The functions h^ are given in table A.7
and A.8, for span-to-width ratio(S/W) equal to four. The functions 8-1.
The limit load is

2P =1.456b Bcr /S
° ?
P =1.072b Ba /So o

plane strain
plane stress

o

T able A.5: Plane S train h-Functior.s for a Center-Cracked Panel

n=2 r.s3 r.=5 n=7n=l nrl O n=13 n=15 n=2U

2.80
3.05
0.303

4.06

3.91
0.840

4.33

3.93
1.63

3.61
3.62
0.574

4.35
4.06

1.30

h 4.02

3.54
1.95

3.06
2.60
1.96

3.56
3.07
2.03

2.461
2a /K=l /8 h 2.06

1.77
2

h
3

2.54
2 . 6 8
0.536

h 3.01
2.99
0.911

3.21
3.01
1 . 2 2

3.29
2.85
1.64

3.18
2.61
1.84

2.92
2.30
1.85

2.63
1.97
1.80

2.34
1.71
1.64

2.03
1.45
1.43

2a /W=l /4 h*
h

3

2.34
2.35
0.699

2.62
2.39

h 2.65
2.23
1.28

2.51
1 . 8 8

2.28
1.58
1.40

1.97
1.28
1.23

1.71
1.07
1.05

1.46
0.890
0.888

1.19
0.715
0.715

2a /W=3 /8 hi
h? 1.06 1.44

3

1.522 . 2 1
2.03
0.803

2.29h 2 . 2 0
1.60
1.16

1.97
1.23
1 . 1 0

1..76

1.00
0.986

1.32 1.16
0.564
0.565

0.973
0.-66
0.a69

2a /W=l /2 hi 1 . 8 6
1.07

0.799
0.796

0.664
0.665h

3

2 . 1 2
1.71
0.844

1.96
1.32
C .937

hl 1.76
1.04
0.879

1.43
0.707

0.701

1.17
0.524
0.522

0.863
0.353
0.361

0.628
0.250
0.251

0.453
0.178
0.178

0.300
0.114
0.115

2a /K=5 /S "2
n
3

0.461
0.114
0.114

h 2.07
1.35
0.305

1.73
0.857
0.700

1.47
0.596
0.555

1.11
0.361
0.359

0.895
0.254
0.254

0.642 0.337
0.0010 0.0511
0.0613- 0.0516

0.216
2a /W=3 /4 hi 0.167

0.168h
3

1.14 0.987
0.161
0.132

2.08
0.889
0.632

1.64
0.428
0.400

1.40h 0.814
0.105

0.106

0.688

0.0837
0.0839

0.573
0.0662

0.0663 0.0535

0.461
0.05332a /«=7 /8 hi 0.237

0.291
0.139
0.140n

3
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T a b le A.6: Plane S t r ess h-Funct ions for a Center-Cracked Panel

n=10 n=13 n=16 n=20n=5 n=7n~2 n=3n=l

4 .47
4 .74
1 .55

4 .65
4 .79
2 .05

4 .41
4 .33
2 .83

2 .80
3 .53
0.350

3 .57
4 .09
0 .661

4 .01
4 .43
0.997

4 .62
4 .63
2 .56

4 .13'

4.00

2 .95

3 .72

3 .55
2 .92

n

2a / V7=l /S h*
h

3

2.47
2 .08
2.01

3.14
3 .30
1 .35.

3 .20
3 .15
1 .83

2.65
2 .29
2.12

2.20
1.81
1 .79

2 .54
3 .10
0.619

2 .97

3 .29
1.01

3.11

2 .93'

2.08

2.86
2.56
2 .19

h

2a /W= l /4 *n
2

h
3

2 .17
1 .75
1 .57

1 .77
1 .28
1.27

1 .43
0.938
0.994

h 2.34
2 .71
0.807

2 .53
2.62
1.20

2.52
2 .41
1 .43

2.35
2 .03
1 .59

1 .95
1 .47
1 .43

1 .61
1.13
1 .13

2a /W=3/8 h*
h
3

2.21 2.20
2.34
0 .527

1 .30
0.757
0 .758

2.06
1 .70
1 .26

1 .81
1 .30
1 .18

1 .63
1.07
1 .04

1 .17
0.666
0.668

1.00
0.557
0 .560

h 1 .43
0.871
0.867

2a /W*l /2 hi 2.01
1.19h

3

2 . 1 2
1 .57
0.575

1 .91
1 .46
1 .05

1 .69
1 .13
0.970

1 .41 1 .22
0.785 0 .617
0 .763 0.620

0 .853
0.383
0.386

0 .573
0.256
0 .273

1;01
0.474
0 .478

0.712

0 .313
0.318

2a /W=5/8 n*hi
3

1 .712.07
1 .55
0.929

1 .46
0 .635
0.642

1 .08h 1.21
0.452
0 .450

0 .867
0.262
0 .263

0.745
0.216
0.216

0.646
0 .163
0.183

0.532
0 .143
0.149

2a /W=3/4 h* 0.970

0.802
0 .361
0.361h

3

1.57
0.485
0.452

h 2 .08
1 .03
0.730

1 .31
0.310
0.313

1 .08
0.196
0 .198

0 .972
0 .157
0,157

0 .862
0 .127
0.127

0 .778
0.109
0 .109

0 .715
0.0971
0.0973 - 0.0342

0 .630
0.08421

2a /W=7 /3 b
2

h
3

T ab le A.7: Plane .S t r a in h-Funct ions for T h ree-Poin t B end Spec imen

n=2 n=3 n=5 n=7 n =10nr l n=l3 n=l 6 n=20

0 .936
6 .97
3 .00

0 .805
6.29

20.0

0.687
5 .29

15 .0

0 .580
4 .38

11.7

0 .869

6 .77
22.1

0.437

3 .24
8 .39

0.329
2 .40
6 .14

0 .245
1 .78
4.54

0 .165
1 .19
3 .01

h
1

2a /W=l /8 h
2

h
3

h 1 .20
5 .80
4 .08

1 .034
4.67
9 .72

0 .930
4 .01
8 .36

0.762
3 .08
5 .86

0 .633
2.45
4.47

0 .523
1 .53

3.42

0.396
1 .45
2.54

0 .303
1.09
1 .90

0.215

0 .758
1 .32

2a /W=l/4 h
2

h
3

h 1.33
5 .18
4 .51

1 .15
3 - 53
6 . 0 1

1.02 0.084
2 .30
3 .74

0 .695
1 .93
3.02

0 .556
1 .47
2 .30

0.442
1 .15
1 - 80

0 .360
0 .928
1 .45

0.265

0.684
1 .07

2a / W=3/ S h
2

3 .20
5 .03h

3

h 1 .41
4.87
4 .69

1 .09
3 .28
4 .33

0.922
2 .53
3.49

0.675
1 .69
2 .35

0 .495
1 .19
1.66

0.331

0.773
1.00

0.211
0.480
0.669

0.0741
0 .165
0.230

0 .135
0.304
0.424

2a /lv=l/2 hi
2

h
3

6.255
0 .518
0.652

1 .46
4.64
4 .71

h 1 .07
2.86
3.49

0 .896
2 .16
2 .70

0 .631
1 .37
1 .72

0 .436
0.907
1 .14

0.142
0.287
0 .361

0.084
0.166
0.209

0.0411
0.0806

0.102
2a /W»5 /8 h ]

h
3

1 .48
4.47
4 .49

1 .15
2 .75
3.14

0 .974

2.10
2.40

h 0.693 0 .340
0.618
0.704

0 .500

0.936
1 .07

0 .223
0.388
0 .441

0.140
6.239
0.272

0.0745
0.127
0.144

2a /W=3/4 h
2

1 .36
h 1 .56

3

1 .50
4 .36
4 .15

h 1 .35
2 .90
3 .08

1.20
2.31
2.45 1 .81

1.02 0.855
1 .33
1 .41

0.690 0.551
1.00
1.06

0.440
0 .613
0.649

0 .321
0.459

0 .486
2a /K-7 /8 hj 1.70 0.782

0 .828n
3
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T a b1e A.8: Plane S t r ess h-Funct ions for T h ree-Poin t B end Spec imen

n=3n=l n=2 n=5 n=7 n=10 n=13 n=16 n=20

0 .676
6 .84
2 .95

0 .600
6 .30

20.1

h 0 .548
5 .66

14.6

0 .459
4 .53

12.2

0.383
3.64
9 .12

0.297
2.72
6 .75

0 .238
1 .67
4 .09

0 .192
1 .67
4.09

0 .148
1 .26
3.07

1
a /W*l /8

h
3

0.869
5 .69
4 .01

0 .731
. 4 .50

3 .81

h 0.629
3 .68
7.19

0 .479
2 .61
4 .73

0.370 0.246
1 .95 1 .29
3 .39 2 .20

0 .174’

0.897
1 .52

0.117
0.603
1.01

0.0593
0.307
0 .503

1
a / W s l /4 h

2
h
3

. 0 .413
1 .58

h 0 .963
5.09
4 .42

0.797
3 .73
5 .53

0.630
2 .93

0.527
2 .07
3 .17 2 .41

0.232
0 .841
1 .28

0.307
1 .13

1 .73

0.174
0.626
0 .948

0.105
0 .381
0.575

a /W«3/8 h
1
2

h 4.483

1.02
4.77
4 .60

h 0 .767
3 .12
4 .09

0 .621
2.32
3 .09

0 .453
1 .55
2 .08

0 .324
1 .08
1 .44

0.202
0 .655
0.874

0 .128
0.410
0.545

0 .0813 0.0298
0.259
0.344

a /W=l /2 hi 0 .0974
0 .129

2
h
3

0.235
0 .656
0 .803

0.494
1 .46

. 1- 79

1 .05 0 - 649
2.12
2.60

h 0 .786
4 .55 2 .83
4.62 3 .43

0 .173
0.472
0.577

0.357
1.02
1.26

0.105
0 .286
0.349

0 .0471
0.130
0 .153

a/W-5/8 hi2
h
3

1*07
4.39
4 .39

0.0442
0 .114
0 .129

h 0 .786
2.66
3.01

0.643
1 .97
2 .24

0 .474
1 .33
1 .51

0.343
0 .923
1 .05

0.230
0 .601
0.680

0.167
0.427
0 .483

0.110
0.280
0 .316

1
a/Wa3/4 h2

h
3

0.928 0.810 0.646 0 .538
2 .76 2 .16 1 .56 1 .23

2.29 1 .65 1 .30

h 1.086
a /W=7 /8 h

2 4.28
14

4 .07 2 .93

0.205
0 .561 0.428
0 .592

0.423
0.922
0 .975

0 .332
0.702
0.742

0 .242.

- h 0.4523
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